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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to analyse Ayn Rand's conten-

tion that confticts among rational men are impossible, and

that as a result, it is possible to build a harmonious

political and economic system.

The procedure of the thesis will be to examine in detail-

all parts of Rand's philosophy, first her metaphysics, then

her epistemotogy, then her ethics, and f inalJ.y her political

and economic theory, in order to see the basis for her

belief in the possibility of a rational political and eco-

nomic system"

The examination results in the discovery that Àyn Rand is

an advocate of the primacy of existence, that she upholds

reason as man's only means of knowledge, that she supports

an ethics based on rational self-interest. On these bases

she advocates radical, laissez-faire capitalism. only under

such a system, she holds, can rational men truly exist and

therefore live vrithout conflict"

The thesis concludes that Rand's case for a rational

political system is basically valid" The thesis finds that

Rand, as a defender of capitalism and the free market, makes

a great contribution to thought on the subject.

1V
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ChaPter I

INTRODUCTÏ ON

The purpose of this thesis (discussing the thought of Ayn

Rand and her philosophy, Objectívismr) is to answer the fol-

lowing question: Can relations among men ever be basically

harmonious and conducive to individual happiness, or is it

the case that man is the product of an essentially malevo-

lent universe, and as such relations among men cannot fail

but to be conflicting and unhappy?

One may rephrase this question in a more political light:
Is it possible, through philosophical inquiry, to discover a

political order that is harmonious and that serves individu-

al happiness? Or is it the case that t given the supposedly

conflicting nature of man and his universe, aII political

orders must necessarily be dominated by hostility and unhap-

piness?

The response of Ayn Rand to these questions can be summed

up in the following statement: "There are no confIicts of

interests among rational men."1 This thesis will attempt to

show how Ayn Rand arrives at her view that man's nature, his

world, and his relations with others can be rational and

harmon i ous .

I vos, p. 50"

1-



The second chapter of the thesis

biographical sketch of Àyn Rand, in

reader with her background, and a

sophical movement that she founded:

In its third chapter, the thesis

metaphysics, or the question of

tence" Rand's metaphysics stands

benevolent universe view. In it,

is non-contradictory in nature, and

2

will consist of a short

order to familiarize the

short study of the philo-

Objectivism.

will examine Objectivist

how Ayn Rand views exis-

at the very base of her

she contends that reality

that man is aware of it.

The fourth chapter of the thesis will examine Rand's

epistemology, or her view of the means by which man acquires

knowledge. In epistemology, Rand endorses the view that man

obtains knowledge by a process of reason, taking his senses

and cognitive tools as vaIid, and integrates his mind and

body, as well as his logic and his emotions. This leads Rand

to believe that man's own nature is conducive to harmony,

and that man can settle his internal di.sputes objectively.

Chapter five looks at Rand's ethics, or her view of which

moral code man requires for his survival and why. In short,

Rand upholds the idea that man is to hold his own life as

his standard of value, neither sacrificing himself to others

nor expecting others to do this for him" He interacts with

others only on the basis of mutual, uncoerced agreement. By

these means, Rand contends, man's reiations with others need

not be governed by conflict.
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In its sixth chapter, the thesis will probe the Objecti-

vist viewpoint as to what kind of political order is neces-

sary for there to be an absence of conflict in human rela-

tions" Consequently, Rand's views on the need for govern-

menL and its proper functions wilI be examined. In total,
Rand makes a case for a social system characterized by lim-

ited, constitutional government and a Iaissez-faire capital-
ist economic system" It is only through this system and

through no other, Rand betieves, that a harmonious political

and economic order can be established. It is only under this

system, she contends, that man can reach his highest poten-

tial.

Chapter seven will look at Rand's view of history and

especialty her views on the Ämerican political and economic

system, aspects of which she has often praised.

Finally, chapter eight will look at some of Àyn Rand's

critics and some of their viev¡points on her and her work, as

well- as some possible responses by Rand" Since the criti-

cisms raised address many of the issues examined in this

thesis, it would be worthwhile to explore them.

In conclusion, the thesis will decide whether Ayn Rand's

case for a rational political order is viable and appropri-

ate to Loday's political realities"



ChaPter I I

BIOGRAPHY

Àyn Rand was born Alice Rosenbaum, in St. Petersburg, Rus-

sia, on February 2, r905. She grew up in a business family,

the daughter of a pharmacist, and she and her family were

quite prosperous until the coming of the Russian revolution.

When that event occurred, the Rosenbaums found their busi-

ness national-ized, and their wealth turned into abject pov-

erty. Nevertheless, ÀIice, determined to become a writer of

fiction, managed to attend university, studying philosophy

and history, discovering Aristotle and Thomas Àquinas. She

would cIaim, perhaps not altogether accurately, that these

two thinkers were the only significant influences on her

thought" In her drive to be a writer, she became absorbed

in the novefs of classical greats like Victor Hugo. Togeth-

€trr these factors made Àlice Rosenbaum decide that one of

the best ways to spread her ideas \{as to use the fiction

novel as a vehicle for explicit philosophizing" By this, she

hoped to make her ideas at once scholarlY, and yet accepta-

ble to the general public"

In 1926, young À1ice, disgusted with life under commu-

nism, set out for the United States, the country which, she

feltr wâs the metaphysical embodiment of so many of her

4-
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philosophical premises" Here she lived briefly with rela-

tives in Chicago before setting out for Hollywood to see if
she could become a part of the American movies that she had

en joyed so much in Russi.a. Àround this time, Alice changed

her name to Àyn Rand; Ayn taken from the name of a Finnish

writer and Rand taken from the name of her typewriter, a

Remington Rand" ln Hollywood, quite by coincidence, she met

director Cecil g. DeMille, who, after coming to know Ayn,

gave her a job as a movie extra" Within a short time, she

met Frank O'Connor, another extra, who r.ras later to become

her husband.2

When DeMi l-Ie' s studio closed, Rand took on various jobs

to support herself, but always kept in mind that these jobs

v¡ere only a means to acquire the capital she would need to

allow herself the time to work on the novel-s she was plan-

ning" In 1929 she and Frank O'Connor vrere married" In I930,

she began work on her first novel, We The Livinq, a story of

life in Soviet Russia. At this time she also sold a play,

Woman on Tria1, later known as The Niqht of Januarv 16th"

In 1934, the O'Connors moved to New York, where Ayn Rand

began work as a screenplay editor, and in 1936 We The Livinq

was finally sold. Almost immediately, Rand began work on her

second novel, The Fountainhead, which features architect
Howard Roarke as her epitome of the ideal, rational man.

During this time, Rand also wrote Anthem, an abstract story

2 Barbara Branden,
Doubleday & Co.,

The Passion of Àyn Rand, (l¡ew York:
1986)-,æ-79. 

-



of life under totalitarian

after numerous rejections,

became and stiIl is widely

rule. In 194

was at l-ast

read. 3

3 The Founta inhead,

published" It soon

than Rand set to

released in 1949,

k to California"

ruggle, Àyn Rand

. StilI, Rand did

Shruqqed, which

No sooner had this novel been published

work on a screenplay for it" The movie was

by which time the O'Connors had moved bac

Àt last, after so many years of painful st

had achieved spiritual and material- success

not rest. Instead, she began work on Àtlas

l¡as to be a full statement of her philosophy in novel form.

It lras at this time, in 1950, that Ayn Rand received a

letter from a young psychology student at UCLA, Nathaniel

Blumenthal, formerly of Toronto. So impressed was Rand with

his letter that she invited Nathaniel for a visit; they

began a strong relationship that v¡as to last nearly twenty

years. Later, Nathaniel wouLd change his surname to Branden,

a rearrangement of "ben Rand" (son of Rand)" Shortly there-

after, Nathaniel's good friend Barbara Weidman, would also

become a close associate of Rand. In timer so did Barbara's

cousin, Leonard Peikoff" Both were formerly of Winnipeg,

and had attended the University of Manitoba for a time.

In 1951, Nathaniel and Barbara left California to study

in New York, and soon Àyn Rand and Frank O'Connor left for

New York as well, âs Àyn had come to long for the city that

she loved so much. In 1953, Nathaniel and Barbara were mar-

3 rbid. , pp " 172-173 "
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ried. Rand's circle of youthf uI adrnirers continued to grovr,

and soon this group was meeting regularly at Rand's apart-

ment to discuss her phiJ-osophy" In Ì"larch 1957, Rand f inished

Àtlas Shruqqed and soon afterward it was published. Àfter a

slow start, sales of the book soared, and, like Rand's other

novels, it continues to sell well even today"a Àfter Atlas

Shruqqed, Rand's fiction-writing career came to an end. She

apparently developed a case of fiction-writer's block, and

although she did start on a new f iction noveJ-, she h'as never

able to finish it.

In 1958, Nathaniel Branden established, with Rand's gui-

dance, the Nathaniel Branden Institute, which offered uni-

versity-styIe lectures on Rand's philosophy. In a short

time, the programs proved so popular that they were put on

audio-tape, and were soon being listened to by admirers of

Rand al-l over North Àmerica. At this time, The Obiectivist
Newsfetter began publication, for which Rand and her associ-

ates wrote articles discussing various topical issues. This

was one of Rand's first ventures into non-fiction. In 1966,

this newsletter became The Ob'iectivist. In 1961 , Rand had

written For The New Intellectual, and from 1964 to I966, she

wrote a flurry of non-fiction articles, which were compiled

into several books: The Virtue of Selfishness, (1961) Capi-

talism: The Unknown Ideal, (1967 ) Introduction to Obiecti-

vist Epistemoloqv, (1979\ The Romantic Manifesto, (1971) and

The Nev¡ Left: The Anti-Industrial Revolution (1971) " Pub-

4 Ibid", pp" 133-290"
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lished posthumously vrere: Philosophy: Who Needs It, (1982),

and The Early Ayn Rand, ( 1984) " 
t By 1968, Rand's relation-

ship with the Brandens came to a bitter end, so that many of

the activities which the Brandens had formerly managed for

the Objectivist movement came to a halt as well.6 Nathaniel

Branden left to pursue a career in psychotherapy, while Bar-

bara became a writer. Even so, Rand continued writing in

The Ayn Rand Letter, and gave many speeches over the years.

In 1974, she developed lung cancer. In 1979, Frank O'Connor

died and in March 1982 so did ayn Rand" Leonard Peikoff was

left as her heir and assumed leadership of Rand's Objecti-

vist movement "

But Rand's ideas and her influence did not die with her"

Peikoff and a number of Rand's other associates began The

Obiectivist Forum, and later The Intellectual Activist, pub-

l-ications which relate Rand's ideas to topical issues" The

Àyn Rand Institute of Los Angeles was also set up to promote

Rand's ideas and research into them. Today, Objectivist
groups around North America and the world listen to taped

l-ectures on Objectivism, and Objectivist campus clubs have

been organized in many universities. Yet, Rand's influence

extends far beyond official Objectivism" She is widely rec-

ognized as a major influence on the Libertarian movement,

E

6

Ibid. r pp"

For a more
controversy
delve into,
ent i rety .

291 -404 "

complete account of
, which this thesis
see Barbara Branden

the events surrounding this
cannot afford spacewise to

's biography of Rand in its



and her ideas have also influenced some politicaL personali-

ties like Margaret Thatcher of Britain, and Malcol-m Fraser,

former Prime Minister of Àustralia.

Objectivist John Ridpath, professor of economics at York

Universityr wâs at one time a speechwriter for Brian Mulro-

ney. gr i. t i sh Columbia ' s Fraser I nst i tute has assoc iates who

count Rand as an infl-uence. The list of people who have been

touched by Rand's ideas goes on and oûr including business

people, actors, musicians, and writers" Far from being an

aberration on the world's intellectual scene, Àyn Rand's

ideas are now beginning to have an effect far beyond any-

t.hing she had expected. The fact that one of her associates

from the 1950's, Al-an Greenspan, is now perhaps the second

most powerful man in the world as chairman of the U.S" Fed-

eral Reserve Board, Ieads one to believe that Rand's ideas

should be given serious consideration.T

7 For a more thorough
Rand's ideas, see pp.
of Rand.

Iook at the wide-ranging impact of
407-422 of Ms. Branden's biography



Chapter I I I

METAPHYSI CS

A proper discussion of the thought of Àyn Rand mustr âs men-

tioned before, start with a review of metaphysics, or the

branch of philosophy concerned r+ith the study of the funda-

mentals of existence. This topic is a very crucial one in

Rand's philosophy, f or it ansr.Iers a very basic question:

what is there? rhe answer to this question, in Rand's phi-

losophy, centers on axioms, which she defines as follows:

An axiom is a statement that identifies the base
of knowledge and of any further statement pertain-
ing to that knowledge, a statement necessarily
contained in all others....Àn axiom is a proposi-
tion that defeats its opponents by the fact that
they have to accept it and use it in order to deny
:! I1L.

Axioms are the basis of

itself. They are peculiar in

ly but grasped conceptually.

borrowed in large part from

oms : exi stence , ident i ty ,

entails that to exist is to

and properties. In Rand's

worlds or dimensions, exist

ty entails that what exists

its own nature, for A is A:

all knowledge, and of proof

that they are perceived direct-
Rand's metaphysics, which is

Aristotle, centers on three axi-

and consc iousness " Ex i stence

be something, to have a nature

metaphysics, there are no other

ing outside of existence. Identi-

is itself and cannot contradict

u AS, p" 965"

10
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À leaf cannot be a
not be all red and
cannot f.reeze and

stone at the same time
all green at the same

burn at the same tirne" e

, it
time,

can*
ir

The concept A is A is one which Rand

totle's law of non-contradiction:

derives from Aris-

That the same attribute cannot at the same time
belong and not belong to the same subject and in
the same respect. 1 o

Consciousness is the faculty of the avrareness of exis-

tence and identity. To sum up: "Existence is Identity, Con-

sciousness is Identification. "11

Because axioms are the basis of proof, it is impossible

to prove them per se. They are the starting point of proof,

beyond which one cannot go. They are perceived directly,
and thus can only be emphasized repeatedly. As Rand says:

When [one] declares that an axiom is a matter of
arbitrary choice and he doesn't choose to accept
the axiom that he exists, he blanks out the fact
that he has accepted it by uttering that sentence,
that the only way to reject it is to shut one's
mouth, expound no theories and die.12

s lbid., p" 942"

1o Richard McKeon, (ed") The Basic Works of Àristotle, (New
York: Random House, 1941), p" 736. One may note that for
someone who claimed to ovre so much to Aristotle, Rand
made fer.¡ explicit references to his writings. The simi-
larities must be discovered by the discerning reader him-
seIf.

11 Ibid", p" 942"

12 rbid" , p" 965.
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Axioms do not tell man what exists, only that something

does" They do not tell man what the identity of an existent

is, only that it has one. And they tell man that he has a

faculty of consciousness, but they do not tell him hor+ he is

to use it. However, axioms do assure man that if he accepts

them, his knowledge can have a f irm and non-contradictory

base.

Rand's metaphysics regard existence as an unquestionable

primary, a primary which consciousness must simply perceive

and act within the boundaries of. Rand hence rejects the

arguments that either consciousness is constitutive of real-

ity, or else is whoIly passive, and mereJ-y mirrors what it
perceives. On the contrary, she sees consciousness as hav-

ing a specific identity, as being an existent, âD entity
which is active only in that it can focus on different

aspects of existence at wi11. However, this entity cannot

actually create what it perceives.l3

On this basis, Rand dismisses the idea that things are

never what they seem, and that their nature is unreliable,

changing from perceiver to perceiver" She sees this view of

metaphysics only as a recipe for chaos in the other branches

of philosophy. Conversely, Rand advises the individual to

accept. reality as it is and to work within such a framework,

not against it. This course of action is possible because as

Rand sees it, the universe is benevolent; it possesses a

13 David KelIey, The Evidence
Louisiana State University

of lhe Senseå, (Baton Rouge:
Press, I ggO ) , pp "27 -34 "
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nature such that it does not work against man, but allows

him to pursue his rational- interests and fu1fi11 rational
goals if he so wishes. It is a universe that is benevolent

not in every specific, concrete instance, but rather in an

overa1l, philosophical sense.l4 The universe provides the

human race with the potential for overall survival and hap-

piness, if man is will-ing to adapt to it. Instances of suf-

fering are temporary and insignificantr âs far as the human

race is concerned. If the universe were truly malevolent,

humanity would hardly exist at all.

By upholding Existence and Identity, Rand's philosophy

also establishes the possibility of objective knowledge, and

therefore of objective communication. with this, her notion

that conflicts among rational men are unnecessary is given a

firm basis" For if man accepts Lhat there is only one real-
ity, and that it is not a contradiction, then he has the

possibility of living his life without conflict " But if he

accepts that there are ten or a hundred different realities,
all equally valid despite their contradictions, conflict
becomes truly unavoidable. 1s

In a wider sense, Àyn Rand's articulation of a clear

stance on metaphysics makes the other branches of her phi-

losophy more understandable. In this wây, one is always

aware of the point from which Rand derives her ideas.

14

f5

Harry Binswanger, (ed.), The Àyn
The New Àmerican Iibrary, 1986) ,

P:WNI, pp. 23-30.

Rand Lexicon, (New York:
p" 51.
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ofThus, one has here set

the next branch of Rand's

the groundwork

philosophy, her

for a discussion

epi stemology.



Chapter IV

EPI STEMOLOGY

4"1 RÀND'S VIEWPOINT

Having studied the metaphysics of Ayn Rand, it is the logic-

al step to move ahead to a discussion of her epistemology,

or Rand's view of how man gains knowledge. Às metaphysics

ansv¡ers the question: "What is there?", epistemology

ansv¡ers the quest ion : "HgrL do I know what there is?" Rand

contends that man gains knowledge by a very specific process

anC by no other" She defines knowledge as: "...â mental-

grasp of a fact(s) of reality, reached either by perceptual

observation or by a process of reason based on perceptual

observation."16

The basis of Àyn Rand's epistemology is her statement

that A is À. If this is so, then things are what they are,

and have a specific nature, unchanged by any "perspective".

We can, according to Rand, focus on different parts of that

world at differenl times, but this clearly does not mean

that there is one world out there for each of us. By choos-

ing to concentrate on certain characteristics of an entity

aside from others, man is not automatically at odds with

others who may have chosen different aspects of existence to

16 rroE, p" 45"

15
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direct their attention to" Thus, because we often look at

reality from different vantage points, this does not mean

that we cannot communicate our thoughts to each other; if
they are different, aIl that is necessary i.s to integrate

them with what vre already know and come up with a more com-

plete view of reality. In this regard, Rand would not full-y

agree with Ortega Y Gasset, for she would not automatically

regard a viewpoint that claimed to be the only correct one

as the "sol-e f alse perspective. " 17

Rand's epistemology also attacks skepticismr or the view

that objective knowledge is impossible; that all man's

knowledge is merely a series of competing perspectives, the

absolute truth of which cannot be known. Rand views this as

a contradiction: if one states that nothing is certain, then

how did one come to know this fact for sure? This kind of

skepticism, consisting of doubt without'evidence or asser-

tion without proof, cannot be considered proof of anything.

Such arguments do not enlighten man's consciousness, but

cripple and destroy it" This baseless doubt must be dis-
missed completely if rational men are to have no conflicts"
For only when men realize that objectivity is possible can

they discover objective guidelines for human conduct. The

alternative is to condemn men Lo ceaselessly ponder every

c1aim, whether stated with evidence or not" Such men, if
they did discover institutions conducive to human freedom,

17 Ortega Y GasseL,
(¡¡ew York: Harper

The Modern Theme, trans "

-& 
Row, 'l 96lE': 92 "

James Cleugh,



vrould do so by accident only

stand for onl-y as long as

destroyed them"

17

And such institutions would

the next baseless assertion

The core of Rand's epistemology is a discussion of the

issue of concepts, since it is with concepts that man gains

and retains human knowledge" The key question she seeks to

answer i s:

Do concepts refer to something real, something
that exists-- or are they merely inventions of
man's mind, arbitrary constructs or Loose approxi-
mations that cannot claim to represent knowl-
edge? 1 I

Rand holds that the faculty of consciousness is man's

primary means of gaining human knowledge" To gain this
knowledge, consciousness must perform tvro key tasks: differ-
entiation and integration. The first step in gaining knowl-

edge, of course, is the direct perception of entities around

oneself" However, man cannot possibly hold all the myriads

of entities around hirn simply as they are, as individual
existents. Instead, he differentiates them on the basis of

essential characteristics. Then, using logic, (non-contra-

dictory identification), man regroups these existents on the

basis of such essenLial differences into much smaller num-

bers of units, creating concepts. Às Ayn Rand puts it: "The

ability to regard entities as units is man's distinctive
method of cognition.. o"1e

18

19

IAOE, p. 1.

Ibid", p. 7
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But specifically what are these units, or concepts? Rand

defines them as follows:

A concept is a mental integration of two or more
units which are isolated according to specific
characteristics and united by a specific defini-
tion.2o

To make his concepts obvious to himself and others, man

converts them into perceptual- concretes, or symbols, using

language. This makes communication of concepts possibl-e.21

In order to be cognitively useful, these symbols or words

must represent a concept that corresponds to a particul-ar

referent in real ity. The actual word r or symbol , i s an

option for the individual, but its referent must remain con-

stant, if one expects to be understood. As a contemporary

associate of Àyn Rand's, Ludwig Von Mises, relates:
A man may call a cat a dog and the sun the moon if
it pleases him. But such a reversal of the usual
terminology,.".does no good and only creates mis-
understandings. 2 2

The first concepts anyone learns to form are concepts of

perceptual concretes, concepts that one can define osten-

sively. From these, one can begin the process of creating

abstractions, oE second-leve1 concepts, which are derived

20 Ibid., p. 11"

21 tbid., p. 12"

22 Ludr¡ig Von Mises, Socialism, ( Indianapolis: Llberty CIas-
sics, 1981), p. 10. In using the term "associate" here I
do not intend to imply that Von Mises vras in total agree-
ment with Rand. For instance, Von Mises differed radical-
ly f rorn Rand in ethics. He wrote: "The conception of
absolute ethical values, . . .cannot. . .be maintained. " (p,
356, Socialism)
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befrom concepts of perceptual concretes, but which cannot

defined ostensively. From here, abstracting moves in

directions: towards more extensive abstractions

towards more intensive abstract ions. 2 3

two

and

with this process, man creates a hierarchy of knowledge.

Às his knowledge becomes more extensive, man integrates ini-
tial percepts into wider categories. For instance, chairs,

tables, couches and the like are integrated into the concept

"furniture". Furniture, as such, is an abstraction, because

one cannot actually point out a furniture. However, the

abstraction remains valid because it was induced from reali-
ty" As man's knowledge grows, his abstractions grow in their
complexity too, and the conceptual chain linking them with

percepts becomes longer and longer. However, simply because

this chain may become very long does not mean that all
abstractions must be "fl-oating" ones, detached from reality"
One can still- reduce even the most complex abstractions to
their perceptual roots, provided one takes the time to do

so¡ and provided that they were derived from reality to

begin with" Such a Þrocess would not be fruitful with, for

example, a concept l-ike the Easter Bunny.2a

As manrs knowledge becomes more intensive, alternatively,
he can subdivide abstractions as we11. For example, table

can be subsumed under end-table r coffee-table, kitchen

23

24

rToE,

r bid.

pp" 24-25"

r pp " 25-29 "



table , and so on . I n thi s case ,

instead of widening it.2s

This process of conceptualization

saver for man" Through it, he can: rr

of information to a minimal number of

20

man narrows his focus,

is an enormous labour-

...reduce a vast amount

units..."26

In addition, Rand contends that the labour-saving nature

of conceptualization should be used to fuII advantage. As

she says:

concepts are not to be multiplied beyond necessi-
ty--"..nor are they to be integrated in disregard
of necess íty " 27

This is surprisingly similar to William of Ockham's

"Razor": "What can be explained by the assumption of fewer

things is vainly explained be the assumption of more

thingstt. 2I

of course, this examination wourd be incomprete without a

discussion of Àyn Rand's views on the nature of man's con-

sciousness. Consciousness, in her words, is: ". . "the faculty
of perceiving that which exists". 2e

25 rbid., pp " 29-33"
26 rbid" , p, 83 "

27 rbid", p. 93"

28 Philotheus Boehner, (ed" ), Oc kham : writ-inss, (New York: Thomas Nelson ana sonffixi
hical

2s rbid" , p" 37 "
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Although one can go into considerable detail in discuss-

ing Rand's theory of the nature of consciousness, for the

purposes of this thesis one needs only to examine one very

important contention here: that the faculty of consciousness

is a phenomenon of this world, and as such it possesses an

identity. All contents of the mind are thus derived from

this worl-d and from no other. Consciousness is neither part

of another world nor a "window" on one. Thus, if one's mind

is to function effectively, its data must be validated ulti-
mately by sense perception" Otherwise, man's knowledge can

become a chaos of contradictions: it will be comprised of

some concepts derived from and validated by reality, which

can be 1ogically integrated, and some concepts derived from

nowhere in particular (i"e", the god of revetation), which

are impossible to integrate with anything. Such empty con-

cepts, which defy logical ordering, Rand sees as an abuse of

one's mind. They turn knowledge into a series of disconnect-

ed, irreconcilable opposites,

whole "

instead of an integrated

When knowledge is comprised of such a mix of valid and

invalid concepts, contradictions become the rule" When one's

concepts are contradictory, one's principles become contra-

dictory; so do one's actions. The result is not harmony, but

conflict and chaos" Under this kind of blatant subjectivity,
objective communication becomes utterì.y impossible" This

creates a social atmosphere consisting of perspectives at
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constant cross-purposes, within which no rufes can be decid-

ed upon, ffiâking resolution of problems and errors haphazard

or impossible" The root of it all is the abuse of man's fac-
ulty of consciousness; the forcing of it to perform tasks

that defy its very identity.3o

A theory of definitions also plays a pivotal role in Ayn

Rand's epistemology and, indeed, in all of her thought" À

definition is, in her words: ". . .a statement that identifies
the nature of the units subsumed under a concept".sl Defini-
tions aid man in: "...distinguishing a concept from all oth-
er concepts and thus Ikeepingl its units differentiated from

all other existents".3 2 Definitions identify the key distin-
guishing characteristic of an existent, which man can then

grasp much more easily than if he had to remember al] the

characteristics of each existent. A definition stands for,
and does not exclude, all the characteristics of that exis-
tent. It merely implies the rest of the characteristics that
are noL listed"

In keeping with the axiom that À is A, Rand points out

that even the simplest definition can be valid, provided

that it is in concert with reality. If one forms definitions
within the context of one's knowledge, derived from reality,
complex definitions need not contradict simpler ones. For

3o rbid.
31 rbid.
32 rbid.

pp. 37-40.

p. 52"

p" 52.
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exampl-e, a child may form an early definition of man as: "a

thing that moves". Later, when the context, or sum total, of

the child's knowledge expands, he notices that lots of other

things move as well. His definition becomes inadequaLe, but

not wrong. He thus redefines man in accordance with the new

context of his knowJ-edge âs, perhaps, : "a thing with two

legs" , and so on. None of his l-ater def initions ever contra-

dict his earlier ones; despite the new definition of man as

a thing with two 1egs, this definition does not erase the

fact that man is also a thing that moves; rather, it is
impJ-icit in the new def inition. Eventually, as the child's
knowledge expands, he creates new and more concise defini-
tions for the things around him. Rand here is making some

very important contentions: firstly, that knowledge is
hierarchical, that it consists of a series of concepts inte-
grated in a logical manner; secondly, that certainty and

objectivity are indeed possible, not as out-of-context abso-

lutes, but within the context of an individual's knowledge.

Because of the contextual nature of knowledge, one need not

know everything about everything in order to be certain. If
the evidence accumulated in one's own mind leads Lo an ines-

capable conclusion, then one can be certain of that conclu-

sion, given that sum of knowledge. If, and only if, new evi-
dence makes the former concfusion inadequate, one must then

arrive at a nevr conclusion, based on the new context of

knowledge. Since men are not omniscientr or able to know

things that they have never been made aware of, certainty
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must be achieved only within specific contexts, The human

mind, therefore, must act on the basis of what it perceives,
having no windows to some other dimension. The mind has to
function like a jury in a courtroom: wêighing the evidence

presented to it, and only that evidence. one cannot expect

the jury to be omniscient, and weigh evidence that it has

not seen, sor Rand argues, why should we expect the mind to
do the same? tn promoting the idea of the contextuaL nature
of knowredge, Rand seeks to thwart the claim that since man

cannot know everything about everything, he cannot be cer-
tain of anything, and thus must always be a skeptic. Acting
on the basis of his knowredge, though, man can safely move

from possibility to probabirity to inescapable concrusions
(certainty) without any irrational fears that his concl-u-

sions stand to be destroyed in the next instant.3s

Ayn Rand's chain of. thought on concepts, so far, has

shown how man moves from concepts of perceptuar concretes to
abstractions derived from the former. From here, he can move

on to create propositions, and then principles" with these,
he can build integrated systems of thought. À proposition,
in Rand' s words : " . " . appr ies conceptual abstract ions to a

specific problem."3a Rand contends that in order to function
properly, a proposition, ì-ike any other concept, must corre-
spond to reality. rt must state facts as they are, not as

one wourd like them to be" rf propositions are developed

33 rbid", pp.

34 rbid", p.1

5s-60.

00.
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properl-y, man can sof ve problems and l_earn " I f we use

proposiL ions incorrectly, with thei r words and meanings

poorly defined and loosely arranged, the learning process is

only stif ]ed. rn Rand's vierv, many people have learnt words

without grasping their referent in rearity, without rearning

that concepts have to be derived from real-ity in order to be

useful" when this is the case, abstractions come to be seen

as detached and " f l-oating" , âs useless f or one's

Hence, so do principles, especially political ones.

Iife.

It is this phenomenon that Rand sees as accounting for
the confused and bewildered attitude that people have

towards politics and political principles. Basically, if
some concepts are derived from nowhere in particular, they

will contradict other concepts derived from rearity. Before

long, the person who holds such contradictions wirl deverop

principles that contradict each other as wel1. Eventuarry,

one's ethical and political ideas become not an integrated
whoLe, but a chaotic absurdity" Thus, one has the phenomenon

of people who (hopefurry) scrupulousry barance their own

bank accounts out of recognition of reality, and then pro-
ceed to call for the government to spend itself endlessly

into debt as if this practice had no consequences. As

another example, one can see the phenomenon of people who

comprain about the burden of taxation one day, and then catr
for more and more government subsidies and handouts the

next, which was the cause of their high taxes to begin with!
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rn such a scenario, it is rittre wonder that the present

political v¡orld is riddled with conflict. Rand's rel_evant

point here is that such conflict has definite epistemologi-
cal roots "

rndeed, one can imagine how different the politicar world

might be if politicians paid attention to Rand's ideas on

concept formation. rf , for instance, political leaders were

to ruthlessly define, validate and logically integrate their
ideas, it wouLd make their pronouncements a good deat less
vague and more meaningful.35 what is useful in Rand's

thought here is that she makes the rink between epistemology

and politics more obvious than it is often thought to be.

Hence, the nature of man's consc

quest for knowledge can never be ef

is no excuse for man to stop trying
gously, simpJ.y because nature does

does not mean that he ought to stop

tive concepts in order to learn and

these by any means he pleases:

rousness is such that the

fortless. However, this

. As Rand argues analo-

not teII man what to eat

eaLing! Man needs objec-

survive, and cannot gain

3s À fine example of a prominent person who makes tremendoususe of i11-defined and vague concepts is businessman
Frank stronach, a major force behind the anti-free tradelobby in canada " rn a speech on March 27 , '1 9Bg to ananti-free trade -rally, he made wide use of such vague
terms as "economic democracy" and "economic justice" ãndso oD, without ever defining, even momentariiy, what he
meant by such terms" The resurt was that his tãlk was notilluminating, but inordinatery confusing, since such con-cepts can easily mean a hundred different things to a
hundred different people.
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No one vrould argue that man eats bread rather than
stones purely as a matter of ' convenience'.36

Rand concludes her thoughts on this i.ssue:

There is no room for the arbitrary in any activity
of man, least of all in his method of cognition--
and just as he has learned to be guided by objec-
tive criteria in making his physicãf tools-, ró he
must be guided by objective criteria in forming
hi s tools of cogn it ion: hi s concepts. 3 7

So far $¡e have seen the basics of Rand's view of concepL-

formation: that concepts ought to be derived from reality by

either direct perception or by a process of logical abstrac-
tion. Rand's point here is that if man does not abuse his
consciousness, by exhorting it to perceive the non-existent,
he does not abuse his concepts, by hol_ding images of the

non-existent as objective. Hence, he does not abuse his
propositions or principles, by holding ones that contradict
each other. Thus, one's concepts, propositions and princi-
ples do not conflict with each other. If this is the case,

then one is well on the way to rejecting conflict in one's

soul or in one's relations with others.

Furthermore, if man refuses to sustain contradictions in
his ideas, then there is no reason why the poritical insti-
tutions he creates have to be irrational. Furthermore, if
man rejects the void of skepticism, politicar institutions
conducive to freedom can be erected that will not be

destroyed by arbitrary assertions.

36 rroE, p.

37 rbid., p.

109 
"

110"
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Thus, Rand, in her epistemorogy, seeks to offer a theory
of knowledge that can both provide certainty and objectivi-
Ly, and yet avoid the craim that one needs omniscience to
achieve eilher. However, Rand still has much more to say

about epistemology, and more to say about the mind itserf.

4.2 THE ROLE OF REASON

one concept that enjoys a great deal of prominence in the
thought of Ayn Rand is the concept of reason. she sees

renewed confidence in reason as one means by which this
world may be rescued from its apparent decrine. she con-
tends that: "...man's mind is his basic toor of survival."38
with his mind, man can act in order to survive. survival
requires: "...the guidance of conceptual varues derived from
conceptuar knowledge. " 3 s such values, though, are neither
acquired automaticalry nor by accident. Values have to be

acguired by a specific method¡ using a specific faculty.
That faculty is reason:

Reason is the faculty of the mind that identifiesand integrates the materiar provided by man's
senses. 4 o

This faculty is the facurty of the mind which performs
the task of conceptuarization. conceptualization, however,
is not effortless, for reason is neither automatic nor a

means to omniscience. The faculty of reason must be exer-

sB Às, p.
3s vos, p.
4o rbid.,

938.

20"

p" 20 
"



cised by choice" To choose to use reason, Rand

live; to reject it, is to invite death. As the

Shruqqed, John GaIt, states:

29

argues, is to

hero of Àtlas

Reason does not work automatically; " . . . the connec-
tions of logic are not made by instinct"...In any
hour of your life, you are free to think or evade
that effort. But you are not free to escape from
your nature, from the fact that reason is your
means of survival-.. ".4 1

To do more than simply survive moment to moment by kill-
ing wild animals with one's bare hands, one must employ con-

ceptual knowledge " Wi shful thinking, Rand states, hardly

changes the reality of man's situation:
Everything man needs or desires has to be learned,
di scovered, and produced by him --by hi s ovrn
choice, by his own ef f ort, by his or,rn mind. a 2

The consequences of an evasion of this reality are made

cfear by Rand. Such people who choose to evade reality are:

f ree to unf ocus Ittreir] mind Is] and stumble down
any road lttreyJ please, but Ithey are] not f ree to
avoid the abyss [they] refuse to see.43

To use reason, or not to use reason, is a basic choice

that man must make given that he has free will. In other

terms, man's basic choice is to think, or not t.o think. But

this is not as simple as being conscious one minute, and

unconsc ious the next . Man' s consc iousness, according to

Ob jectivisfrr 4 4 moves f rom lower level-s of av¡areness to high-

41 ÀS, p.

42 vos, p.

43 rbid",

o?o

2)

p. 22"
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er ones' operating in stages. The degree to which one is
able to exercise one's faculty of reason, thus, depends on

how thoroughry one concentrates on an issue in order to
understand it"45

Rand's broad definition of reason puts her in opposition
to much of modern Lhought. Reason is often seen as only one
means to knowredge among many, (such as faith or reveration)
while Rand maintains that it is man's only means of knowl-
edge" Any other means she considers impossibre, as only
being a cognitive nightmare. The attitude that reason is
inadequate is summmed up by one of Ayn Rand's fictionar vil-
Iains, Ellsworth Toohey of The Eçruntainhead:

'Don'! s"y reason is eviI....Just say that reason
i s I imi ted " That there' s somethiñg above i L .what?. . .' rnstinct' -' Feeling' -'Reverålí"n' -'DivineIntuition'-'Dialectic Materialism'. If you getcaught at some cruciar point and someboãy teÍtsyou_that your doctrine doesn't make u.nr"-lyou'reready for him. You must tell him that there'ssomething above sense. That here he must not tryto think, he must fee1. He must believe. Suspenãreason and play iti-euces wiId.'06-:

As far as Rand is concerned, the alternatives to
as a means of knowledge are simply irrelevant. Faith
is the acceptance of knowledge without evidence,

reason

which

makes

44 In using the term "objectivism" or "objectivist,,, I wishto refer to ideas developed by Rand's ãssociates, suct asNathaniel Branden or Leoñard-Þeikoff, who deal *itr, manyissues that Rand does not deal witú fully on her own.unress otherwi se stated, these ob ject ivi'st iauu= v¡eresanctioned by Rand

Nathanier Branden, "The objectivist rheory of volition,,,The Ob'iectivist, Jan. 1966, p. 12.

TF, p. 638.

45

46
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knowledge a gamble. With faith, one holds knowledge on the

chance that it will be valid.47 But if it turns out to be

invalid, advocates of faith are the l-osers. Alternatively,
experimentation and observation, if divorced from the iden-

tification and integration of sensory material, are absurd.

Observing things v¡ithout identifying them is a waste of

time; experimentation without integration (without plan or

program, which requires reason) is equally pointless. Mixing

chemicals randomJ-y is not experimentation, yet this is what

such a claim seems to imply. Àlternativety, Rand would

regard experimentation and observation as sub-categories of

reason, rather than as who11y independent faculties.

Rand would also not agree with Aquinas' positive theolo-
gy, given that Aquinas argues from the alleged need for a

cause of the universe all the way to Lhe all-powerful, omni-

potent Christian 9od, when the logical necessity of such a

transition is not at all obvious.4s This constitutes a hope-

Iess chasm that no "rational" argument can bridge" Aristot-
Ie's argument for the cause of the universe, which was

Rand would regard such arguments as those given by BIaise
Pascal, to the effect that one should believe in god
because one has everything to gain and nothing to lose,
as totally invalid. Rand would Iikely reply that one has
much to lose, namely respect for one's own rational fac-
ulty. Indeed, Pascal's argument winds up as a plea for
blatant skepticism, and thus he undercuts the very case
he is making: "It is not certain that Ireligion] is; but
who will venture to say that it is certainly possible
that it is not?" One might say that Rand would be so bold
as to make this last venture! See Blaise Pascal, Pensees,
(¡¡ew York: The Modern Library, 1941 ) , p. 84.

Anton C. Pegis, (ed.) Basic Writinqs of St. Thomas Àqui-
, VoI. 1, (New York: Random House, 1945), pp. 18-24.

47

48
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by Àquinas in his analysis, has a much

greater measure of logical plausibirity" Àristotle herd

that the universe was a given, and that all it needed was a

Prime Mover to get it in motion. He did not attribute to the
unmovable Mover any characteristics other than those which

v¡ere strictly necessary to fulf i11 its function. a s Nonethe-

less, one must observe that Rand herd that ihe universe did
not need any such prime Mover at arl, for it is a strictly
self-sufficient primary, an idea that is a derivative of her
maxim that existence is an absolute, not reguiring proof or
causes.

Thus, man really has no al-ternative to reason as his
means of knowledge" rndeed, to even question the validity of
reason itself is a contradictory stance. such skepticism
implies that there are existents which our cognitive facurty
cannot grasp. But, if it is craimed that such things do

exist, then how did the perceiver grasp them, if not by a
process of reason? Since consciousness is not designed to
grasp existents "outside" reason, such considerations are
irrerevant. Again, Rand's berief in the povrer of reason is
a strong point in her thought. Às far as she is concerned,
reason is just what man needs to exist on earth, and he has

no need to invent any unreasoned and false alternatives.

4e McKeon, The Basic ï,trorks of Àristotle r pp . g79-gg4.
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4.3 THE NÀTURE OF EMOTIONS

One of the more noteworthy aspects of Rand's epistemology is
the tight she casts upon the nature of emotions" Às a

defender of capitalism, she seeks to dismiss the notion that
capitalism and its defenders disregard and negate emotions

and that they are necessarily 'cold' and 'heartless'. In

fact, the mere reading of the novels of Rand presents one

with a world full of passion and emotion. Rand maintains

that emotions are vital to man's existence, as long as he is
not driven by them helplessly, in such a way as to defy his
1ogic" Rand thus dismisses any emotion/ reason dichotomy.

Her philosophy seeks to integrate the two faculties, and

refute the claim that the only choice open to man is that he

must either be driven only by emotions or be a heartless
monster" As hre shall see, the man who is driven by emotions

he neither understands nor questions is one for whom con-

f 1 ict i s inevi table "

Emotions, according to Rand, cannot be erased; they are

part of man's nature" Furthermore, they are a direct product

of one's own faculty of reason. Às Nathaniel Branden, long-

time associate of Àyn Rand, writes:
The content of man's mind is the product of his
rational faculty; his emotions are a derivative
and a conseguencer... which cannot be understood
without reference to the conceptual power of his
consciousness. so

50 Nathaniel Branden,
vi st , VoI. 5, May,

"Emotions and
1966, p" 65.

Va1ues", The Obiecti-
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The seeds of emotions are planted throughout man's life,
as he goes about his task of identifying val-ues and judging

which ones are best for him. Man's nature is such that he is
born with an emotional apparatus, one of his native capaci-

ties, but one that is empty" He has no native direction as

to how to fill it.. Thus, he must in effect spend his life
programming this apparatus. Man holds no innate ideas, and

thus no dispositions to feel one emotion or the other in a

given situation" He is presented with many value-choices

from his environment and his body, but is innately disposed

towards none of them" His environment and his body will sim-

ply not think for him.s1 Man's task is to learn what value-
judgements are appropriate to his being, and then use his

free will to choose the correct ones, thereby filling up the

previously empty emotional apparatus" He also decides which

val-ue-choices will elicit what emotions. The key to all of

this is to know what man's existence requires, and to pro-

gram one's emotions accordingly" For if man chooses values

that are not in accordance with his nature, his emotional

mechanism will still work, but will lead him only to disas-

ter and conflict" If , for instance, a person programs him-

self to feel joy at being beaten, he will soon find that

this conflicts with his basic needs (to have a healthy

body)" If he wishes to avoid such conflict, he must restruc-

5r Às r¡¡e will see on pages 44-45 of this thesis, man does
have a pain/pleasure mechanism which he could try to use
to make his value choices" But this is only a physiologi-
cal faculty and as such its usage as a guide for action
would put man on the same level of efficacy as lower ani-
mal-s "
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ture his emotions accordingly"

To emphasize the issue of

environment and heredity play

choices are open to you; but

they cannot force you to pic

for the individual to decide

the choices open to your but

ir.

The process towards

Objectivism, begins with

tion, and Lhen ends with

man is immediately aware,

free wi11, it must be said that

a role in defining what value-

, within that range of choices,

k one over the other" That is

" Free will may be limited by

this fact does not invatidate

As we have seen , i n order to become an emot i on , val_ue-

judgements need to be processed by the mind. when the val-ue-

judgement is nevr, man of course needs arr his conscious men-

tal attention to reach a decision r or, for instance, to
learn a new ski11. Eventuarly, if one performs the same task

long enough, it becomes habitual. provided, then, that a

situation is not ner¡r, man need not always employ his f aculty
of reason fully consciousty" The appraisal, the choice of

good or bad, becomes largely automatic, manifesting itself
in the form of emotional responses:

An emotion is the psychosomatic form in which man
experiences his estimate of the beneficial or
harmful relationship of some aspect of reality to
himself.s2

emotional response

cognition, then

emotional response

, according to

moves to evalua-

" But as far as

like: cognition,

52 rbid., p" 69.

the process seems
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then emotional response. Because it is often such a rapid
procession, due to our having been, pÊrhaps, through the

same situation many times before, the eval-uation stage is
mostly overlooked" Nonetheless, the val_ue-judgement is
there" objectivism maintains that it is merely reached sub-

consc iousfy. t'

That value-judgement, reached at some time in

past, remains in the subconscious until it comes

emotion. The role of the subconscious with rega

t ions i s cruc ial indeed:

a person's

out as an

rd to emo-

The subconscious operates as a store of past
knowledge, observation, and concLusions ( it is
obviously impossible for man to keep all of his
knowledge in focal awareness); and it operates, in
ef fect , as an electron ic computer , performing
super-rapid integrations of sensory and ideational
material. s a

The subconscious, then, acts as a great l_abour-saver for
man: it files av¡ay past knowredge and automated value-judg-
ments, so that man can keep his conscious mind focused on

new items.

NoneLheress, as Nathanier Branden points out r €rror-ions

remain a great mystery for most people. He offers several
reasons as to why this may be the case: firstly, many people

lack competence at introspection, so they cannot find causes

for their emotions; secondry, many people fail to formurate

their beliefs and varues clearry and preciseJ-y. rnstead,

53

54

rbid"

r bid.

p" 69

p. 69
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such matters are unclear, unfocused, and often unintel-ligi-
ble, being made up of pre-verbal images that have not been

converted to speech; thirdly, the causes of an emotion may

be complex and difficult to understand; fourthly, people are

often only peripherally aware of aspects of a situation Lhat

elicits an emotional response, and do not pursue the matter

further. For instance, a dislike of a person's mannerisms

may lead to an inexplicable general disl-ike of him, and the

reason may never be explored; lastIy, many peopJ-e outrightly
repress their emotions because they offend their conscious

convictions.ss

Such views lead, eventually, to a conviction that emo-

tions are to be taken as irreducible, unquestionable prima-

ries, because their causes are not well understood. Thus,

they may come to be seen as suitable guides to action. But

if man is to behave efficaciously, he must never act without

reason. Tf her oD the other hand, holds his emotions or

desires as primaries, then whenever he acts on such desires

he gambles that that desire is in fact backed by good rea-

sons. If it is not, then he could find himself in unresolv-

able conflict with his ovrn conscious convictions and with

the desires of others. The danger of this is that by shut-

ting off one's subconscious convictions from rational
inquiry, debate and demands for evidence, one cannot decide

on the objective validity of one's views. By this standard,

everyone's desires have to be seen as correct, even if they

5s rbid., p" 70"
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contradict each other. The end-product of all this is that
everyone is in conflict with those who feel differentry
about a varue, and there is no v¡ay to decide who is right
and wrong" The only way to deal rvith others, by this stan-
dard, ffiây well be violence" when emotions are herd as prima-

ries, and reason, arguments and persuasion are excruded from

human relations, it is not surprising to see political
institutions erected on the basis that conflict is the rure,
and that violence is ultimately the only means men have to
dear with each other" As Rand states: "rf 'desire' is the

ethical standard, then one man's desire to produce and

another man's desire to rob him have equal ethical validi-
!i, rt 5 6Lyê..o

4.4 THE MIND/BODY DTCHOTOMY

Perhaps most indicative of Àyn Rand's belief that man can

have a harmonious rel-ationship !¡ithin his own soul is her

rejection of the mind/body dichotomy. The mind/body dichoto-
my holds, according to Rand, that the mind gains information
from another dimension, while the body is a rearm of uncon-

trollable, sinister emotions, chained to this earth, which

constantly tries to foil man's mind" Thus, mind and body

come into irreconcilabre conflict with one another. opposed

to this, Rand sees the mind and body as an integrated whole,

flowing from the fact that mind cannot exist without body,

and vice versar âs well as the fact that one's emotions are

sG vos, p" 30.
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a product of one's mind, or reason.

Às Rand views the issue, the mind/body dichotomy arose

out of the vi ew that the body , be ing f rom thi s earth, i s l_or+

and base, while the mind, aflegedly being of another dimen-

sion, is somehow soiled and spoiled by having to be bound to
an earthly body. with this arrangement, all man can reatly
do to achieve some degree of harmony between hj.s reason and

emotions is to try to strike a precarious barance between

the faculties, usually by simply repressing "undesirabre"
emotions altogether" But the whole exercise is bound to fail
at some point. As Rand has argued, the onry way to deal with
ene's emotions is to seek out the convictions that gave rise
to them; but when emotions are viewed as evir phenomena to
be repressed, there is no way to change an inappropriate
instance thereof. "57

The root of the mind/body dichotomy is, in Rand's view,
the failure of philosophy to understand the role of man's

mind in his life and its relationship with reality. Because

Lhe mind is so comprex and its workings poorly understood,

it has long been assumed to be an other-worrdly entity. con-
versely, Rand views the mind as the originator of arl human

achievements, for which the data for the mind came from this
universe and no other" she rejects any notions that human

achievement is some gift or a product of mindless human

labour. of course, the body is not to be disregarded either,

s7 Àyn Rand, "Of
Sept " 

.1 968, p.
Living Death",
s13.

The Obiectivist, Vo1. 7,
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for it is essentiaL to give material- expression to the ideas

that originate in the mind.

Ayn Rand's concretization of her views on the mind/body

oichotomy and the psychological- effects of holding such

views, can be clearl-y seen in her novel Àtlas Shruqqed. In

one instance in the novel-, Hank Rearden, one of its heroes,

finds himself struggling to deal with a marriage in which he

finds no room for sexual pleasure. His wife, Li1lian,:

",..made it clear that she took it for granted that men had

degrading instincts which constituted the secret, u9ly part

of marriags."se Hank thus represses, ât enormous emotional

cost, a basic human need, because of his acceptance of the

doctrine that: ". . .women vJere pure and that a pure woman

was one incapable of physical pleasure."5e Such examples

illustrate the foolishness of certain moral codes that
accept the mind/body dichotomy. Such codes hold that morali-
ty consists of a series of commandments derived from another

worId, a worl-d inaccessible to reason. These commandments,

thus, must simply be obeyed unguestioningly, since they can-

not be understood with reference to the real world, but only

by "reve1ation". This code must be followed no matter what

emotions it causes a man to disown; no matter what kind of

havoc it plays with his body. From this doctrine one gets

the idea that reasoned thought must be dispassionate and

disinterested; that sexual pleasure is unhealthy; that a

ÀS, p" 155"

I bid, , p. 156 
"
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$¡oman must not have an abortion even if it means sacrificing
her own life, and so on.

Rand maintains that if man uphoJ-ds the mind/body dichoto-
myr he can never find inner peace or peace with others; his
attempts to subvert his own desires to baseless commandments

will make his lif e a ceasel-ess battle with his own self ,

thus giving life to Freud's idea of man condemned to an end-

less battle between his e9o, super-ego and id.6o By this,
man will onry have conflict after conflict. He will come to
believe that because his mind cannot will the impossible,

that the universe is malevolent, that its nature is such

that everything and everyone in it is against him, including
his own body, and that his fellov¡ men are his enemies. This

wirr be the case because the mind/body dichotomy presents

man with a poor image of himself: that of a mind seemingly

imbued with knowledge from somewhere else, but tied by a

body to earth and its drudgery, incapable of true, full
expression. Rand holds that if man rejects such a split, he

can see his mind and body as a mutually complementary whoIe,

and learn to work with them as a unit.6r He must recognize

hi s mind as a great tool , which al-lows him to shape matter

to suit his needs; he need not be regretful that his mind

will not allow him to do the impossible.

Sigmund Freud,
W.W. Norton &

91-104"

AS, p. 952,

60

61

Civilization and Its Discontents, (London:
Co", 1961, James Strachey, ed" ), pp"



Chapter V

ETHI CS

5.1 RÀND'S VIEWPOINT

In Ayn Rand's metaphysics and epistemology, she showed her-
self to be a proponent of an objective rearity, and of an

objective means of gaining knowredge from that reality. rn
her metaphysics, she contended that the universe is non-con-

tradictory" In her epistemology, she argued that man him-

self has the necessary tools for riving a successful_ 1ife,
In her ethics, Ayn Rand seeks to demonstrate how man is to
use his tools wisery with an objective theory of morality"
In her words, ethics is: ". o.â code of var-ues to guide man's

choices and actions..."62 Ethics is cruciar- to man's exis-
tence: " II t is] an objective, metaphysical necessity of
man's survival"..."63

The novelty of Rand's ethics is that it attempts a

defense of capitalism on grounds of ethicar egoism, which

has rarely been done in the past" The central principle of
ethicar egoism is that one never sacrifice one's life, va1-

ues and interests to those of others. Rand contrasts this
morarity to that of altruism, which sees man as a slave to

52 vos, p"

63 rbid.,
13.

p. 23.
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the dictates of others, under what one commentator has

termed: "a regular cult of suffering. "64 Rationaf egoism is

preval-ent in individualist (capitalist ) societies, vrhile

al-truism is associated v¡ith collectivist, or socialist soci-

eties. Shortly, v¡e will explore these two points in much

expanded detail. Overa11, the thrust of Rand's ethics is to

make a case for a moraJ-ity of rational self-interest that is
derived conceptually from metaphysical reality, and is use-

ful to man on this earth" In this, Rand proposes to find a

moral code that is both practical and right.

Rand's ethics are centered on values" She defines values

as: ""..thaL which one acts to gain and/or keep."6s A value

is that which furthers one's existence, and might include

food, happiness, foresight and intelligence, ât least in a

human being's context" The key to deciding what is a value

is to ernploy a correct standard for judgement, a subject to
be explored in great detail shortly. For something to be a

value, it must be a value to someone, for some purpose.66

64 Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evi1, (London: T.N.
FouIis, 1914, Oscar Levy, ed.), p. 259.

65 vos, p. 15.

66 What Rand means here is that value reguires not only an
object to be valued, but a valuer as wel1" In other
words, value, like essence, is a product of an interac-
tion between a living organism and a particular object,
which serves some goal of the organism. Rand does not
hold that value or essence exists metaphysically in the
absence of a valuer and in this sense she is not an advo-
cate of intrinsic value. Furthermore, it is not likely
that Rand would hold even the life of man qua man (see
page 47 of this thesis ) as intrinsically valuable,
because even this value would be a product of the inter-
action of ä consciousness with its environment or con-
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For there to be values, there must also be choices and

alternatives. where there are no choices, there are no val-
ues or disval-ues, onJ_y givens to be accepted. 67

Before an entity can choose amongst values, or even value
anything at all, it must be a livinq entity. It must be an

entity which has a finite rife span; one which faces the
alternative of life or death. Rand argues that a robot could
not value anything, because values would neither add nor

subtract from his existence, which in a robot's case is a

given. Even i f the robot \¡¡ere destroyed, he woul-d really be

only dormant, for he could be reconstructed. rn a human's

case, though, death is final without hope

sLruction. 6 8

of such recon-

Given that an organism is one which faces the al_ternative
of life and death, how it achieves its values differs
according to the nature of the organism. plants, for
instance, have onry their sensory organs to tell vaLues from

non-values, requiring physicar contact in every instance.
From moment to moment, a prant acts automatically to avoid
threatening substances and seek nourishment in a stimurus-
response manner" Ànima1s, in addition to seeking values in a

sensory manner, also possess the faculty of perception,

text "such a
to be

67 Ibid",
68 Ibid",

The value would not exist metaphysically
person or otherwise be self-evident, whi-h

what the idea of intrinsic value implies.
p. 23 "

p" 23"

within
seems
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which allows them to retain memories of values and non-val-

ues. Once initial contact is made, an animal- can then Store

this memory and use it to tetl values from non-values in the

future. But, like plants, fower animals act automatically to

further their lives. They are passive reactors to stimuli,

guided only by their pain/pleasure mechanism. For this rea-

son, no lower animal can deliberately seek to destroy its

own 1ife"6s

Man too functions by perceptual and sensory means because

he is an animal. However, as mentioned in the previous sec-

tion on emotions, he has no innate ideas telling him how to

live. He could try to tive by means of his pain/pleasure

mechanism, as a passive reactor to stimuli, but this would

hardly be living up to his potential-. Since manrs conceptual

faculty potentiatly affords him a much better Iife than that

of his animal cousins, it is only sensible that he make use

of this capability. By employing his conceptual faculty, he

can look at values conceptually, evaluating them in an

abstract manner. Using his faculty of free wi11, he can then

choose his values accordingly. By doing so, man is able to

6e Ibid", p" 20" what is meant here is that animals, by
üirtue of their nature, do not deliberately seek out dan-
gerous or suicidal situations" Such activity requires
foresight, which merely perceptual beings do not possess"
What such animals often do though, is blunder into dan-
gerous situations because they cannot foresee them. For
instance, all a cow knows is that it must eat to survive,
so given the opportunity it will gorge itself on prepared
feed to the point of death, because the cow cannot con-
ceptualize the dangers of overeating" The cow has no sui-
cidal tendencies, but lacks the foresight which would
allow it to avoid such blunders.
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place his value-choices in a long-term framework, and avoid

the hazards of living moment to moment. However, this fac-

ulty does not function effortlessly; at any time man can

deliberately destroy his life if he chooses, unlike the ani-
mals. For thi s reason , man needs a moral- code. 7 o

Humans can try to survive by using only knowledge based

on sensations and percepts, and disregard the conceptual

faculty, but this would probably not grant one a very Iong

or fruitful Ìife. One would be reduced to a mere animal who

cou1d survive only by beating some very ponderous odds. In

such a state, even the human race would not last very long.

As Howard Roark, hero of The Fountainhead, relates:

'Anima1s obtain food by force. Man has no claws,
no horns, no great strength of muscle"... To plant
lnis foodl he needs a process of thought. To hunt,
he needs weapons, and Lo make weapons--a process
of thought. '7 1

But even if man real-izes the need to seek val-ues by con-

scious choice, he cannot merely achieve them by any means he

pleases, nor can he choose just any val-ue he wants. Man must

learn that he will not survive if he eats rocks and poison"

To act in such a manner would be to act only as one's

destroyer" Man needs to be able to develop an objectíve

standard by which he can tell values from disvalues. Rand

contends that an objective standard of value for man is
life, or rather a distinctively human mode of existence. She

rbid" , p" 2A.

TF, p. 680.
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writes:
The standard of val-ue of the Objectivist eth-
ics"".is man's 1ife, or: that which is required
for man's survival gge man. 7 2

Survival as man qua man requires the rejection of mere

physical existence, and the employment of one's conceptual

facuJ-ty to make life as fruitful as possible; that one

reject life qua organism, of an existence governed by chance

and blind luck; that one accept the responsibitity of using

one' s conceptual faculty on one' s ovln judgement ; i f one

allows others to think for oneself, one lives only by

chance, by the chance that. those whose judgement is blindly

followed will not lead one to destruction. Survival qua man

recognizes the necessity of production in order to live; the

rejection of life as a herd animal, subject to predation and

dependent on others for sustenance. It also rejects the use

of force in one's relations with others. Man qua man knows

that he cannot rejecL reason and expect other men to serve

as his prey, for again this would mean living by the chance

that others are stupid enough to serve as his prey. Àbove

all, he does not live as a range of the moment creature, but

makes his choices in the context of a lifetime.

'Man's survival qua man' means the terms, methods,
conditions and goals required for the survival of
a rational being through the whole of his lifes-
pan--in all those aspects of existence which are
open to hi s choice. " 7 3

72 VOS", p. 23"

Ibid., p" 24"
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since man is a living being, the logical point of his
existence, Rand contends, is to maintain his life qua man,

and never merel-y qua organism. when man asks: "rs this a

val-ue or not?" , he impricitry asks: "Does this value serve

the life of man qua man, or does it act against it?" The

life of man qua man is the final val-ue, the uttimate stan-
dard by which all other values are judged and without which

no other val-ues woul-d be possible. I f the l i f e of man qua

man is not the standard, then Rand argues that no matter
what else is said, ultimately death becomes the new stan-
dard. For if the life of man qua man is subordinated to any

other ideal, one is seeking not a human, but rather a subhu-
man lever of existence. Rand regards such mere physical sur-
vival, or life qua organism, as only a state of riving death
anyway. 7 a

of course, as mentioned before, rife cannot be sustained
by merely any means one pleases. This holds just as true for
individuals who wish to live the life of man qua man. To

sustain one's life as anything other than qua organism, Rand

contends, requires that one achieve val-ues by means of vir-
tues" Achieving values in this way is the primary ethical
means by which one avoids conf licts r+ith others. Rand

def ines virtue as: ". . . the act by which one gains and/or
keeps Ivalues] . "t u Rand holds three specific values as

vi tarry important in man' s 1 i fe : reason , purpose , ser f-es-

r bid.

Tbid.

23.

25"

p"

p.75
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teem. Reason is man's tool of knowledge, his purpose is hap-

piness, and self-esteem aIlows him to take pride in his

existence. To achieve these cardinal val-ues, of course,

takes three cardinal virtues: rationality, productiveness,

and pr ide. 7 6

Rationality means recognizing that reality is v¡hat it is

and cannot be otherwise. It is man's most essential- virtue,
and the source of all hi s other vi rtues . I t cannot be

divorced from any other virtues, inasmuch as one cannot

divorce a stream from its source. This virtue entails that
reason is man's only source of knowledge, and therefore as

his only guide to acLion. Rationality involves perceiving

reality to the fullest extent possible, and to rejecting
faith and the irrational, or any such ideas stated without

evidence. It means never acting on desires and always taking

responsibility for one's actions" Rationality also entails
that one should not hold contradictions as valid and try to

sustain them. It further entails that man is not only capa-

ble of using his faculty of reason, but that he uses it cor-

rectly, wisely and objectively; in other words, to the fu1I-
est extent he can. Às weIl, rationality invoÌves possessing

integrity, and being honest, independent, productive, just,

and proud" In other words, that one follow the rest of

Rand's virtues in their totality. To the extent thaL one

follows these virtues, observing reality and using reason

ful1y, one is rational. As Rand says:

76 ÀS, p. 945"
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To the extent to which a man is rational_, life is
the premise directing his actions" To the extent
to which he is irrational, the premise directing
his actions is death.77

Às to the question of how one distinguishes rational from

irrational perspectives, the fundamental- rule is to apply

the criteria stated above to the specific instance. For

example, if someone stated that faith is a means to knowl_-

edge, a Randian woul-d recognize this as irrational, for to
him or her, reason stands as man's only means to knowl-

edge.7 I White there is no automatic guarantee that these

standards will arways and in every instance operationalry
influence those who accept them in principre (as the dispute

between Rand and Branden has clearly demonstrated), it is
nevertheress arguable that occasionar deviations do not

invalidate the ideal of rationality, but merery illustrate
acknowredged difficurties in its consistent implementation,

which remains an essential precondition to social harmony.Te

The contemporary incidence of rationality, on the other
hand, is difficult to ascertain. It is perhaps possible to

say Lhat to the extent that you are a1ive, and recognize the

needs of your nature and take steps to attain them, you

77 Às, p. 944"

78 For further elaboration of this point, one shourd refer
to the section of this thesis dealing with reasonr oD
pages 28-31.

7s In the dispute mentioned above, the evidence indicates
that neither party was practicing all- of what it was
preaching, so to speak. But again, the thesis must refer
the reader to Barbara Branden's biography of Rand for a
more complete account of the episode.
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who live up to Rand's standards, thi

Iow, given that acceptance of her
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for the number of people

s would probably be very

philosophy is not by any

From this notion of rationality, Rand arrives at a set of

derivative virtues, the second of which is another cardinal

virtue: productiveness. Productiveness is the recognition of

the fact that man needs to shape physical matter to make his

life possible. Furthermore, it is a committment to creative
work to the best of one's ability, pursuing a career with

full dedication. The existence of this virtue cannot be

denied by pointing out that some individuals live parasiti-

cally off the work of others. Rand maintains that the exis-

tence of thieves can never be proof that productiveness is

not necessary for life; no matter that some do not work in

this wor1d, for at least some others have to work in their
place and deserve credit for their efforts. If you do not

work, the fact of your existence means that someone efse is

being productive in your p1ace" By virtue of this, Rand

argues that it is foolhardy to pretend that productiveness

is of little or no value"

Pride is a personal acknowledgement that, having engaged

in creative work, having produced something useful, you have

earned your values" Pride is the acknowledgement that your

life is worth something; it is the well-deserved end-product

of living up to one's values" To withold pride in a creative
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venture is to damn yourself for being virtuous; to be, in
fact, a fraud. so To quote Aristotle in this regard: "pride,
then, seems to be sort of a crown of the virtues; for it
makes them greater, and it is not found without them."B1

At this point, it is essentiar to point out what seems to
be an ambiguity in Rand's list of cardinal virtues, At one

pointr ptride and productiveness are treated as if they are
independent of rationarity. However, al1 her virtues are
supposed to be derivatives of rationarity, so how could two

of them be framed independentry? such a move seems redun-

dant, since one can say, in terms of Rand's thought, that it
is rationar to be productive and proud. Just how this dis-
crepancy developed Lhough, remains unclear.

Another important, but not cardinat, virtue is indepen-

dence. This does not mean living as if no one else existed,
or refusing to build on the ideas of others, but rather it
is a recognition of the fact that man has the responsibirty
to think, and Lherefore to judge, for and by himself. These

are tasks which no one else can do for the individuar. The

individual ultimatery stands or farls on his ovrn judgement,

and on no one else's. Thus, whatever concrusions you reach

must be recognized as your concrusions, and you must be

responsible for them. you must live with the conseguences of
your decisions, and not attempt to brame others for them. rn

80 AS, pp"

I I McKeon,

945-947 .

The Basic Works of Àristotle, p. 992"
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other words, other people cannot be expected to think for

you" As Howard Roark relates:

'There is no such thing as a collective
brain."..An agreement reached by a group of men is
only a compromise or average drawn upon many indi-
viduaJ- thoughts . " " "We can divide a collect ive meal
among many men. We cannot digest it in a col-Iec-
tive stomach....No man can use his brain to think
for another"'82

To emphasize this idea further,
statement from Howard Roark:

Iet us offer another

'The reasoning mind cannot work under any form of
compulsion. It cannot be curbed, sacrificed or
subordinated to any consideration whatsoever. It
demands total independence in function and in
motive.'83

Integrity is another key virtue in Rand's ethics. It
arises from the fact that man cannot fake his consciousness;

that he should not engage in self-deception. Man should not,

thus, think one way r and act another. Integrity involves

having the courage to state one's convictions, live up to

them, and accept the consequences" When one possesses integ-

rity, one can possess credibility. To preach one morality

while Iiving another would be to expose oneseff as a gigan-

tic fraud; for example, to advocate the virtue of honesty

while engaging in thievery.

Following from the position that productivity is an Ínes-

capable desideratum of human life, the virtue of honesty

holds that values should not be obtained by fraud or theft.

82 TF, p. 680.

lbid", p" 681"83
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Rand argues that the thief masters nobody; the dishonest man

i s the reaf slave " He i s not a sl-ave to greatness or intel-
Iigence, but rather to stupidity, the stupidity of those who

allow themserves to be robbed" The thief hates intelligence,
the intelJ-igence that could help his victims to defeat him"

As Rand says, the thief is himself a foo1: "whose source of

values is the fools he succeeds in fooling."an

Finally, the virtue of justice holds that one cannot dis-
tort rearity, nor make men or anything else into something

that they are not" Rand maintains that one must judge others

on the basis of what they are, and grant them what they

deserve on that basis. 1f a man is evil, judge him as evil;
if a man is good, he must be judged as good. To try not to
judge is as bad as making a bad judgement" One witholds
approval from the good, and treats evil with the silence
that it profits from.85 Furthermore, justice is a key prin-
ciple that men musL follow in their rerations with others,
if they desire no conflicts with their fe1low men. No one

should expect everyone else's judgments to always coincide

with yours, nor should anyone seek to force such coinci-
dence" Provided that the judgements of others do not irnpose

on your freedom, then justice demands that others are due

non-interference from you. If these judgements are made

with evidence, then you must accept and deal with them. If,
for instance, a person points out an obvious mistake of

84

85

945 "

pp.945-947

AS' P"

r bid. ,
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yours, you should correct such an error " i f , for instance,
Dagny Taggart no longer desires Hank Rearden, then Rearden

must accept that Dagny has a right to make her own judge-

ments too"

one must add here that justice and self-interest are very

much dependent on one another. À just man needs to be self-
interested because, if he wants to be consistently just, he

must not only be just to others, but just to himserf. I f he

is a worthy individual, he must acknowledge it" To do other-
wise would be whorly hypocritical and a violation of integ-
rity. As Àristotle reminds us:

Fol the unduly humble man, being worthy of good
things, robs himself of r+hat he deseives, and
seems to have something bad about him from thefact that he does not think himself worthy of good
things, and seems also not to know himseli.86

one of the more notabl-e aspects of Rand's ethics is that
it dears with varues and life on this earth, offering choic-
es and reasons for making them, instead of dictating a set

of out-of-context commandments. she also promotes what are

some very reasonable virtues whose vafue is sel-dom realized
today" Rarely does one hear much today about the usefulness

of being productive, in an era where the state is obsessed

with redistributing wearth while virtuarly taking for grant-
ed that such wealth will aLways be there. such an attitude
does not real-ize that all wealth needs to be produced by

someone, and that such producers deserve credit for their

86 McKeon, p.994.
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effort if they are to continue in their endeavours and if
this society is to have any wealth at all" Às well, some of

Rand's other virtues like honesty or integrity could be paid

more attention to, in an era where scandal seems to dominate

ihe political landscape. In any case, one need not be a John

Galt to appreciate that Rand's list of virtues do merit

attent ion "

Às Rand sees it, the solution to many of man's moral

dilemmas is to develop a moral code that allows man to make

the right choices of values, here and now on this earth.

With a morality that is both practical and correct, Rand

maintains that man can reach moral perfection, within con-

text. OIder moraJ-ities, most notably Christianity, failed in

the quest for moral perfection by making their codes imprac-

tical. Rand's code, on the other hand, can be followed and

acted upon, albeit with great effort" Às for possible mis-

t.akes, one must make a distinction between an error of

knowledge and a distinct moral flaw, FolIowing from the con-

tention that knowledge is contextual, errors of knowledge

are possible, and those who make them are not immoral" Such

errors are excusabLe because man cannot be expected to be

omniscient. On the other hand, should the person fail to

correct his error, even while acknowledging that it is

immoral, such actions are not excusable" At this point, the

error becomes a moral- flaw and would be condemned and not

forgiven, because the subject knew the correct course of

action but refused to heed it"
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Às mentioned previousry, Rand's ethics can best be char-
acterized by their advocacy of rationaL self-interest as the
rat ional man' s guide to varue-choices. Essent iaJ-1y , thi s

means that: "...man must live for his own sake, neither sac-
rificing himself to others nor sacrificinq others to hi.m-

seIf."87

Rand continues: "To live for

achievement of his own happiness

pose. t'I I

own sake means that the

man's highest moral pur-

his

is

As one of Rand's characters in Ànthem relates:

'And my happiness needs no higher aim to vindicate
it. My happiness is not the means to an end. It isthe end. It is its own goal. It is its own pur-
pose" Neither am I the means to any end others maywish to accomplish" I am not a tool for theii
use. t 89

while Rand rnaintains that the tife of man gua man is the
standard of ethics, the purpose of ethics is to al_row man a

successful psychological state, a state of long-term happi-
ness. This is to be done by applying this standard to the
concrete situations in one's life. Again, unrike other mor-

ariti.es, which are largely governed by commandments with
either no regard or only accidental regard for the life and

happiness of the individual, an ethics of serf-interest
offers to individuals the possibility of a life that does

87 vos, p"

88 rbid",
8s Anthem,

27"

p. 27 
"

p" 109.



not require the abuse of their
low a moral code.
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mind and body when they fol-

But simpJ-y because Rand's ethics emphasize man's need f or

happiness does not mean that she advocates hedonism. Just as

she contends that one cannot take emotions al-one as índica-

tors of appropriate action, neither can one safely take

'whatever makes one happy' as a guide to val-ue-choices.

Without a conscious commitment to a philosophical standard

of value, such a person would simply be gambJ-ing that his

emotion will actually lead him to efficacious behaviour. If
his gamble is wrongr âcting on his emotions will only lead

him to disaster, as would be the case if he sought happiness

by taking massive doses of narcotics. As Rand states:

"'Happiness' can properly be the purpose of ethics, but not

the standard."eo

To make happiness the standard of morals would be to

imply that the emotion of joy felt by a drug addict has the

same value as the joy felt by a virtuous, productive indi-
vidual. But in the former case, the joy is fleeting and

only a precursor to despair; an attempt to goad one's pain/

pleasure mechanism into rebellion. In the latter, though,

the joy is the result of effective activity designed to
allow an individual to live up to the potential that his

life and his environment wiIl permit. To expand on this
point, Nathaniel Branden states:

so vos, p. 27"
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To Ìive for his own happiness imposes a solemn
responsibility on man: he must learn i^rhat his hap-
piness object ively requi res. . . . No bel ief i s more
prevalent--or di sastrous--than men can achieve
their happiness by the pursuit of random desires
they exper ience. e 1

Another point which could be made here is that Rand's

notion of happiness is simirar to Aristotre's use of the

word 'eudaimonia' , which means 'success' or 'wel_l_-beiD9' ,

terms that Rand wourd likery agree v¡ith. Indeed, Àristotl-e's
and Rand's ethics bear some significant similarities, in
that they are both centered on the individual and his search

for his own personal happiness, and both emphasize pride as

a major virtue.s2 Rand argues that man needs lasting happi-
ness, not constant satiation of momentary impulses; happi-
ness that is a sign of the pursuit and achievement of long-

term goals; happiness that wi 11 last a I i fet ime. rhi s

happiness must not be merely a sign of avoidance of pain or

challenge, but an real-ization of the fact that chalrenges

are a part of life and are worth accepting.

Rand' s ethics, in defending rat ional egoi sm, reject the

idea, voiced by some, that the moral (i"e. rational) stand-
point in ethics is that which subordinates personal prefer-
ences and interests to "impartial" calculations in the ser-
vice of the "common good", since it is often craimed that

Nathaniel Brandenr "Rational
Emmons", The Personalist, Vol
203 

"

F. H. Peters (trans. ) , The
totle, (london: Kegan Paul,
I893) pp" 1-30.

Egoism: A Reply to Professor
. LI, No" 2, Spring 1970, p"

91

92 Nichomachean Et hic s of Aris-
Ltd",Trench Trubner & Co.
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personal interest somehow invalidates one's opinions with

regards to an issue. But if the "common good" (as under-

stood by al-truists) is the standard, could one not be forced

to betray the standard of man qua man? If so, then such a

pl-an implicitly accepts life qua organism as suitable for
human individuals. s s

Rand's ethics also reject the idea that a rationaL egoist
cannot logically expound his ideology for this would lead to
more competition for the pursuit of self-interest and hence

fewer advantages for him. This point ignores the fact that
the ethical egoist requires a suitable environment in which

he can pursue his self-interest. If, oû the other hand, the

v¡orId pursues altruism and collectivism, and all ethicat
egoists remain silent and perish, there is no personal

advantage to be gained from such a stance. In addition,

rational self-interest as construed by Rand would not be

compatible with altruism, as one writer (among many) would

contend. s a Such an argument holds that egoism is good

because it serves the "common good". But this idea is really
invalid because an ethical egoist, according to Rand, is an

end in himself, and not a means to the ends of others. The

"common good" is not the primary intention of an egoist's
actions, and in any case frequently lacks precise defini-
tion. In fact, there is nothing to prevent egoism and the

Sen & williams, (eds" ), Utilitarianism and Beyond, (Lon-
don: Cambridge University Press, 1982), pp" 39-48"

David Gauthier, (ed.), Morality and Rational Self-Inter-
est, (New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1970) , pp. 5S:63.

93

94
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"common good" from becoming incompatible, because it woul-d

be easy enough for an altruistic version of the common good

to demand that an egoist sacrifice his standard of man qua

man. In such an eventuali.ty, little benefit could be expect-

ed for any egoist.es Further to this point, the common good

is sometimes interpreted as the total sum of the goals,

interests and preferences of all members of a given society.

To serve the common good woul-d be to accomodate all these

individuals. No computer could ever calculate such a sum; no

egoist or any other individual could ever do it either.e6

This is somewhat Iike Rousseau's "wiI1 of a11", âlthough

Rand woul-d certainly deny that there i s a

that supersedes thi s. s 7

"general wi 11 "

The "common good" for Rand would be a society governed by

a stable, Iimited government, which woul-d set up broad con-

ditions under which an individual could achieve his own

good" In this very narrow sense, one could conceive of a

genuine common good, since a stable government, limited in

its po!¡ers, whose major function is to universally guarantee

free interaction on the basis of the standard of man qua

man, would be of objective good for all. Ànd even though it

can be said that it is good for everyone to have a success-

fu1 life, âD intelligent disposition, a comfortable home and

es rbid., p. 48"

s 6 c:TUI , pp. 20-21 
"

s7 Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
E.P" Dutton, 1950), p.

The
25.

Soc ial Contract, (New York
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so oD, it still- remains foolish to expect that the state

could possibly arrange matters so that all individuals could

have all these items. Since one's needs and interests vary

enormously according to one's own context and situation, a

state which seeks to deliver such a common good would be

faced with a largely impossible task.

One can note that Àristotle's and Aquinasr versions of

the good coincide with Rand's idea, in that happiness or

success is seen as man's highest goal. However, a major dif-
ference here is that Àristotle and Aquinas see virtuous

behaviour as a proper subject for enforcement by law. As

Àristotle says ! ". . .though it is worth while to attain the

[good] merely for one man, it is finer...to attain it for a

nation. . . " s 8 Àquinas adds that: "Law must concern itself
properly with the order directed to universal happiness."ee

Nonetheless, Rand would most certainly see little value in
having the state promulgate and enforce such a sweeping con-

ception of the good.

In Rand's argument so far, she has made a case for man's

need of values in order to live" To achieve such values, he

needs a moral code" It is only by following such a moral

code that he can achieve values by his ov¡n means, and at the

expense of no one but himself. In this way, he makes con-

flict with others over values an impossibility" To this end,

McKeon, p. 936.

Summa Theologica, p" 744"

98

oo
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a rational man achieves values honestly, by producing them

and not by steaJ-ing. However, he need not be a solitary fig-
ure" By acting justly, he may join other rational men in

common endeavours, and seek their values by honest means. In

other words, he seeks to trade with others"

A trader is a man who earns what he gets and does
not give or take the undeserved. loo

The principle of trade is central to Rand's theory of

human rel-ationships" It is the theory that men should inter-
act on the basis of voluntary, uncoerced agreement towards

the end of exchanging values, and do so in a just manner.

Since a single person may produce more than he needs of a

particular good, he can exchange this surplus for another's

surplus and hence gain a wider and more useful variety of

goods "

Keeping in mind that he must deal with others honestly,
justly and with integrity, a raLional man can trade with

others, granting value for vafue, asking payment for vir-
tues, not for f1aws" The rational man knows where his busi-
ness ends, and another's begins. His entry into the business

of others must come by invitation only, by the making of

contracts" Ànd those contracts entail no sacrifices on any-

one's part. As John GaIt says:

Just as there are no contradictions in my values
and no conflicts among my desires--so there are no
victims and no conflict of interest among rational
men....men who neither make sacrifices nor accept

31roo vos, p
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them" 1 o 1

5.2 SACRIFICE VS. SELF_INTEREST

Às mentioned previously, Ayn Rand is an explicit advocate of

a morality of rational self-interest. This ethical code is

opposed to a morality characterised by sacrifice. According

to her, sacrifice is: "...the surrender of a greater value

f or the sake of a l-esser one or of a non-value .'t 1o 2 More

appropriately, this is known as altruism.
defines altruism as:

Para1lels,
83 "

Rand parts

Leonard Peikoff

(New York: New

company with
pp. 36-37 "

the view that man must place others above self as
the fundamental rule of life, and that his great-
est virtue is self-sacrifice on their behalf " 

1 0 3

Rand is adamantly opposed to any notion of sacrifice in

her ethics. She is in favour of neither sacrificing oneself

to others, nor of treating others as proper objects of sac-

rifice to oneself.1 o4 To sacrifice oneself to others is to

give up greater values in return for lesser ones, which is
an obvious l-oss for the individual. To sacrifice others to
oneself is also a loss, as it would be if one, for instance,

murdered a rival f or monetary gain. This woul-d hardly "ben-

efit" the agent, since his momentary "gain" has to be

weighed against living a Iifetime avoiding the conseguences

1or Às, p" 948"

102 vos, p. 44"

1o3 Leonard Peikoff, The Ominous
Àmerican Library, 1982), p"

1o4 This is apparently where
Nietzsche" See For The New Intellectual,
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fice itself must be rejected.
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Rand contends that sacri-
I ts only benefactor, she

maintains, is the parasite, or l-ooter, the man who produces

nothing, expecting others to serve him without payment. The

producer, under an altruistic morality, is rewarded only

with suffering. The entire notion of sacrifice, Howard Roark

relates, leaves man only with:

'" " "nothing but a choice of pain; his own pain
borne for the sake of others or pain inflicted for
the sake of self. . . .Man was forced to accept maso-
chism as his ideal--under the threat that sadism
was his only alternative.t 106

Such a choice l-eaves the rat ional- man , in Rand' s model ,

facing disaster" It leaves him torn between two false alter-
natives, much like Gail Wynand, Rand's archetypical busi-
nessman, in The Fountainhead:

'What else can one do if one must serve the peo-
ple? If one must live for others? Either pander to
everybody's wishes and be called corrupt; or
impose on everybody by force your own idea of
everybody's good.r lo7

By altruism's standards, Rand relates, Lhe more complete

Lhe sacrifice, the greater the alleged virtue. The total
surrender of one's val-ues to forces that one actually hates,

1 0 s Such consequences might include spending your Iife
repressing, at enormous emotional cost, the knowledge
that you are a murderer; organizing one's life around
the wasteful task of trying not to get caught; and liv-
ing with the fact that you have set a precedent, and
that someday soneone might apply your ovln standard to
you. Like a dictator, you live in fear of the next coup.
Such a predicament hardly seems beneficial"

i06 rFEr
l_:_ t

1 O 7 tTt¡a
i-Lt

637 .

605.
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s¡ould be the paramount achievement under altruism. As Rand's

f ictional vil1ain, Ellsworth Toohey, says:

'No gift is worth a damn, uñIess it's the most
precious thing you've got. Give your soul. To a
lie? Yes, if others bel-ieve it. To deceit? yes, if
others need
fi1]ed.'108

it".."ne empty in order to be

'Men are important only in rel-at ion to other men ,in their usefulness, in the service they ren-
der. . " .À11 growth demands destruction. . . .you must
be willing to suffer, to be cruel, to be dishon-
est, to be unclean,--. . .to kilI the most stubborn
of roots, the ego.'1os

Rand's argument against aLtruism and self-sacrifice is
based on her notion that man must priorize his choices in a

hierarchy of values. The rationar man ranks his val-ues from

least important to most important, with his own life on top.
When priorizing his values, he acquires the most vital_ ones

first, as quickly as he gets the means to do so. For

instance, the rational man might assign far more importance

to purchasing a permanent dwelling Lhan to buying a resort
cottage, and direct his resources accordingly" He val-ues a

home more than a cottage. wit.h regards to his rerat ions with

others, a rational person would, for instance, care for a

sick friend rather than spend money on a donation to the

Humane Society, because he would value the former more than

the latter "

108

109

p"

p.

r bid.

rbid"

300 "

365 "
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However, a truly altruistic person, in the examples

above, would have none of this" The Humane Society would

have priority over the sick friend, if the needs of the

humane society were the greater. Similarly, if there r,Iere

more cottage-builders out of work than home-builders, then

the true al-trui st , ( or ut i 1i tar ian ) woul-d be compelled to
waste his money on the cottage, because the needs of the

cottage-builders are greater. SimilarIy, such reasoning can

be used in an attempt to justify foreign aid, for example,

since the needs of Third World nations are greater than

those of the citizenry of Western nations. Thus, why give

westerners a "wasteful-" tax break, when someone on the other
side of the earth needs one's money? ny this altruistic
standard, the needs and desires of others come to have pri-
ority over one's o\¡¡n needs, one's orvn desires, one's ov¡n

life" As Rand points out, this is what is often held up as

charity" Leonard Peikoff explains:

'Àltruism' does not mean kindness, benevolence,
sympathy r oF the like, âf I of rvhich are possible
to egoists; the term means 'otherism'; it means
that the wel-fare of others must become the highest
value and ruling purpose of every man's exis-
tence. 1 1 o

Indeed, altruism defined as merely "helping others" is
definition by non-essentials" By this standard, altruism has

not been distinguished from any other moral philosophy, all
of which have some element of helping others. rf one defines

altruism in this manner, one has not said much at all. this

11o The ominous Parallels, p.83"
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idea is like defining socialism as "helping others", which

makes it impossible to distinguish it from marxism, fascism,

or capitalism, all of which advocate some form of help to
others. But since a proper definition names the essential
characteristic of the defined unit, the one feature that
makes the unit stand out from all others, defining altruism
as a morality of sacrifice is not inaccurate.

The morality of self-sacrifice ends up as a battle to

bring society down to its l-owest common denominator! the

least productive individual" His needs are the greatest, so

he needs and deserves the most. Since the key to success

becomes lack of value, and productiveness becomes the key to
punishment (ttre progressive income tax) individuals have an

incentive not to produce, but to eschew such a virtue and

reap the rewards of the welfare state. 1 1 1 Às John Galt

relates: "...sacrifice is the surrender of the right to the

wrong, of the good to the evil"11 2

Conversely, Rand's morality demands that virtue be

rewarded, not vices" Because of the principle of justice,

the more competent one is, the more one deserves one's

rewards" Without the encouragement of the productive indi-
vidual to gain his potential, no one, no individuals ration-
aI or otherwise, can exist on this earth.

1 I 1 ÀS, pp. 957-976"

112 rbid., p" 955.
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Again, one has to emphasize that sacrifice is the surren-

Cer of a greater value for a lesser one" Thus, the claim of

a parent that he has "sacrificed" a trip to Hawaii to send

his son to university cannot be called a sacrifice, even

though such actions are commonly said to be. If this were

really a sacrifice, a short holiday would have to be a

greater value for that parent that his son's entire future
success. Such a person would be admitting that he values a

sun tan more than his chil.dren!

Rand is always quick to argue that the producers of this
world are increasingly subject not to rewards for their
efforts, but rather abuse. Every year, they face higher tax-
es and more regulations, which is crippling their ability to
produce. As a result, Western economies behave sluggishly,
and seem to dive into depression just rshen prosperity reoc-

curs" Perhaps Rand's advice to give more credit to the pro-

ductive should be heeded more often, if we are to effective-
ly deal r,¡ith such economic problems. On a hopefuJ- note

though, the recent worldwide trend towards the free market

indicates that her advice and that of others is beginning to
be heeded"

Because Rand is an advocate of rational egoism, it is
often thought that she must be against charity. However, she

defeats this charge by making a clear distinction between a

charitable act and a sacrifice" She rejects the idea that
man must either use 'helping others' as the standard of his
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lifer or else must surely be a co1d, uncaring brute who is
completely indi f ferent to everyone efse . Thi s view, Rand

contends, ârises out of the idea that life is alleged1y a

chain of disasters and emergencies, and therefore that not

making helping others the point of one's life woul-d bring on

the end of the human race. t 1 s

To deal- with this contention, Rand notes that if Iife
were simpì-y a series of disasters, the human race woul-d

hardly exíst at all in the first place.11a She contends that
it is the breakdown of philosophy and the abandonment of the

quest for a rational system of living that is responsible

for the fact that emergencies and disasters are rife today.

I f one hol-ds helping others as one' s standard of value,

then need becomes the gauge with which to judge who to help

first. If this is the case, Rand argues that needs, and what

is required to fulfill them, will become limitLess. After
all, what doesn't one need? However, there are very real

limits on what the productive can produce. Demanding infi-
nite needs out of a limited pool of resources is a contra-

diction thal cannot be sustained. Rand maintains, though,

that there is a rol-e for private, uncoerced charity in soci-
ety" She neither decries charity outright, nor views all who

need help as parasites. But the rational man, in engaging in

charity, must place his limits where self-sacrifice begins.

t1

tl

VOS, p. 49.

Ibid., p. 43"4
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In the interests of justice, those with genuine misfortune

must not view their accident as reason to place a mortgage

on the l- ives of others "

Concern for one's values, in this case one's loved ones,

is not an expression of altruism. For the rational man, this
is a perfect expression of rational selfishness, because his

loved ones are important to him. Working to help them or

see them do wel-l is not a sacrifice, because their unhappi-

ness or death can only make those close to them unhappy as

we11. Conversely, sacrifice in this instance consists of,

sâyr abandoning your loved ones and seeing them suffer in

order to help a perfect stranger, because the stranger could

not possibly be of higher value to oneself than one's loved

ones.11s The rational man, in this instance, would place the

effort or risk involved in the act of assistance in propor-

tion to: "...the value of the person [you are helpingJ in

relation to one's own happiness.trl 16

Rand uses the example of a drowning man to illustrate her

point." If a man were drowning and one, for instance, ascer-

tains that to attempt to save him would be certain death, it

woutd be treason to one's higher values (you would have sac-

rificed them for a lesser value) to attempt to do such a

thing. Conversely, Rand contends, if you were drowning, it

would be irrational to expect someone to die for you, for

r 15 Ibid.,
1r 6 Ïbid",

45"

45.

p"

p.
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his life could not be l-ess valuable to him than your own.117

On the other hand, if a l-oved one is drowning, Rand holds

that one couLd conceivably risk one's life in a situation of

grave danger in order to save that person: "...for the self-

ish reason that life without the l-oved person could be

unbearable. " 1 1 I Similarly, to wal-k away f rom that l-oved one

would be immoral because you would have failed to attempt to

keep the values that are important to you.

In this vein, one might ask if it is conceivable Lhat a

rational man could ever commit suicide? After all, does not

Rand hold life as man's top value? nand replies with the

assertion that she holds the life proper to a rational human

being as the standard of value, and not just life qua organ-

ism. If the rational man cannot live as a rational being,

hi s 1 i fe i s not worth preservi ng "

writes:
Às Nathaniel Branden

"Rational Egoism: A Rep1y to Pro-
Personalist, Vol. LI, No" 2, Spring,

le rational man] knows what human existence is--
and he wiIl not accept anything fess....The man
who makes terms with the rulers of a dictatorship,
the man who delivers his wife and closest friends
to destruction in exchange for being allowed to
survive--does not hold man's life as his standard
of value. His motive is terror of dying, not pas-
sion for living.11s

117

118

119

Ibid", p. 45.

Ibid", p" 46.

Nathan i el- Branden ,
fessor Emmons", The
1970, p" 205.
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Further to this point, one can ask whether the man who

risks his life in war or as a policeman is acting irration-
ally or not. One can say here that if his task is to fight
for his freedom and the right to live in a sane society,

then his action is not a sacrifice" Man gua man cannot exist
in a prison or in mindless anarchy" If this were a sacri-
fice, one would have to claim that mindless anarchy is pref-
erabl-e to the Iif e of a rational human being. As well, r+ant-

ing to be of service to soc iety, as a sol-dier , pol iceman or

civil servant, is only a sacrifice if that person's job

involves abnegating all regard for his rights and the rights
of others, suspending his o\,rn moral judgement, and declaring

that he will literally do anything for society, no matter

what (as in the Gestapo or the SS). Only v¡hen the state

demands that its employees violate the standard of man gua

man do their activities involve sacrifice.

Again, with regards to one's friends and loved ones, Rand

holds that it is no sacrifice to feed a starving friend
rather Lhan spend the money on a movie" Obviously, to

rational man, his friend's good heal-th would be much more

val-uable than a movie.12o Conversely, if the gift of food

means that you wiIl starve, it would be immoral and point-
less to act in such a way. As John Galt illustrates:

'If you achieve the career you wanted, after years
of struggle, it is not a sacrifice; if you then
renounce it for the sake of a rivaI, it is. If
you own a bottle of milk and give it to your
starving child, it is not a sacrifice; if you give

t20 rbid", p" 46"
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it to your neighbor's child
rt rs.'t'

and let your own die,

For Rand, though, the issue of whether to hel-p another

seems to be very much a matter of personal preference, as if

it did not matter to oneself if one engaged in a charitable

act involving no sacrifice" Às Nathaniel Branden writes:

1f, in an issue where no self-sacrifice is
involved, a rational man helps a fellow human
being in an emergency, and does sor not as a moral
obliqation [*y emphaãis] , but out of good wif f-ãfr-
regard for the val-ue of a human life--it is worse
than absurd to equate his action with the policy
of a man who accepts the tenet that to serve oth-
ers is Lhe purpose of his existence....122

As one can see , as long as the act ion invol-ves no sacr i-

fice, the decision to help is not, for Rand, a moral obliga-

tion" Yet, earlier, she had stated that it would be treason

to fail to keep one's values" Às Mr" Branden stated, the

person in the example values human life , in effect. Thus,

would it not be treasonous, and immoral, for him not to help

the other person? If the only criterion is that it is a mat-

ter of simple choice, he could conceivably simply not be of

assistance, oh a whim" It seems that this could be inter-
preted as immoral behaviour, and for good reasons. I f, for
instance, a rational man who values human life came across a

baby lying face-dov¡n in a puddle of water, it would certain-
1y be no sacrifice for him to pull the baby out" In fact,
this would be a proper and imperative course of action for

121 AS, p" 953"

1 22 Rational Eqoism: A RepIv to Professor Emmons. p" 207 "
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him. I f he is a virtuous person, to abandon the baby woul-d

be to display a lack of integrity and honesty, as he r¿ould

not be living up to the fact that he supposedly values human

1ife. While Rand seems to see such an action as being of no

moral significance, on closer examination, it should be,

keeping in mind that one is not talking about sacrif ice

here.

Thus, in Rand's ethics, the raticnal man engages in char-

ity, while keeping in mind that such actions must not con-

stitute a sacrifice. He regards rnisfortune as uncommon, and

never as license to: ""..turn the misfortune of some into a

first mortgage on the lives of others.rtl23 In this wâyr Rand

contends, the rational man does not pretend to be oblivious
to his values, but treats them justly and seeks to retain
them "

5"3 THE 'CONFLTCTS' OF MEN'S INTERESTS

Ayn Rand, in her epistemology, seeks to advise the rationaL

man how to use his mind, and how to avoid conflicts within
it. In her ethics, she advises the rational man how to
avoid conflicts with his own nature and with others by

behaving in a virtuous manner. The fact that such behaviour

is possible and indeed essential to man's life leads her to
state that: "There are no conflicts of interests among

rational men.tt124 We have yet to see how she develops her

1 23 vos. ,

124 vos,

p. 46"

p" 50.
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case more thoroughly for this statement.

One must keep in mind here that Rand is talking about a

rational- man, and not simply anyone in general. The rat j-onal

man is one who follows an objective moral code, and who

rel-ates to other rat ional men as a trader . He re jects the

idea of sacrifice completely. He real-ízes that he cannot

expect others to sacrifice to him, and holds no anger

towards them for not doing so; because he is a just person,

he regards this as an entireJ-y appropriate action on their

part "

Conflict in this context means a contradiction. Thus, the

rational man does not pursue contradictions if he wants to

live harmoniously in a social setting. That is, he realizes
that two people cannot both have the same value at the same

tirne, (À is A) and seeks peacef uI and objective means f or

determining who will get the value, like trade or competi-

tion.

Further Lo this point, a rational man is able to avoid

conflict with others because he knov¡s what his true inter-
ests are. He determines his interests by a process of rea-

son, and does not blindly follow his emotions. Às Rand says:

la rational manl chooses and/or identifies his
Iinterests] by a process of reason, and he does
not act to achieve a desire until and unless he is
able to rationally validate it in the ful1 context
of his knowledqe and of his other values and
goals. He does not act untit he is able to say: "I
want it because it is right. " 1 2s

1 2s vos, p" 51 "
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In other words, if you can actualize your desires without

violating the standard of man qua man, then you have an

actual interest worth pursuing. If you can achieve a goal

without being dishonest, hypocritical or unjust, it is in

you interest to do so. If, on the other hand, you hold your

desires as givens to be acted upon without thought, then you

are asking for conflict. For instance, this would be the

case if one demanded a share of a market for a product

nobody wanted, or demanded the love of a woman who would not

return it. The pursuit of contradictions or of values that

are not open to you is in no one's interest.

Rational men, thus, live as producers, realizing that

there is no other v¡ay to live qua man. They engage in pro-

duction as best they can and compete peacefully, rewarding

such effort with praise, not derision. Even if he loses out

in the competitive process, the rational man is noL bitter
towards the victor, for even in his loss, he can learn

valuabLe lessons from the winner and may utilize this knowl-

edge to try again" In any case, fits of anger or mindless

destruction wilI not achieve the values that such a person

could not earn in the first p1ace.

To make this concept more obvious, let us use the example

of two business enterprises competing for consumer dollars
in the same market, a market which, for the purposes of this
example, can only sustain one business enterprise. Thus, one

business enterprise is eventually going to have to leave the
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market. on its surface, this situation seems headed for con-

f1ict, as it is obvious that both businesses cannot succeed

at the same time.126 If one must lose, is this not an exam-

ple of conftict? essume also, for the purposes of this
example, that an amal-gamation of the businesses is out of

the quest ion "

Rand would answer these questions in the following man-

ner: To see this situation as one of a conflict of inter-
ests is to ignore the reality of the situation; namely, that
only one enterprise can serve the market, and not both. No

amount of wishing or outpouring of desires can ever make it
otherwise" Àssuming that the businesses are rationaf, and

especially just towards one another, they realize that
desires cannot achieve values, and that desires unnecessari-

ly create confrict when they are held as primaries that
openly contradict real íLy .1 27

Rand wourd also contend that to see this situation as one

of conflict drops some important contexts. The rational man,

otr, in this example, the rational business, sees opportuni-
ties in the context of a lifetime, or over the long term.

Hence, one lost opportunity need not be viewed as a death

126 rn response to the question of what constitutes business
success, one can only say here that a successful busi-
ness must have some degree of profit and at least some-
what of a market share" To have anything less would put
one out of business, but to go into any further detail
here would be irrelevant to the topic at hand.

VOS, p" 50.127
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or as proof that everyone is against you.1 28 In

our example, the business that f ails to w j.n the competition

simply moves on to a field where its expertise is of use ro

it; perhaps the reason that it failed to gain the market was

simpJ-y that it was not well-equipped to handle the job. In

such a case, its long-term reputation is better served by

concentrating on areas where it has the ability to do welJ-,

rather than doing poorJ-y in an area where it lacks exper-

tise. To continue on in an area where the business has

shortcomings would, in any case, damage its credibility so

that future pursuits might become blocked off. Indeed, our

business enterprise, it seems, benefits from the momentary

loss, if one looks at the long term.

In addition¡ pointing to such an example as one of con-

flict also drops the whole issue of effort and production.

Values, and therefore wealth, have to be producedl they are

not mere static items, simply waiting to be divided up. The

business enterprises in question must be prepared to earn

their place in the marketi they should not sit idly by,

demanding without cause that the market satisfy their
desires r.rithout demonstrating that they in fact deserve

this"r2e Àgain, as Rand reminds us:

I f the frustration of anv desire constitutes a
sacrifice, then a man who owns an automobile and
is robbed of it, is being sacrificed, but so is
the man who wants or "aspires to" an automobile

128 Ibid.

1 2s Ibid"

51.

55"

p.

p.
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which the owner refuses to give him. 130

Instead, the businesses must compete, in order to see who

is best suited to the task, putting maximum effort into Lry-
ing to produce the best product, to earn the approval and

support of the customers in the marketplace. But sti11, is
this not conflict? ls it not brutal and unjust? ludwig Von

Mises offers this as an answer: "The function of battle is
destruction; of competition, construction."131 Thus, it is
obvious that neither business in any competitive venture is
out to actually destroy the other; rational- men do not com-

pete by blowing up their neighbor's factory. Instead, they

produce wealth, and the one who creates the most and the

best is the deserving victor. rn the long run, all parties
benefit. The victorious business has the nevr market, while

the losing business, despite its momentary setback, enjoys a

wider range of products than beforer âs a consumer. Because

such a business is committed to justice, it simpty goes on

to other areas of production, where it may even be able to
make use of nevr ideas that may have come to the fore as a

resul-t of the previous competition. rndeed, this is hardly
as "destructive" as the manner in which potential tarent is
destroyed in a controlled economy when a business uses gov-

ernment protection to guarantee its success by slamming shut

avenues for newcomers to the fierd. von Mises concrudes:

130

131

Ibid" , p. 30 "

Socialism, p" 285"
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People say that in the competitive struggle, eco-
nomic l-ives are destroyed. This, however, merely
means that those who succumb are forced to seek in
the structure of t.he social division a position
other than the one they would like to occupy.132

One other relevant issue might be addressed at this time

as wel-l-, regarding the issue of so-ca11ed "unequal- starts".
By this, is it not unfair that the free market fails to rec-

tify the fact that some people come into a competitive situ-
ation with a disadvantage? Shouldn't, therefore, the most

able be held back or forced to hand over the fruits of their
abi1ity to the l-ess fortunate? Rand wouLd most certainly
reply in the negative" The fact that some people are less

fortunate is not automatically the fault of those that are

abIe. Thus, productive individuals cannot automatically be

held responsible for the misfortune of their neighbors, and

have a lien put on their life because of it. Such a course

of action would be supremely unjust; littler âs well, can

ever be gained by holding back the most productive members

of soc iety " Furthermore, to use an appropriate analogy,

Rand never held that Objectivism be given special favours by

the state, even though the reception given to her ideas was

very hostile and might even be considered unfair"

Thus, Rand maintains, the rational man can get along

quiLe well with his fellow men. What they need is common

agreement on basic, objective principles" As John Galt

relates:

132 rbid., p" 286.
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'They say it's hard for men to agree. You'd be
surprised how easy it is--when both parties hold
as their moral absolute that neither exists for
the sake of the other and that reason is their
only means of trade. r 1 33

'There is no conflict of interests among men--if
they omit the irrational from their view of t.he
possible and destruction from their view of t.he
practicaf.rl34

'There is no conflict, and no call for sacrifice,
and no man is a threat to the aims of another--if
men understand that reality is...not to be faked,
that ]ies do not work, that the unearned cannot be
had, that. " " the destruction of a value which is
will not bring value to that which isn't.r13s

One more i ssue r,¡ i th rega rds to the impossibility of con-

flicts of

explored.

edge? However,

sees that this

interests among rational men remains to be

If man is not infallible, if he can make mistakes

and errors of judgement, then is it not possible for him to

have conf l icts v¡ith others on the basis of mistaken knowl--

let us suppose that Smithr âD irnaginary property owner, dis-
covers that his apple tree has been cut down, and thaL in
the fuÌI context of the evidence available to him, it
appears that his neighbor, Jones, is Lhe culprit" In the

context of Smith's knowledge, Jones has acted irrationally.
In Smith's context, there is a conflict of interests. How-

upon a careful examination of the issue, one

is not the case. To illustrate this point,

1S

ever, let us also suppose that Jones tlas shopping the day

the crime. Thus, in the context of Jones' knov¡ledge, it

133 ÀS, p" 695.

134 Ibid., p. 742"

13s rbid", p. 742"

of
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clearly Smith who is irrational for accusing him of a crime

he did not commit. will there not be conflict here? In fact,

there will not be " when Smith conf ronts Jones, Jones r^¡iI1

simply present him with the new evidence that he could not

have cut down the tree. Upon hearing of this, Smith will

integrate this new knowledge with what he already has, draw

the inevitabte concJ-usion, and drop all charges against

Jones. Às we have seen earl-ier, one's conclusions are always

reached within the context, or sum, of the evidence avail-

able to oneself. If, and only if, the evidence changes, so

must one's conclusions. In this example, the evidence did

change, but both parties have recognized this, so there is

no conflict. Both parties have established their rationali-

ty to each other. The only way there could be conflict h'as

for one party or the other to disregard or evade the new

evidence. Since an evasion of reality is clearly irrational,

there certainly would be conflict" But honest mistakes among

rational men are not the cause of it"

It has often been advocated, most notably by today's

political leadership, that compromise is the best vray to

erase conflict in today's mixed economy" If one would only

compromise, it is maintained, oD any issue, ât any time,

there would be no conflicts between men. Rand maintains, on

t.he other hand, that this is a foolish and deceptive propo-

sit.ion.
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Rand defines compromise as: "...an adjustment of con-

flicting claims Idesires] by mutual concessions. tt 1 3 6 While

she sees, thus, a need for compromise in human affairs, Rand

sees its rol-e as quite limited. The basis of any rational
compromi se , she states , i s an uncompromi sable pr i nc ipJ-e "

OnIy concretes, pârticul-ars and minor detaits should be sub-

ject to compromise by rationaL men. 1 37 For instance, in a

wider context, Rand woul-d not object to compromise over the

particular electoral system of a stater âs long as such a

state was committed t.o l-aissez-faire principles. Indeed,

there are perhaps many issues that would be the subject of

compromise in a Randian state, even far more than Rand would

have admitted. Something Rand might have done in her philos-
ophy was to look more closely at such compromisable issues,

for there may be a considerable weaLth of information here.

Rand's argument is best illustrated with her example of

two traders bargaining over the price of a good. They may

bargain, and compromise, over a concrete (tne price), but

they both understand, and do not bargain over, the fact that
the principle of the trader is the basis of their interac-
tion; the principle that the buyer must pay the sel-Ier some-

thing, and must do so without coercion. The buyer cannot

simply steal from the sefler.138

136 vos,
out as
could
not of

1 37 Ibid. ,

p" 58. Si
mere desi

be confl ict
interests.
p. 68"
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this wilI

bargain usually start
te natural that there
a conflict of desires,
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Rand maintains that no matter what the price arrived at

wiIl be, it will always be objective, since it was arrived
at by objectivet tãtional principles in such a situation.
She does not regard these details as being subjective,
because as she defines it, subjective means out of touch

with reality. In her exampJ-e, since it is a f act of reality
that man should gain val-ues by trade, the market price

reached as a result of such trade is always in accordance

with real-ity and is what Rand terms "socially objective. r'13s

Thus Rand rejects the notion that the market is subjective

and anarchical, and that the state ought to forcibly set

"objective" prices. The bargaining process itself is not an

example of conflict either" Conflict reguires an evasion of

reality; in this instance, both parties do not evade the

fact that they have to live as traders. They recognize that
Lhe buyer must pay the seller something, so their bargaining

cannot be said to be an evasion of reality" Tf the seller
will not lower his price, for instance, it is a fact of

reality that the buyer must accept" If he cannot persuade

the seller to do sor he simply shops elsewhere" He directs
arguments, not baseball bats, at his fe1Iow mens' heads. If
both parties are rational and just about the issue, there

will be no conflict"

138 Ibid",

13e rbid.,

p.

p"

68.

68"
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Furthermore on the issue of compromise, no compromise is

possible between two people who do not share the Same basic

princ iples ; for instance, between the buyer who believes

that stealing is equivalent to buying, and a seller who

believes that goods must be acquired by trade. For the seII-

er to compromise here, for him to turn away as the thief

steal-s his property, is no compromise at all. It is simply a

total, abject surrender to the thief's principles" 1 ao

To clarify this position, Rand lists three basic rules

concerning compromise: firstly, in a disagreement between

people who hold the Same basic principles, the most consiS-

tent will triumph; secondly, in a collaboration between peo-

ple who hold different basic principles, one rational and

the other i rrat ional , ( the thief and the property-holder )

the more evil will win; finally, opposing parties who agree

to define their basic principles clearly aid the more

rational side of the issue; when basic principles are

defined poorly, only irrationaliLy and evil benefits. l a 1

Thus, Rand makes her case against compromise on basic

principles very c1ear. Even the smal-lest concession by a

rationaf man on his basic principles are a total sellout,

because then the issue is not whether one will sanction evil

or not, but to what degree. At this point the rational man

has no defenses, having given up the principles that former-

140 Ibid.,

141 C:TUI,

pp.68-69.

p. 145"
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Iy provided him with one.

It is interesting to note here how much

compromise coincides with Rand. He wrote:

Lenin's view of

Every proretarian.. "notices the difference between
a compromi se enforced by object ive condit i ons(such as lack of strike fuñds, ño outside support,
extreme hunger and exhaustion), a compromise which
in no way diminishes the revolutionáry devotion
and readiness for further struggle. . . , and a com-promise by traitors who try to ascribe to outside
causes the i r own. . . co!¡ardice , Iand] des i re to toa-
dy to capitalists,142

rt would be foorish to claim here that Rand and Lenin

share the same basic principres, when the opposite is quite
the case. But they do share the idea that a distinction
must be made between compromise on fundamental principles
and compromise on minor details. Both herd that the former

was unacceptable, because it would deny one's ultimate
goals, while the latter is acceptable because it allows one

to keep one's final goars and can even herp to attain them.

why this convergence of views? r,enin was a consistent commu-

nist, Rand was a consistent capitarist" Both hetd that no

consideration should be allowed to obscure one's ultimate
end or goal.

Furthermore, Rand was no advocate of the "Golden Mean"

approach to politics. In her view, the middte way was not as

a ruLe the best route to foIlow. To use a simple irrustra-
tion, it is hardly advisable to forrow a gorden mean between

142 v.I " Lenin,
Hyperion Press

The Essentials
Inc., 1973)" p.

of Lenin,
607 

"

( Connec t icut :
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the extremes of rampant murder and no murder at all! While

Aristotle did not intend that his rule be taken in this man-

ner, this indicates that such a rule is suitable only within

very specific contexts and must be properly qualified if
employed.

Simply because Rand did not see compromise or the Golden

Mean as a fundamental tool in ethics, did not mean that she

saw no value in compromise" When confined to minor details,
such as the price of a good being bargained for, compromise

could serve a usef ul- rol-e. I ndeed, one may con jecture that

Àristotle and Àquinas, being men of reason, would have

accepted the distinction between compromise on basic princi-
ples and minor details"

To make another point clearer, Rand's disjunction against

compromise on basic principles can hardly be emphasized

enough" To use an apt illustration, one often finds today

the political left and the political right arguing over def-

icit financing" The left typically argue that the state

should borrow a great deal; the right, however, mostly argue

not for an end to the debt of the state, but for only less

debt" This concedes a major point to the left, who are

allowed to set the terms of the debate in their favour"

Their retort to the right amounts to this: "If even you

acknowledge that a little bit of deficit spending is

alri9ht, then surely you cannot argue that alot of such

spending will not be even better"" Ànd the right usually
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cannot. If the result is a bankrupt government, one v¡ould be

hard pressed to argue that compromise on basic principles

has little or no dire consequences"

The issue of compromise also relates to the issue of

judgement. It is often maintained that one ought not to

judge too much, âS this can be a source of conflict. After

all, not all issues are black and white, but often gray" But

Rand asks that , Since black and whi te make gray, how coul-d

there be gray \{ithout the former? The danger ties with

choosing gray, a compromise, when one knows there is a black

and a white side to an issue, a good and an evil side. This

is only sanctioning evil and allowing it to profit. People

are often, Rand notes, a mixture of good and evil influenc-

êSr but this does not mean that one should not try to sort

out the sides for an accurate judgement. No one would expect

a court of Iaw, for example, to simply take the middle

ground in all of its decisions. Rand regards this refusal to

judge as:

an abdication of moral responsibility; it is a
moral blank check one gives to others in exchange
for a moral blank check one expects for one-
self. 1 a 3

Thus, the rational man is one who realizes the necessity

of production and peaceful competition, and never holds his

desires aS givens. Instead, he looks at what wiIl Serve his

interests, the long-term values that a rational man needs to

live happily on this earth. By looking at his actual inter-

143 vos, p. 71.
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ests, he sees that conflict is not possibl-e between rational
men. He realizes that it is in his interest to be produc-

tive, honest, just, and independent, and not to try to cir-
cumvent these interests by using force in his relations with

other men" The rational man knows that this kind of behav-

iour serves no one's interests" Thus, a rational- man relates

to others as a trader in a just manner, never compromising

on rational principles"

In addition to all this, rationaL men realize that all
relations with other men in a free society must be voluntary

and uncoerced" By realizing that all men are free individu-
aIs, free to make their own judgements, rational-, just men

do not attempt to speak for others, or assume unanimity on

any issue. Since all men have differing goals, interests,
and desires, it is essential- that rational- people erect

institutions that can accomodate this variety of opinion in
a just manner and ensure that those who wish to inject con-

flict into a free society are dealt with" One such institu-
tion is that of economic liberty, the free market. The other

institution is that of government, to be erected not as the

master of the free market and of men, but as their protec-

tor" Hence, we enter the world of Ayn Rand's politics.



Chapter VI

POLI TI CS

6.1 RÀND'S VIEWPOINT

Thus far in this thesis we have seen how Àyn Rand develops

her metaphysics, epistemology and ethics" She has put for-

ward her view as to what tools are available to the rational

man (reason) so that he may deal with reality" She has

informed us as to how the rational man is to be guided in

his use of those tool-s (a morality of self-interest). This

leaves Rand with the task of proposing the kinds of institu-

tions that guarantee the rational man the right to interact

with others v¡ithout conflict, and also to guarantee that he

will be protected from those who desire conflicts"

Rand is again quite explicit in her politicsr ês else-

where, but again it seems as if categorizing her will be

diff icult" Às one pair of authors state:

Evidently Rand does not fit into any of the ideo-
logical boxes we are accustomed to using when cat-
egorizing any given thinker's political lean-
ings " . . .Rand cannot be labelled as either a
conservative or a Iiberal. l aa

144 Den Uyl & Rasmussen
Avn Rand, (Urbana:

(eds"), The Philosophic Thouqht of
University of illinois, 1977) , p. x.

91
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Rand's politics can best be characterized as a defense of

radical, unregulated, laissez-faire capitalism, with the

state playing a minimal, severely limited rol-e in man's

life. The state is to act like a referee in the economy,

and noL as a player. This of course puts Rand very much at

odds with modern liberalism and socialism. However, her con-

tention that capitalism must be defended on the grounds of a

morality of self-interest has put her at odds with many con-

servatives as wel1.

In her advocacy of capitalism, Rand makes it clear that
she desires no return to the past or to tradition as such.

Às Den UyI and Rasmussen poi.nt out:
I ndeed, she i s not a conservat ive prec i sety
because there is no blind desire to resurrect the
past or maintain tradition for its own sake.1a5

Às Rand sees it, in the past capitalism has worked very

well, leading to monumental growth in the countries that
adopted such a system, but it faltered and eventually failed
because it lacked an explicit moral and intellectual justi-
fication" Prior defenders of capitalism often gave up moral-

ity to the political left and religion, and defaulted on

their own arguments because of it. This is why Rand contends

that capitalism's moral basis must be restored if it is to
ever again flourish.

r 45 rbid., p" 226.
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a rational moraL

code that guides him in his values-choices, and given that

he deals with other men as a trader by voluntary agreement,

if he wants no conflicts with other men he removes the ini-

tiation of physical force from his tife" As John Galt says:

'Whatever may be open to
one act of evil that may
desire to live together,
-no man may start -the
against others.r146

'Whoever... initiates the use of force, is a killer
acting on the premise of deat.h in a manner wider
than murder: the premise of destroying man's
capacity to live.,..Force and mind are opposites;
morality ends where a gun begins. I 1 47

The use of physical force is obviously a very dangerous

activity" It is primarily destructive, not constructive.
Its initiation is the attempt, physically, to deprive an

individual of his values. This force can be direct, as in
the case of outright theft, or it can be indirect, as in the

case of fraud, extortion, breach of contract, or libel
(stealing one's reputation)" These examples are not always

characterised by explicit theft, or force, but amount to the

same thing" Even the threat of force has identical conse-

quences to its outright initiation" For instance, if an

individual unilaterally breaks a contract with another indi-
vidual, and keeps the goods that his contractual partner had

a right to, it is the same as if he had actually gone to the

partner's property and stol-en them outright" But how can the

di sagreement , there i s
not."".So long as men

no man may init iate " . .use of physical force

146 AS,

147 ÀS,

o¡ ô
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force or the threat to do so be countered?

ObviousJ-y, a destructive action such as physical force can-

not be allov¡ed free rein over society. It must be chal-

lenged and defeated where it arises. As John Galt relates:

'ft is only as retaliation that force may be used
and only against the man who starts its use..".I
merely grant the i rrat ional man hi s choice ,
destruction, the only destruction he had a right
to choose: his own. He uses force to seize a val-
ue; I use it only to destroy destruction. t 1 48

Those who initiate physical force demonstrate their irra-

tionality, and are to be treated as such. By violating the

freedom of others, they forfeit their own freedom, in whole

or in part" They deserve retribution, and such an option is

one that a rational man can legitimately carry out in his

defense" This retribution takes the form of retaliatory

force, that is, the legitimate use of force by society

against those who initiate force. The initiator is the one

who starts the use of physical force; it is only then thaL

society can take steps to retaliate against such a person

since he created a threat where none existed before. How-

ever, Rand regards even retaliatory force as such a Iethal
weapon (it can easily become initiation of force if used

improperly), that its deployment must be vested in common

institutions specializing in its proper and objective use,

institutions which would have the power to see that retalia-

tion is carried out in any and every instance of an initia-

tion of physical force, such that the rational individual

i 4B rbid., p" 950.
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climate of safety and certainty"
For this reason then, men need a rationaL goverment. OnIy a

government can raise the necessary forces for effectively
combatting the initiators of physica] force, something that
even the most rational person might not be able to do on his
own should the aggressors outnumber him" Rand aLso proposes

that this institution be given a monopoly on retaJ-iatory
force. It al-one would have the power to take such action.
The only alternative is to have hosts of competing police
and army units, some of which might be run by Lunatics.

which wouLd threaten the existence of individuals as surery

as gangs of criminals wou1d. In such a situation, the

rational- man might again find himself the victim of greater

numbers than he, and society would collapse into chaos.

Àgain, the difference between initiating force and retal-
iating with force cannot be emphasized too strongly. If one

does not make the distinction, then the action of a police-
man is equivalent to that of a thief" Without such a dis-
tinction, the entire 1ega1 system must co1Iapse.

Rand further contends that any rational society needs a

set of Iaws that apply equally to all, so that men can be

aware of what is IegaIIy permissible and what the penalties
are for violations" In a system of competing or anarchical
states, the probl-em would not be that there would be no

laws, but that laws could change from one jurisdiction to
the next, ât any time, without any notice whatsoever. Thus,
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a man could conceivably be shot for mistakenJ-y walking

across hiS neighbor's l-awn! ClearlY, this is not an environ-

ment where the rational mind can function effectively" Since

even rational men can make mistakes in their judgements, it

is obvious that all men need an impartial arbiter to view

disputes ful-ty and peacefulty, and avoid the problem of men

settling disputes in an arbitrary and ineffective manner.

One key question remains, though, with regards to the

initiation of physical force" CIearfY, one can see how this

applies to a situation such as thievery. However, one author

writing on Rand points out that many people, in everyday

life, use corporal punishment on their children, or other-

wise deny them the freedom to do as they want , bY, for exam-

ple, forcing them to go to school. Since the child might not

consent to such actions, is this not a case of initiating

physical forcell 4s

Às well, one can think of other examples of physical

force being used against people quite legally, with mental

patients, for instance. Mental patients are often placed in

institutions without their consent, and subjected to medical

treatment þ¡ithout consent" Is this too not initiation of

physical force? tt these examples holdr one can conceive of

having to allow one's child to forego an education, if he

does not desire one. CIearIy, this is hardly reasonable"

14s John Robbins
Mount Vernon

, Àn Answer to
Publishing Co.

Avn Rand, (Washington , D, C " :Ltd. , 1974), p" 112"
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Although she never addressed this issue, and could have

well done so, it seems that Rand would have to make a dis-
tinction between rational and pre-rational people, in order

for her point about the evil of the initiation of physical

f orce to rema i n val id. À rat i onal person woul-d be one who

has the capability, Þhysiologically, for rationaf thought,

whether or not he uses it, and is still entitled to his

rights as a result. A pre-rational- personr oD the other

hand, like a child or mental patient, has not achieved the

fulI capability for rational thought, and cannot use his

rational f aculty f uJ-Iy. Theref ore, he has inadequate knowl--

edge as to what constitutes his best interests; other people

must exercise his rights for him, even if he disagrees. Of

course , the guardian coul-d not do anything he pleased to hi s

charge; he would have to show that the actions he takes are

in the best interests of the charge's life.

Nonetheless, there is stilÌ another related issue to be

explored here" This issue can be illustrated by the common

occurrence of one's neighbors playing loud music that can

disturb one to the point of not getting any s1eep. Such

activity is certainty detrimental to one's heaJ-th, but it
does not appear to be an initiation of physical force. Rath-

êrr it is a sort of psychological force" The initiator can

and should be punished for his actions. How does this relate

to physical force? One is only left with saying that if the

stress leads to a person being deprived of his val-ues, in
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this case his right to peace and quiet, one might just as

well have gone to his house and taken them outright (by

physicaJ-ly bothering him) " The key point i s that one neigh-

bor did not ask to hear the other's music, and by ptaying it
that loudly, Lhe aggressor gives his neighbor no choice but

to hear it" He imposes, or forces, his value on others. It
seems, thus, that this is the only way in which such an

issue can be related to Rand's evil of the initiation of

physical force. Once again though, this, in addition to such

issues as age of consent laws and so on, are valid issues

that Rand's initial presumptions lead one to immediately

speculate on. It is unfortunate that Rand did not establish
a a position on these issues and eliminate such specul-ation.

As mentioned before, Rand does not think highly of anar-

chy" In disputing anarchy, she writes:
Anarchy" " " is...a society.. "at the mercy of the
first criminal who came along and would precipi-
tate it into the chaos of gang warfare. lso

One can see Rand's point here quite easily, for in a

situation of no government there is aÌso logicaIIy nothing

to stop someone from imposing one onto the situation, wheth-

er that government might turn out to be one that is com-

pletely rational or one of unspeakable tyranny. Rand argues,

then, that it would be best simply to avoid such a possibil-
ity, and institute a rational government to begin with.

r5o vos, p. 112"
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Another theory related to this that Rand takes issue v¡ith

is that of competing governments. The logic behind this
argument, often voiced by some free-marketeers, is that if
the best products of business arise from competition, then

why not try to get the best of governments by the same pro-

cess? ny this, the pubJ-ic would "shop" for the best govern-

ment. Communists would have their sections, capitalists
theirs. À11 governments would have to tol-erate each other in

order to make the system work, even if some are bent on con-

quering the rest" As Rand argues, this system is inherently
unstable" It would likeIy turn out to be a system that

encourages rather than discourages conflict. 1 s 1

Rand holds that such theorists do not understand that men

need rat.ional governments in order to live qua men, in order

to establish conditions under which man can exercise his

rational faculty without interference from others. In other

words, the primary task of government is to protect man's

r iqhts. Rand def ines r ights as : " . " . the means of subordi-

nating society to moral law". 1 5 2 Just as a rational man

needs a code of morality to guide his value-choices, so a

rational government needs a code of rights to guide it in

its functioning. Rights give morality political expression.

Rand writes:
Rights are moral principles which define and pro-
tect a man's freedom of action, but impose no

51

52

1b1d"

r bid.

112-113"

92"

p"

p"
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obl- igat ions on other men 1 5 3 lother than t.o absta in
from violating the rights of othersl.

In today's poJ-itical worId, the government is superior to
the individual; the individual is seen as being at the ser-

vice of the dictator or the majority. Rand is, conversely,

opposed to any worship of the state or the collective as

man's highest end or purpose. The individual need not sub-

merge his own self within any stater âs with Hegel's view:

"The who1e, as Ittre individual's] object, is that for which

he sacrifices himself, and through which sacrifice he ful-
fills himseff."ts¿ SimiIarly, Rand would abhor the idea

that: "One should.". revere the state as something divine

on earth."lss Nor would Rand agree with many aspects of T"H.

Green's idea of freedom, since it is stated in a context

which involves substantial state intervention in the lives
of individuals.ls6

153

154

155

156

Ibid", p. 97"

Carl Friedrich, The Philosophv of Heqel, (New York: The
Modern Library, 1 953 ) , p" 269.

Ibid. , p" 293.

Às Green says: "The man who is determined by the objects
which the well-ordered state presents to him is deter-
mined by that which is the perfect expression of his
reason, and is thus free." In Green's context, the well-
ordered state is something quite different from Rand's
idea" See T"H. Green, PoIiticaI Obliqation, (London:
Longman, Green & Co. , 1941 ) , p. 6" Also, see "On Liberal-
Legislation and Freedom of Contract" in Green's Works
VoI" 3, (Longman, Green & Co., 1911) r pp. 365-386"
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conversely, in Rand's politics the government becomes the

servant, a paid servant subject to the same strict moral

rules as the people it serves; the government becomes only

the protector of man's rights, not their creator. The gov-

ernment of a rational- society only recognizes the rights
that man has as part of his nature; it cannot give and take

them ar¡ay:

Rights are conditions of existence required by
man's nature for his proper survival-.1s7

Àlthough rights are derived from natural 1a¡v and not from

society, rights are recognized in a social context. Still,
Rand woul-d not see this as justification for the interven-
tionist implications that r.H. Green drew from such premis-

es. 1 5 8

While rights tel1 government when and where they can

become invorved in the lives of individuals, they also terl
individual-s when they can become invoLved in the lives of

others" Rights are the concreLe means by which one knows

where one's business ends and another's begins.

Not surprisingly, Rand offers only a very limited set of

rights for man. She has no use for such "rights" as the

right to an education, the right to a job, the right to

1 57 vos, p. 94.
158 Green advocated that: "No one...can have a right except(1) as a member of society, and (2) of a society in

which some common good is recognized by the memberã of
the society as their own ideal good." Of course, Rand
and Green had very different ideas of the common good.
See Green's Political Obliqation, p. 44.
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housing, and the like. These are not rights but whims; they

can be fulfilled only by violating the rights of others,

which can only turn a system of rights into a rness of con-

tradictions, and hence negate the concept of rights
itseff.lss

Rand sees man as having one principal right, from which

all his other rights stem. This principal right is derived

from the fact that man is a living organism, and that he

must act to sustain his lifer oF he ceases to be man. As

such, man's foremost right is the right to 1ife" Rand

defines this right as: "...the right to engage in self-sus-
taining, self -generating action...'t 160 Furthermore:

The right to life means that a man has the right
to support his life by his own work; it does not
mean that others must provide him with the neces-
sities of 1ife.161

Thus, the right to life means that one has the right to

acL Lo sustain his or her life by any means possibl-e, pro-

vided that t.his does not involve any violation of the rights
of others to do the same" This right does not mean that,
conversely, ât the first sign of danger one may feel enti-
tled to violate any and everyone else's rights in order to

1ss one has, of course, certain obligations to one's chil-
dren, considering that one brought them into existence
and is therefore responsible for their well-being" None-
theless, it would have been interesting to see Rand deal
with this issue much more thoroughly. See pp" 89-90 of
this thesis"

16o vos, p. 93.

161 Ibid", p" 97"
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sustain his ordn life (i"e", to demand free medical care from

others). Paul- Lepanto states:
The fact that a right sanctions a particular
course of action does logica1ly impose the obliga-
tion of non-int.erf erence on others. " ".But it does
not impose an obligation of assistance on any-
one.162

Obviously, man also needs material goods in order to sur-

vive. The right to an end (a man's life) requires the right
to the means (physical objects), without which the former

would have no meaning. Man coul-d neither last long in an

absence of food, shelter, clothing, or the means to cook his

food, nor could he live long in an environment where such

goods were stolen the moment he acguired them. Rand main-

tains, then, that the main corollary to the right to life is
the right to property. As she says:

Since material goods are produced by the mind and
effort of individual men, and are needed to sus-
tain their lives, if the producer does not oÌ{n the
result of his effort, he does not own his own
life."..Whoever claims the 'right' to 'redistri-
bute' the wealth produced by others is claiming
the 'right' to treat human beings as chatte1.163

The right to property, again, does not mean the right to

simply take from others without permission and claim such

goods as property. One has the right to gain and/or keep

one's property, like any other value, but this is only the

right to work productivelv for such values. No one owes you

them, conversely, as a matter of duty" But if one earns his

162 Paul Lepanto,
Press, 1971),

163 vos, p. 91"

n
p.

Return to
108.

Reason, (New York: Exposition
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property, by honest means, without resorting to physical

violence against others, he has the right to keep that prop-

erty, all of it, and dispose of it in any vray he pleases; of

course, if he disposes of it on someone eLse's property, he

must seek their permission. In addition, the right to prop-

erty is unlimited and unconditional (with the exceptions of

intellectual property and owning human beings). The state

has no moral right to set limits on an individual-'s accumu-

lation of weaJ-th, on the grounds, for instance, that the

"righis" of others are somehow more "urgent". Às Rand

states: "Urgent--to whom? which wants are Iurgentl beyond a

cave, a bearskin, and a chunk of meat?" t e a Rand's idea of

rights is a means to give man maximum freedom, the freedom

he needs to live, while al-so making him responsible for his

actions and his property, so that all individuals can enjoy

their freedom. She writes:

Since men are neither omniscient nor infal1ible,
they must be free to disagree, to cooperate or to
pursue their ovln independent course, each accord-
ing to his own rationaL judgement. Freedom is the
fundamental requirement of man's mind. 1 6 5

Rand's outlook on rights indeed seems to be one of the

strongest points of her political theory. She decries such

notions as special rights for minorities, r.¡omen, business,

labour, and the Iike, as being completely invalid" For her,

a code of rights applies to everyone, ât all times. Rand

contends that rights cannot be voiced without any context

164 c:TUr, p" 33.

165 c:TUr", p. 17"
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by depriving another

I f some men are
ucts.."of others
deprived of r
labour. 1 6 6
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rights of one person could be enhanced

of his rights" She says:

entitled by right to the prod-
, it means that those others are
ights and condemned to slave

One can say that Rand's theory of property rights,

although not original, is wel-L-argued and welI-developed"

Such arguments are essential for a decent defense of econom-

ic Iiberty.

As for the issue of rights for groups, Rand contends that
groups have only the sum of the rights of each individual
who voluntarily joined the group. Thusr oo group, oD the

basis of sex, colour, heritage or whatever, can claim spe-

cial rights over and above the rights of the rest of the

population. Again, Rand says:

When individual rights are abrogated, there is no
way to determine who is entitled to what; there is
no way to determine the justice of anyone's
claims, desires, or needs.167

As Rand sees it, the major source of political conflict,
and a major reason why people seem unable to live together

peacefully, is the wholesale abrogation of man's rights on

the part of the state, most conspicuously, man's right to
property" It is only when individual rights are brought

under the full protection of the law that society can begin

to control conflict as it should be"

VOS., p" 96"

C:TUI , p. 37 "

166

167
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Of course, Rand does not deny the importance of freedom

of speech, the press , assoc iat ion , and the I i ke . She only

regards these as derivatives of the rights that she set out,

and woul-d regard them as meaningless if they were not sup-

ported by the right to Iife, action, and property. Rand does

not thus argue for the abolition of the right to voter or a

dictatorship. What she does state is that democracy, otr

majority rule, must be strictly limited by constitutional
means. This entails that the majority will be allowed to

decide who runs the police, the courts and the military, and

who wiIl be the custodians of state property" Otherwise, the

majority potentially becomes an abuser and violator of indi-
vidual rights, since there is nothing to stop such abuses

from occurring"

One must recalL here that man's rights are inalienable;

that is, they are not a gift of the state or the majority,
and thus such bodies have no business abrogating them" If
one is to have a government of laws, and not of people, it
is neither unreasonable nor unfair that Iimits be placed on

the powers of the majority or state. Neither Rand, nor, for

that matter, the Àmerican Founding Fathers, were tyrants

bent on repressing the will of the governed. What they

desired was that the freedoms of the individual or minority

should be respected as fu1ly as possible, since disagreement

with the majority does not automatically invalidate minority

interests "
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Rand's notion of property rights are guite central_ to her

advocacy of laissez-faire capitalism, and she expands on

these rights at length" In talking of property, and the

kinds of protection that the state must grant to property

holders, she makes a distinction between intellectual and

material property. Both, she contends, deserve the protec-

tion of rhe government, but in different ways. Material
property can be held in perpetuity by individuals, and

passed on from generatíon to generation without any prob-

lems. Às mentioned before, all holders of property may dis-
pose of that property in any vray they please, including giv-
ing it to heirs. Intellectual- property, though, that being

the property protected by patents and copyrights, cannot be

held ín perpetuity. t^lhite it is vital to man's progress that
patents and copyrights be enforced by the state, Rand notes

that it would be foolish to grant such rights for an infi-
nite amount of time. One can barely imagine the difficulty
of, for instance, paying royalties to the heirs of the

inventor of t.he lightbulb five hundred or a thousand years

after his death! Rand summarizes her position as follows:
The inheritance of material property represents a
dynamic claim on a static amount of weaJ-th; the
inheritance of intellectual property represents a
static claim on a dynamic process of produc-
tion.r68

Rand favours the British system of copyrights, where roy-
alties end fifty years after the author's death. In the case

of patents, the time period must be much shorter, so as not

168 rbid., p. 132"
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to hold up scientific progress, but it must be sufficient

for the inventor to recoup his investments and attain the

benefits due to him" And even v¡hen the patent or copyright

does expire, Rand holds that this does not make it the prop-

erty of the state, to be redistributed. Instead, the ben-

efits go to those individuals who continue production using

the idea, and r+ho improve upon it.16s

Nonetheless, there

regarding Rand's idea of

One author raises the i

r6s rbid", pp. 130-1
Iar length of
where compromise

are st i l1 some important i ssues

property rights to be discussed"

ssue of how wealth, or propert!,

ought to be distributed. George Mavrodes makes the point

that since Rand maintains that all property and wealth are

produced by man's mind and Iabour, how can all land, miner-

als, and forests be called property, since they v¡ere not

created by man? es well, Mavrodes makes the point that if it

is legitimate to limit ownership of intellectual propertY,

since it could otherwise be held in perpetuity with disas-

trous results, tvhy not then limit the ownership of some

types of property, like land? Àfter all, he argues, forces

of nature do not diminish and thus timit the life of a piece

of land. For other items, like cars, it doesr 50 these types

of property cannot be inherited indefinitely" with 1and,

though, this is easily done. Hence, is it not unfair to

future generations who are deprived of their chance to

acquire land? As Mavrodes says: "rf we do not have a moral

34. One might add here
a patent or copyright
is possible.

that the particu-
is another area
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duty to pay royalties to the heirs of the inventor of the

wheel then we likewise have no moral duty to pay rent to the

heirs of the homesteaders...rlTo

In rep1y, Rand woul-d contend that to remain of val-ue r ãñy

property, including land, reguires some effort for it to

remain a value. Even if a man owns property for a very tong

time and passes it down through many generations, this does

not make the owner a parasite. To remain of valuer âny land

must be constantly improved and usedr guârded against ero-

sion and the like" If it were left idle, even the money tied

up in buying the land in the first place would yield a neg-

ative investment. For how many generations could a line of

heirs afford this drain on their resources? If the heirs do

not keep up the land, market forces dictate that the cost of

their sloth will eventually force them to turn the land over

to someone who will provide the effort required to manage

the land properly" As David BoId puts it: ". . .natural
resources necessarily require, in some form, the application
of human knowledge and effort. Man causes natural resources

to have value and, therefore, to be propeFty. r'1 7 t Thus,

under Rand's idea of property, ownership of land would not

have to be limited, because it still is a dynamic claim on a

static amount of wealth" Land cannot be, for all time, a

source of guaranteed, and therefore unearned wealth. As

17o George Mavrodes, "Property", The Personalist,
No. 1, Summer 1972, p" 26A"

Vol. LV,

171 David Bold, "Comments on Mavrodes' 'property'", The per-
sonalist, Vol" LV, No" 2, Spring 1974, p" 190.
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David BoId adds again: "Neither farm acreage, nor the inher-

itance of industrial concerns can provide an heir with auto-

matic economic security, if he fails to think and Lo

work."17 2 Às Francisco D'Anconia, a hero of Atlas Shruqged,

relates:

OnIy the man who does not need it, is f it to
inherit weal-th-- the man who would make his own
fortune no matter where he started. If an heir is
equal to his money, it serves him; if not, it
destroys him."""Do not envy a worthless heir; his
wealth is not yours and you woul-d have done no
better with it" Do not think that it should have
been distributed among you; loading the world with
f i fty parasites instead of one will not bring back
the dead virtue which was the fortune. l73

Another related question that Rand's discussion of prop-

erty rights raises is how one wouLd morally establish prop-

erty rights to begin with, in a situation of virgin lands,

with no real ov¡ners, such as one had in Lhe North Àmerican

West in the late 1800's. Here, Rand agrees that the state
has a ro1e, which is to define property, by acting as custo-

dian of such virgin lands until they can be parcelled out on

the basis of minimal effort at homesteading the piece of

land one was granted" Rand explicitly agrees with the United

States' Homestead Àct here" With any new resource, like min-

eral deposits, the state has a role in passing out such

property to individuals as quickly as possib1e.174

17 2 Ibid. ,

173 Às, p.

17 4 c:TUr ,

p. 191 
"

388,

pp" 122-123.
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Yet another issue remains, Virgin lands are rarely unin-

habited, witness the Àmerican Indians. Since they were here

first, should they not have been the owners of the land, and

should the settlers not have bought it from them? Indeed, it

seems that the Indians put a great deal of effort into mak-

ing the land more valuable, by building dwellings on it and

in some cases cultivating it" Were they not, then, the real

owners? 1 7 5

However, one defender of Rand's ideas answers: "To what

extent it is appropriate to lump all those who lived in

North Àmerica into one group ca11ed 'the Indians' is ques-

tionable.rrl 7 6 Indeed, the Indians were hardly a homogenous

group, consisting of hundreds of different tribes, few of

whom, if anyr had much of an idea where their lands began

and another tribe's ended" without clear property bound-

aries, one could, for the most part, never tell accurately

just who owned what lands" It was, Rand would contend, fat

simpler to start from a position of no property and parcel

it out on a first-come, first-served basis. WhiIe this

period of history was characterized by ilI-wiIl and brutali-

ty towards Indians, and the Homestead Act was not always

applied f airly, it nonethel-ess is, in principle ' a proper

approach to take in situations similar to this one.177

175 George Mavrodes, "A Reply to Professor Machan", The Per-
sonalist, Vol LV, No. 1, Spring 1974, p. 187.

176 Tibor Machan, "On Justifying Property Rights, Again",
The Personalist, VoI. LVI, No. 1, Winter 1975, p.75"

177 From the tape-recorded lecture series, "The Philosophy
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Thus, the proper function of a rational government is the

protection of man's rights by use of the tegitimate means of

retaliatory force against viol-ators of those rights" As Rand

sees it, government must thus be limited to three main func-
tions: the provision of an armed forces, a police force, and

a court system. The armed forces function to protect man's

rights from external criminaLs; the police force's rore is
to protect man's rights from internal criminals; and the

rore of the courts is to provide protection of property and

contracts from fraud, theft, and breaches of contract.178 Às

mentioned before, the state arso protects and registers cop-

yrights and patents. À11 these functions wourd be set forth
in a constitution"

Às one can probabry guess, Rand's idea of a laissez-faire
capitalist society put into practical effect would be mark-

edly different from anything one sees in the world today.

There would be, for arl intents and purposes, no welfare
state, Do redistribution of incomer Do crown corporations or

nationarization of industry. The reguJ-atory functions of
government would be virtually non-existent; no more hearth,
food, or safety regulations" Radio and terevision freguen-

of Objectivish", by Leonard peikoff, 197G. Despite the
fact that enormous injustices were perpetrated against
Àmer ican I ndians , which Rand seems to be unf ortuñateJ-y
unaware of, it still bears arguing that even if such
lands were taken unfairly, it wourd be foorish to hold
individuals alive today as responsible for misdeeds com-mitted by people who lived over a century ago. A formal
apology by the state might be in order, though.

178 As, p" 987"
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cies not arready assigned coul-d be handed out on a f i rst-
come, first-served basis, or by lottery, with no attached

conditions (e"g., a certain percentage of. canadian con-

tent ) . 17 s crown tands, whether they contain l-akes and riv-
ers, forests or mineral- deposits, or even nationar parks,

woul-d be sold of f as quickl-y as possible. Matters of porru-
tion would not be, for the most part, a subject of govern-

ment regurations, but rather disputes relating to such mat-

ters would be settled in court between the porruter and the

person whose land he was porluting" only in the case of air
pollution does Rand allow the sLate any role, because normal_

property boundaries do not apply there. similarly, the state
courd retain a role in licensing and testing aircraft
pilots, and in regulating the movement of aircraft. 1 8o To

the extent that the state remains as owner of roads, rakes

and rivers, one might add that legislation wourd be neces-

sary to counter porlution here, a fact that Rand either did
not recognize or did not care to deal with.

Perhaps one of the most contentious issues that Rand

deals with in her discussion of the role of government in a

free society is the issue of education. she contends that
education is not a matter in which the state should be

involved, whether it be at the primary, secondary or terti-

17I For a more thorough discussion of the Objecti
tion on health and safety regulations, anã on
ing regulation, see "The Àssault on Integrity"
Property Status of the Àirwaves", respectively
talism: The Unknown Ideal"

TNL, p" 89.

vist posi-
broadc a st -
, and t'The

, in Capi-

180
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ary Ìevels. Education is the responsibility of the parents

and/or individuals who want it, If competition in the busi-

ness field gives one the best product there, Rand reasons

that competition in the field of education woul-d also result

in better products. To have such matters as education ín

the hands of the state is to etiminate the free choice of

individuals as to what kinds of ideas their children wil-1 be

taught. 1 81 whatever subject material one wishes to study

should be left up to the f ree choi,ce of the parents and/or

students involved, in concert with the school that they wish

to attend. In the case that one cannot afford schooling for

one's children, this is no excuse to put a lien on the lives

of others to force them to pay for educating your children.

Having children is a grave responsibility that cannot fairly

be placed on others at random.

Gone a1so, in a laissez-faire societY, would be the gov-

ernment I s pov¡er to regulate pri.ces and competition, âs it

now does with regards to trucking and airlines. In addition,

it would not have the power to enforce certain trade prac-

tices and combines acts. Rand regards such povrers aS utterly

arbitrary and unjustifiable, and contends further that

monopolies resul-t more aS a result of government controls,

and not because there are not enough.l82
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187-239, and C:TUI, pp. 89-92.

63-71" Rand's argument against restraint of
is as follows. If a business' operating in a
market, becomes monopolistic or oligopolis-

it does so because consumers have, in effect,
such an arrangement with their buying power.
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Rand's state would also have no role in the provision of

welfare or medical services. These acts she regards not as

charity, but as outright theft. She contends that no one is
any less of a thief even if the stofen goods all go to the

pcor. Às for some government programs like pensions or unem-

ployment insurance, a rational government would continue

thern with contributions made on a voluntary basis. Such con-

tributions would no longer be mandatory.

Where roadways are presently owned by the state, it would

probably be very difficult to privatise them. However, the

system could be made more equitable by financing them out of

fees levied on vehicles, and not out of taxes" But in new

residential areas, property owners could payr as part of the

contract when buying the property, a fee for upkeep of roads

and parks in the vicinity.

While this is not an exhaustive listing of some of the

rearrangements of government por,rer that would come about in

a free market society, it nonethel-ess serves to give one an

idea of the extent to which Rand's ideas might change our

political and economic institutions. Indeed, this program

makes present-day talk of belt-tightening and priorization

Since this economic power is acquired without force,
government intervention is not justified. Furthermore,
if certain businesses collude to fix prices, they are
only exercising freedom of speech. If consumers do not
approve of such arrangements, they can seek the products
of other firms. FinaIly, the market itself regulates
those who "gouge" consumers. As the profits of the
"gougers" get higher, more firms are attracted to the
market, thus reducing profits and prices over the long
term "
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seem insignificant in comparison.

Thus, the rational man must seek arrangements in society

that allow each man to exercise his fu1l economic powers,

and to be responsible for them, ensuring that his interests
are such that they do not lead to an infringement on the

rights of others to pursue their own interests. This

arrangement, one sees, puts strict limits on political pow-

êr, the povrer of f orce and the col-Iective, while allowing
full range to economic power, the power of peaceful persua-

sion and mutual consent. with these arrangements, rational
men can live together in an absence of conflict, provided

that unlimited government power, which is the real source of

conflict today, is limited to retaliatory use only. But for
the present power of the state to blur and erase property

boundaries, Rand holds that a situation of good r¡i11 and

prosperity would be t.he norm today, and not an exception.

6"2 FINANC]NG À RATIONÀL GOVERNMENT

Despite the fact that, under Rand's political system, the

state would be limited constitutionally to the provision of

the police, the armed forces, and the judiciary, this still
l-eaves open the question of how to finance the state's
machinery" When Rand regards theft as being immoral, because

it constitutes a deprivation of one's right to property, she

concludes that taxation is also immoral, because it is the

theft, by the state, of the property of the citizenry. Thus,
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Rand's task is to show how one can finance a limited govern-

ment without resorLing to taxation"

If one is not to have taxation or any other means of

financing government expenditure in an immoral manner, one

sees that, first of aIJ-, government must be very limited,

for the citizenry is not likely to give exorbitant amounts

of his income away voluntarily"

Rand did not, however, write extensively on this matter.

The finer details of her proposal she leaves to future

thinkers. For now, she def ines her task as to: " . . . establ i sh

the nature of the principle Iof voluntary governÍnent financ-

ingJ and demonstrate that it is practicable.'t 1 8 3

Of al-I the rights that government protects, the right to

property is the most obvious one. Since property is

exchanged quite regularly in a capitalist societY, involving

a good many contracts and agreements, Rand argues that the

rational man should wish to have these contracts protected,

and be willing to pay for it. Since most contracts involve

credit transactions, the makers of the contract would agree

to pay a fee to the state, based on the amount of the trans-

action, (1ike1y only a sma1l percentage considering the mag-

nitude of what is being paid for here) to pay for court

costs and the costs of police services should there be a

breach of contract by any of the parties involved" Such a

f ee r+oul-d be insurance, insurance that the parties involved

1 83 vos, p. 1 16.
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I n event that

the contract v¡as violated, the state would employ retal-iato-
ry force, on behalf of the plaintiff, to force the agressor

to make good on his part of the deal. this fee or insurance

premium would not amount to a tax because the parties

involved would not be compelled to pay it, Persons who did

not wish to insure their credit transactions would not have

to; but if their contract was not fulfilled by the other

party, they would have to face the fact that they wouLd not

be able to seek redress. They would consent, in fact, to the

possibility of the Ìoss of lega1 protection for their con-

tract. l 8a As the state would hold a monopoly on retaliatory
force, they would be barred from retaliating on their own.

Perhaps, though, they could pay the legaI system a lump sum

to handle their case. As to the mechanics of collecting
such fees, Rand said nothing of this. However, one supposes

that it could be collected monthly or annually, by an appro-

priate arm of the court system" Either v/ay woul-d matter

1itt1e.

But what of crirninal offenses? Should these require

insurance premiums as well, such that those who did not or

could not afford to pay them would be at Lhe mercy of any

criminal elements? Rand contends that this would not have to

be the case. Instead, she holds thaL such services would be

provided to anyone who needs them. This is because it is in
ewêrwônetq ini-crêqf , êq.rìê.ia'l 'l v i-hnqp who harra ñrnr.rcr{-rr l-n

184 rbid.r pp. 116-118"
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protect and engage in credit transactions to exchange it, to

have any and all criminals apprehended and brought to jus-

tice; if they are not, they are as much a threat to property

holders as anyone else. Non-contributors to the justice sys-

tem, of course, get a benefit for no payment, but Rand rea-

sons that this is no sacrifice on the part of those who pay

for the system. In fact, they get exactly what they are pay-

ing for" They pay to have violators of property rights
dealt with; if they are going to be dealt with effectively,
they must be brought to justice in all cases.185

Às for the implementation of vol-untary government f inanc-

ing, it is worth noting that such a move would probably be

the last step on the way to economic freedom" It is more

1ikeIy that items like a balanced budgeL, privatisation and

deregulation would be sought after first, before such a pJ-an

was even considered" By this, budget deficits could be el-im-

inated to ensure that such voluntary payments were not

unbearabl-e. But the f act remains that Rand's idea here is in

need of much more development for it to become

sustained considerat ion.

a topic for

In addition to voluntary financing of government, Rand

has also suggested that government services could be paid

for by means of a lottery, but this would not seem to be

very workable in a society where anyone could legally run a

lottery. Today, the only reason that the state can get large

18s rbid., pp" 116-117.
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amounts of revenue from lotteries is that it holds a coer-

cive monopoly on them" In a free society, because of compe-

tition, prizes and ticket sales would likely be substantial-

ly fess than they are nov¡, and perhaps thus not much of a

big money-raiser for the state" Despite this, Rand's other

ideas on financing government merit consideration. 1 I 6

6"3 ATTILA VS" THE WITCH DOCTOR

One of Rand's more noteworthy analyses of the current polit-

ical situation centers on two figures whom she terms Attila
and the Witch Doctor" She uses these figures to illustrate
what she maintains is wrong with today's political scene. As

is obvious, Rand is deeply dissatisfied with the state of

the world today" Because, she believes, the dominant cul-
ture has accepted so thoroughly the doctrine that man must

live for his neighbors, it accepts quite readily the doc-

trine of statism, or the notion that man must live for and

serve the state. Thus, when man chooses to accept the domi-

nance of the state over his life, all he has left is to

choose which statist is going to lead him" Statism usually

has two faces in this context: statism by faith, and statism

by force" The former Rand symbolizes by the figure of the

Witch Doctor, the latter by that of the Hun war-lord Attila.

Often, one gets some mixture of these two forces" Statism by

faith assumes political guidance by appeal to some god; sta-

tism by force looks to what it perceives as the will of the

186 rbid", p. 116"
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or majority or tyrant for
These two faces Rand opposes to her

political system: reason and freedom.

Rand relates, men chose to be guided

but this has lost most of its former

No man or mystical elite can hold a whole society
subjugated to their arbitrary assertions, edicts
and whims, without the use of force. r87

oespite this, men often replace statism by faith not with
reason and freedom, but with just another variation of the

same theme: statism by force" Thus, rule by a rel_igious

elite is replaced by a dictator or the whims of the majori-
ty. Men's choices often vacillate between AttiIa, the man of

force who rules by outright physical coercion, and the Witch

Doctor, the man who rules by means of appeals for guidance

to an unknowable world, and who keeps his subjects obedient

by threats of supernatural- disaster" For most of history,
men have been ruled by variations and mixtures of these two

tyrannies. r I 8 Mankind, unfortunately, has rarely been aware

of the al-ternative of reason and freedom"

Àtti1a, Rand writes, r,ras interested primarily in physical

conquest , viewing men as cattJ.e , using might as hi s standard

of right. His purpose was to loot, steal and not to produce.

The Witch Doctor, alternatively, was interested in the con-

187 P:wNr , p.

188 FTNI, pp"

70 
"
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quest of mens' minds, taking his emotions as primaries, and

asserting the primacy of consciousness. He offered men a

morality that Attila could not, but by divorcing that moral-

ity from reason, the witch DocLor became an aid to Attita.
With a morality of unreason, Àttila found that he could

rationalize his actions, and feel justified about them,

whi le at the same t ime the !^7itch Doctor f ound Àtt i la usef ul-

in outrightly forcing rational men to obey the Witch Doc-

tor's dictates. Às Rand says:

Àttila turns man's life on earth into a living
hell--the Vtitch Doctor tel1s them that it could
not be otherwi se. 1 I s

Together, Rand contends, these two forces have waged a

Iong battle against the thinkers and the producers (capital-

ism) " Whenever capitalism and freedom asserted itself,
Àttila and the Witch Doctor shrank back in fear. Today,

however, these two destructive forces are again reasserting

themselves on the political scene. Where, one might ask?

Rand advises us to look at the political left (Jane Fonda et

a1), and at the so-caIled religious "right" (Jerry Fa1well).

The former are mystics of the muscle, the latter mystics of

the mind. While both seem to be opposed to each other

superficially, she notes that they are linked by their
explicitly statist ideology, the only difference between

them being which areas of man's 1j.f e they see f it f or intru-
sion by the state. Rand laments that this seems to be,

unfortunately, the choice offered to today's citizen when he

18s rbid", p" 18.
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goes to vote, a choice that maximizes confl-ict in society no

matter which side one takes"

One issue t.hat can be raised at this point is that of

Rand's freguent use of stark dichotomies in her works. Here

we have Àttila or the witch Doctor, and earlier Í.¡e have seen

reason or faithr capitalism or statism, and so on. she sees

many issues as having, in terms of fundamental- principles,
no middre v¡ay. Again, she does see room for compromise in

human affairs, but only in regards to minor detairs. The

Gorden Mean she sees as an inadequate rure for major princi-
ples.lso This is probabry due to her conviction that human

freedom reguires a very specific politicar and economic sys-

tem, and that anything less is a fatal mistake. Lenin, a

consistent ideologist himself, recognized this point:
How true it is that a litt1e mistake can always be
turned into a monstrous one if it is persisted in,
if profound reasons are given for it, and if it is
driven to its "logical conclusionrr. 1 s 1

what. is vital to remember here is that Rand's Àttila and

the witch Doctor are not meant to be taken 1iterally. Rath-

êr r they are archetypes or ( rather vibrant ) metaphors, rep-
resenting trends in history rather than specific personari-

ties" Thus, Rand should not be interpreted as believing that
Jane Fonda is protting to invade Europe, or that Jerry Fal-
well Ì.rears grotesque headresses and dances about stone

1 3 o See Chapter Seven
discussion of the

1s1 The Essentials of

of this thesis
Golden Mean"

Lenin, p. 589"

for a more detailed
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idols. Rather, Àtti1a is simply a metaphor for the forceful
side of statist ideology, while the witch Doctor represents

the mystic, near-rel-igious aura of state-vrorship. while

these metaphors are rather colourfuJ-, one must admit though

that they are hardly a workabl-e basis for a precise analysis
of the political spectrum" Much more useful categories exist
which Rand would have done better using instead.

6 "4 POLÏTiCÀL CONFLICT

To bolster her case that government contrors encourage con-

flict in today's society, Ayn Rand looks at some phenomena,

exacerbated by the wel-fare state, that are indicative of the

kind of conflict one sees today. under her system of radical
capitarism, Rand contends that such conflicts wourd not be

significant. because the werfare state that encourages them

woul-d be brought to an end.

One phenomenon of conflict that Rand looks at in some

detail is the issue of pressure-group \.rarfare. In this type

of situation, the government awards special rights to some

citizens at the expense of the rights of others, Since the

welfare state essentially throws as much property into one

common lot as it sees fit, and then divides it up later,
this does nothing but encourage a mad rush to see who can

get what, before someone else does. The groups that got

there first, or gained the favour of the government offi-
ciars doing the redistributing, are l-ook-ed upon as enemies
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by those who did not cultivate the favour of the government

first. Since this type of race views r¡eal-th as a static
quantity waiting to be divided up, and takes desires as pri-
maries, then anyone's gain must be seen as another's loss"

Society becomes a tangle of warring special interest lob-

bies, f ighting to see if they can either at least get back

what was taken from them in the first placer or if they can

acquire some goods free of charge" Since need and desire is

the standard of such redistribution, there is little if any

rray of objectively distributing such wealth. UsuaIly, the

group with the biggest numbers (votes) gets most of the ben-

efits. The lone individual, not being part of any group,

usually pays much more than he gets back. His only alterna-
tive is either to put up with his lot in society, or become

part of a group. Thus, society is split into all sorts of

conflicting groups, a phenomenon Rand terms as "tribal-
1r*tt.1e2 The tribe becomes the major mode of social organi-

zation, and each tribe comes to regard the next as a legiti*
mate object of plunder" Indeed, when one looks at the

political scene today, one can see many modern tribes:
Iabour unions, business groups, farmers, women, government

employees, minority groups, and so oDr all of v¡hom are bat-

1s2 Indeed, this phenomenon can be seen in international
affairs today: many modern states are presently at
unremitting war with each other for l-itt1e or no good
reason, âs a result of their often being governed by
lunatics with no grasp of reason" (e"9., Iran and Iraq)
WhiIe Rand has no trouble with the fact of diversity
amongst nation-states or the groups within them, her
point is that this diversity should not be a source of
conflict between them.
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tling to get what they can out of a government that is less

interested in production than it is in supervising redistri-
bution" When an economy is ordered in this wêyr where every-

one's desires have equal vatidity, then one man's right to

property is as good as another man's "right" to steal it"
Labouring under such incredible contradictions and ceaseless

demands for more redistribution, i t i s smal- l- wonder that

conflict such as this erupts in a mixed economy. But the

culprit here is not capitalism; it is the increasingly sta-
tist mixed economy that is obliterating it. Rand states:

In a mixed economy [civi]- war] takes the form of
pressure-group warfare, Iwitfr] each group fighting
for legislation to extort its ovrn advantages by
force from all other groups. ls3

Furthermore, Rand contends that contemporary talk of mak-

ing the bureaucracy more accountable to avoid such confrict
misses the point of the matter. The government bureaucracy

doing the redistributing, Rand points out, cannot achieve

any objectivity, no matter whether or not one puts the

"right" people in charge. Such people cannot possibly be

completely honest or just if they have been granted wide,

non-objective povrers to control society. Every decision they

make will always benefit one group unjustly, while denying

benefits to another. The bureaucracy is guided only by the

will of the majority, by mere consensus, and not by princi-
ples. Truth in this context is a matter of numbers, a ques-

tion of whose group is bigger. ls4

1s3 c:TUr, p. 37"
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If. a society is characterized by thi.s kind of conflict
arising from the contradictions of the mixed economy, âs it
is today, the response of politicians is often not to appeal

to principles and guestion the desirabirity of the mixed

economy, but to try to seek peace by appeasing as many

groups as possible " Invariably though, the politician can

please no one by this method. Whomever he favours will
arways feel that they should have gotten more, while whoever

loses is also, obviously, displeased. The only solution Rand

sees is to simpJ-y end the spectacle of pressure-group war-

fare by taking away the right of the state to spend unearned

money " OnIy in this v¡ay can such conf lict be eliminated. l s s

Racism and xenophobia are two other examples of confrict
that Rand sees as exacerbated by the werfare state society.
under a mixed economy, loyarties of individuars become ori-
ented towards the group, since it is only in greater numbers

that one can get more from the state. society comes to be

dominated more by the rule of groups of men than by the rure

of ideas or objective law. while the group does offer the

individuar protection from the werfare state, defending him

without question against other groups, the group also comes

to dictate to the individual how he is to run his 1ife. The

group, then, comes to fear outsiders:

The word 'outsiders', to Ittre group member], means
the whole wide world beyond the confines of his
village or town or gang--the world of all those

1s4 rbid.,
1 e s r bid " ,

pp. 202-235"

pp. 167-172.
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who do not live by his 'rulest. leG

The group, province or nation comes to fear and hate out-
siders because in a statist, staticarly-oriented economy,

one more group is not an addition to a nation's productive

capacity, but a burden on those who already live there;
another deletion from the ever-shrinking amount of a statist
economy's resources, meaning less for the people already in
the group" In terms of xenophobia, one sees in Canada a

hatred for Àmerican investment (fewer opportunities for can-

adians); in terms of racism, one sees quite clearly Lhe

hatred of immigrants who are not part of the dominant racial
group, and who therefore are looked upon as another burden

on an economy that cannot provide for the people already
there" Rand sums up her case as follows:

The rise of the welfare state [breaks up a] coun-
try into pressure groups, each fighting for spe-
cial privileges at the expense of others--so that
an individual unaffiliated with any group becomes
fair trade for tribal predators. l e7

In regards to an example of outright conflict, like war,

Rand would argue that again the probrem is the rise of sta-
tist governments on a worrdwide scale. Having ground their
own economies to a halt, these governments look towards oth-
er nations as objects of prunder, due to the fact that they

do not see how wealth can and must be produced and not sim-

ply stolen" of course, Rand would not say that all nations

1e6 P:I^INÏ,

1s7 rbid.,

p" 41 .

p" 43"
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are equally evil in this respect. some are more statist than

others, and therefore are more inclined to international
thievery. She would treat the ratter governments as crimi-
nals, and admit that they might be rightly punished by more

moral governments, governments that respect, to some degree

anyway, their citizens'property rights" Rand would consid-

er such nations as the United States, Canada, Japan and

those of western Europe to be moral, and therefore as justi-
fied in retaliating against nations that deny their citi-
zens' foundational rights, such as the Soviet Union, China,

the states of Eastern Europe, and most of Africa and the

Middre East. rn Rand's view, conflict will not cease untir
the governments of such outl-aw nations are dealt with and

their citizen's rights reinstated. she wourd not see that a

solution to war is simply to tolerate such nations. As far
as she is concerned, peace will only come in a lasting v¡ay

when radical capital-ism is the ruling ideology of the entire
world. As Rand says:

À nation that viol-ates the rights of its own citi-
zens cannot claim any rights whatsoever.... Dicta-
torship nations are outfaws. Àny free nation had
the riqht to invade Nazi Germany, and, today, has
the riqht to invade...any...slave pen. Whether a
free nation chooses to do so is a matter of its
own self-interest.... It is not a free nation's
duty to liberate other nations at the price of
self-sacrifice, but a free nation has the right to
do so, when and if it so chooses. les

lsB vos, pp. 103-104.
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in soc iety, Rand's observations
seem qui te pert inent here. The anger di rected at other
nations that are not immorar or irrationaJ-, or against
immigrants, is indicative of the viewpoint preval_ent now

that new members of the group are onry one more burden on a

nation's apparently rimited resources. when production is
seen as useless, any extra weight is seen as a net drain on

the resources of the nation. The sorution, as Rand sees it,
is to emphasize production, not redistribution, so as to
make the sum of a nation's wealth increase, to make more for
more peopre. Thenr any extras v¡ould be seen not as a bur-
den, but as an asset in increasing production. But this
situation will only occur when the welfare state that cre-
ates so many conflicts among men today is done away v¡ith.

6.5 CONSERVÀTISM AND LIBERÀLISM

Another of Rand's more interesting observations regarding
the modern potitical scene is her anarysis of the two domi-

nant poritical camps of the day: the liberals and the con-

servatives" rn her view, just as man today is confronted
with many farse, confricting choices in epistemology and

ethics, like mind or body, emotions or logic, practicality
or morality, he has, in politics, two bad choices as werr:
is the nation to be led by the riberals, or by the conserva-

tives? Às she sees it, rike Attila and the witch Doctor,
these two ideologies are frawed because they are onry vari-
ants of altruism and statism. Rand was more inclined,
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because of her economic beliefs, towards the conservative
side of the political spectrum, but she was stirl- no friend
of modern conservatism. simultaneously, she admired the rib-
erals' respect for intellectual values, but again distiked
their political programs i.ntensely.

Rand wrote in her discussion on the nature of compromise

that any compromise on basic principles is equivarent to a

se]l-out. Às she sees it, the political- arena today is domi-

nated by the willingness to compromise on any issue, with
the conservatives being no exception to that trend. However,

as Rand had mentioned, in any agreement on basic principles,
the most consistent side wins out. Today, conservatism com-

promises with riberalism by accepting al-truism as a guiding
moral principle. Then, the former try to defend capitalism
on the basis of that morality. I nevi tably , conservat i ves

rarely succeed in their task, and succeed even ress when it
comes to winning elections. By trying to defend a social
system based on rational self-interest on altruistic terms,

conservat ives appear unclear, inconsistent and confused

about their beriefs. The liberal, on the other hand, is more

a defender of altruism and therefore is more consistent and

rucid in his attacks on capitalism. His premises confrict
much, much less than those of a conservative, so he can make

a much more consistent and credible case for his point of

view. Because consistency and coherency are more credibre
t.han conf usion, Rand sees it as 1itt.le surprise that liber-
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als win more efections than conservatives. lss The conserva-

tive, because of his uphoJ-ding of a political system that

conflicts directly with his moral premises, comes to look

like a charlatan" He promotes freedom based on rational

self-interest, while at the same time denigrating self-in-

terest, in the vain hope that no one will notice. Rand says

of this approach:

What is the rationaJ-ity of those who expect to
trick people into freedom, cheat them into jus-
tice, fool them into progress, con them into pre-
serving their rights.... 2oo

lrfre conservatives] have no goaIs, no direction,
no political principles, no social ideals, no
intellectuaL values, Do leadership to offer any-
one.2o1

Rand observes that conservatism often uses three falla-

cious arguments to defend capitalism: the argument from

faith, the argument from tradition, and the argument from

depravity. The argument from faith holds that capitalism is

the moral system because god decrees it" Of course, Rand

disagrees because she holds that faith is not a valid means

of knowledge, and therefore it cannot be used to justify

19S For an excellent example of an attempt to defend capi-
talism on altruistic terms, see George Gilder, WeaIth
and Poverty, (New York: Bantam Books, .1981 ) , pp. 23-42 

"

C:TUI, p" 194.

Ibid., p. 195" Despite the fact that such denunciations
may have validity, Rand might have vron herself more
intellectual support had she not been so vehement
towards other thinkers who did not totally agree with
her views, and so quick to condemn them" Rand might have
carved a larger place for herself in philosophy if she,
instead of concentrating almost exclusively on a think-
er's faults, had remarked on some of their good points
as well.

200
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capitaiism. Tradition is arso often used to justify capital-
ism, on the grounds that if something worked in the past,
one should do it again. However, it is the case that capi-
talism did not always work well in the past, because it was

hobbled by remnants of mercantilism and feudatism. To return
to this state of affairs without some adjustments would onry

be to repeat the same mistake twice. Finally, it is argued

thaL freedom is necessary because men are too depraved to be

trusted to rrrn soc iety as dictators , irnplying, Rand notes ,

that if men were good they woul-d deserve a dictatorshiplzoz

Thus, conservatism and liberalism generalry agree that
al-truism is the proper moral- base for a political system,

and that statism is an acceptabre politicar ideal. They

disagree, essentially, onry on the extent to which a nation
shourd accept statism" The conservatives argue for ress

state intervention, the liberars for more, while both agree

thaL some statism is fine. This split is no more evident,
Rand finds, than in the current debate over censorship. rn

this debate, Rand sees the conservatives and Iiberals offer-
ing different varieties of the same statist medicine. The

conservatives tend to desire freedom econcmicarly and

materially, but regard the mind, the interlect, âs properly
subject to state controls. Hence, their uphording of anti-
pornography raws. The 1iberaIs, on the other hand, are

against censorship of interrectual and spiritual matters,
but then consign rnaterial and economic concerns to the

202 rbid.r pp. 196-201"
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state, for possible censorship of one's

Rand states this contrast rather succinct-

The conservatives see man as a body freely roaming
the earth, building sand piles or factories--with
an electronic computer inside his skuJ-1, control-
led from Washington. The liberals see man as a
soul- freewheeling to the farthest reaches to the
universe--but wearing chains from nose to toes
when he crosses the street to buy a l-oaf of
bread. 2 o 3

Each camp wants to control- Lhe realm it regards as
m.etaphysically important; ". . "The conservatives
want to rul-e man's consc iousness; the liberals,
his body.2oa

Ànother important phenomenon regarding liberalism and

conservatism, Rand notes, is the rejection of extremes of

ideology by both camps. Liberals tend to reject extreme

socialism, while conservatives reject what is termed the

extreme right, alleged1y fascism" Both camps, then, see the

political spectrum as moving from extreme communism on one

hand, to extreme fascism on the other. Both are thus tempted

to stay in the middle, with the conservatives slightly off
to the right" Rand holds that this model of the political
spectrum as circular is fundamentally flawed. The labe1s of

extreme right and extreme left she believes to be more con-

one looks at modern South

In South Africa, what is
for extreme racialism and

apartheid; the political left, for extreme non-racialism and

2o3 P:I¡INI ,

2o4 Ibid.,

p" 187 
"

187 .p"
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the end of apartheid. Now, no one vrould logically sây, if
they were interested in racial harmony in south Africa, that
one ought to follow the middle path in politj.cs there" This

would entail being half in favour of apartheid, and half
not. Alternatively, Rand suggests a politicar spectrum that
is a straight line, starting with extreme freedom (capital-

ism) on one end, and extreme unfreedom (communism or fas-
cism) on the other. By t.his moder, one sees the riberals and

conservatives aligned near the center, somewhere between

collectivism and individualism, moving towards tyranny and

away from freedom"

By moving constantly to the political center, Rand con-

tends that the conservatives are moving away from individu-
arism, not enhancing it. Àccording to Rand, extremism is not

impractical and irnproper as such, but must be put into a

proper context " Às she says:

Àre an extreme of health and an extreme of disease
undesirable? Are extreme intelligence and exLreme
stupidity " . " equally unworthy? zo s

The rejection of extremes, Rand contends, is only a ploy

to reject capitalism (extreme freedon), a position that con-

servatives, she recommends, ought to avoid. conservatives,
in this wâyr have given in to collectivism, and have herped

to make the dorninant political issue not capitalism versus

statism, but communism versus fascism, a recipe for conflict
and chaos. What one is left with, Rand writes, is:

2o5 c:TUI, p" 178"
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'moderate'
amount of

of injus-

EconomicaÌly, a push to the pol it ical center , or r in

Rand's terms, half-way to communism, ís the resuft of the

growth of what she has described here as the mixed econony,

a society characterized both by free enterprise and by state

controf and ownership" But following from her contention

that a political ideology that compromises on basic princi-
ples is inherently unstable, the economy that compromises on

its basic principles is unstable as well. She contends that

a mixed economy cannot stay that way for long; if the prin-

ciple of statism that underlies the mixed economy is not

challenged, it may carry itself, given enough time and no

principJ-ed opposition, to its Iogical conclusion: total sta-

tism. The reason is that in the absence of a challenge, in

principle, to statism, there is nothing left to stop such a

trend. I^Ihen aIl political groups today accept statism in
principle, and argue only over minor details, the most con-

sistent statists will win, because they will have the most

consistent arguments. For instance, if one has two politi-

cians who, like the conservatives and the Iiberals, accept

that the individual ov¡es his life to the state, and who then

argue merely over the degree of state control, who would one

vote for? Obviously, major principles are not the issue; in

both cases they are identical.

A 'moderate' amount of
amount of sfavery--with
j ust ice and a 'modera
t ice

freedom and a
a 'moderate'

te' amount

206 lbid., p. 181.

The only basis for choice
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left is whose case for statism is more lucid and consistent.
As discussed before, the political left will usua]Iy be the

winner here. when one accepts that, say, a minor portion of

one's property is subject to expropriation, what is there to
stop its total- seizure? en appeal to "fairness"? À plea not

to go to extremes? Such complaints, one fears, woul_d IikeIy
be dismissed rather quickry. whether this process takes five
years or five hundred makes little difference. As Rand

argues:

But since men have
1ive... [a society of
tyl is ready to be ta
set i ts di rect ion.
only two types of men
ing to assume the
rat ional val-ues-- or
troubled by questions

to act so long as they
moral and political mediocri-
ken over by anyone willing Lo
The initiative can come from
: eiLher the man who is will-
responsibility of asserting

from the thug who is not
of responsibility.zoz

As evidence of this trend today, one cannot ignore the

fact that the state's share of any western nation's GNp has

grovln massively in this century, and shows no signs of

reversing its growth at any particul-ar point. Furthermore,

in every economic crisis this century, the response of f.Iest-

ern governments has not been to end controfs and regulations
on individual freedom, but to increase them.2o8 Thus, the

mix between controLs and freedom is a volatile one that
could lead to the end of freedom if statism is not chal-
lenged consistently and in principle"

2o7 vos, p. 74.
20B For an excellent discussion of the manner

mixed economy can lead to total statism,
in which the
see Leonard

Peikoff's The Ominous Parallels.
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Àyn Rand argues that in order to redeem freedom and the

free-enterprise system, the defenders of such a system must

put a stop to compromising the basic ideals that could make

capitalism a reaJ-ity. As she says of her personal stance:

We are radical-s for capitalism. we are fighting
for that philosophical base which capitatism did
not have and without which it was doomed to per-
ish.2os

It bears repeating here that Rand maintains that one can

onJ-y defend capitalism effectively from a basis of ethical
egoism, realizíng the need for a rational morality in man's

life and in his institutions of government. Rand does not

advocate, though, blanket approval for any kind of extremism

whatsoever" She advocates radicalism in the defense of

rational- principles, not in defense of whims. She realizes
that her political ideas can never be implemented by violent
means; it will have to be done by means of persuasion, for
people wi11, quite correctly, never accept what they do not

understand. In other wordsr you cannot force people to be

free. As long as non-violent avenues for change are still
open to persons who wish to change the system, at this point

there is no justification for the use of violence to promote

Rand's ideas. They will have to be spread by means of free

interchange amongst consenting individuals. The task of

promoting the ideas of rational self-interest and economic

liberty will not be easy, but the basic approach is to
influence people by means of logical argumentation, as long

2oe c:TUI, p" 181.
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as such an avenue is still open. The medium of such an

approach (books, cIubs, articles, pofitical action, free-
market think-tanks, and so on) is virtualry limitless and up

to individual choice. rn the meantime, it is no doubt true
that significant intellectual- obstacles lie in the path of

Rand's ideas, but this is no reason to give up a struggle
for freedom. one may note that Marxism faced these same

kinds of challenges, but it did not by any means give up its
struggle, and in the end succeeded. Such approaches, as

welI, need not involve giving up or compromising one's basic
principles" one is often forced by political reality to deal

with and participate in some rather unsavory, by Rand's

standards, institutions ( i.e" medicare) , z t o but the key is
to never grant one's moral sanction to such anti-freedom
institutions. Às Rand says: "Judge, and be prepared to be

judged. " 21 1 Às f ar as Rand was concerned, this vras the

essence of, and most practical approach to, living a ration-
a1 life in a quite irrational world. The success or fai-1ure

of poriticaJ- change ultimately rests on the strength of
one's convictions " without strong convictions, a case for
freedom is made much weaker, and poritical change becomes

more dif f icu1t. Rand's main contribution to this task v¡as to
develop and/or enhance the basic principles upon which eco-

nomic freedom is founded" By this, she did advocates of eco-

21o The reasoning here is that, unress one is very rich, one
has no choice about paying for medicare, and it wouid befoolish not to use such services. Rand realized that herphilosophy would hardJ-y be served by mass martyrdom.

211 vos, p" 72"
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nomic liberty an enormous favour.

Even so, at this point in time it is far too early to say

that Rand's ideas are guaranteed success, afthough one can

say that t.hey are not necessarily guaranteed failure either"
With the recent favourable response being given free-market

institutions throughout the worl-d, it is safe to say that
Rand's ideas at least have the possiblity of success.

As Rand sees the political situation today, the rational
man is faced with choices that do not bode well for him"

Conflict is the rule, with everyone being forced to act like
predatory animals by the welfare state, and no one seems

able to do anything to stop such destruction. None of the

dominant political camps offers man a worthwhile defense of

reason, or rational self-interestr or of capitalism. They

seem compJ-etely uninterested in challenging the welfare

state in principle and thereby put a stop to its conflicts.
They see little or no need for putting in place a proper

environment in which the rational mind can function"

Instead, they develop policies and institutions which give

license to irrationality and conflict. For this reason, Rand

sees ít as no surprise that people today are so cynical and

disgusted with politics and politicians; politicians contin-
ually endorse contradictory political ideas, miring civil-i-
zation deeper and deeper into chaos" For Rand, this was and

remains a disheartening spectacle for a defender of capital-
ism" But she held out her philosophy in the hope that, one

day, it might be different.
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6"6 EXAMPLES OF CONFLICT

Before leaving the chapter of this thesis on Rand's pori-

tics' one can offer some present-day examples of conflict in

order to concretize v¡hat Rand means when she contends that
the major cause of conflict between men today is government

interference in the lives of a citizenry. To illustrate her

point here, 1et us l-ook at one government policy that has

been tremendousry abusive of individual rights, and thus

conducive Lo conflict" conversely, we will al-so examine one

other government policy that restores, to some degree, indi-
viduar rights and is thus exemplary of the kinds of poricies

that can lessen conflict in contemporary society. It is
important to remember here that such examples are selected
not for a discussion of the issue for its own sake, but

rather to i llustrate a spec i f ic pr inc ipre. For that reason ,

many unnecessary details of such events or policies are

omi t Led "

one major example of a government policy that creates

conflict when acted upon is the setting-up of state-owned

enterpr i ses. Despite the intentions of the persons who

advocate such polic ies, they l-eave unanswered two basic

questions: who will pay for such entities, and who wilr con-

tror them? By dealing with these questions, one can under-

stand why the idea of state ovrnership of industry and other
productive enterprises necessarily creates contradictions
and therefore conflicts in society.
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T,f ith regards to the f irst question, wil] the people who

pay for the acquisition of such entities be, in every case,

either interested in owning them, or a direct beneficiary of

their activity? The ansv¡er is, of course, no. when the state
forces al-] iLs citizens to pay taxes to support a state-
ovrned body, a body that courd otherwise be privately owned,

it assumes falsely that everybody agrees with such an objec-
tive. Certainly, many people will not. After alI, it is
difficult to see what benefits a resident of Manitoba will
gain from owning an aircraft factory in euebec, especialry
since he gets no dividends from its operations if the state
owns it. Such persons would often prefer to have their mon-

ey back and spend it on other items of more interest to
them. The advocates of state-ownership of industry are obli-
gated to come up with a morar argument that states why such

an individual should not have his money back. This is an

argument that few such persons care to make.

But the rear conf l ict comes int.o play when dec iding who

wirl control the activities of state-owned enterprises.
under a policy of this nature, all citizens are owners of
the entity in question, and all must necessarily be seen as

having a right to contror its activities. yet how is one to
fairly accomodate the vastly differing, and often contradic-
toryr prêferences, desires and interests of ar1 the citizens
of an entire country? The ansv¡er is that such conflicts
cannot be resolved; they can only be pushed aside by simply
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the minority by

force. This issue cannot be "resolved" except by flagrantly
abusing individual rights and freedom of choice. If the

solution offered is to allov¡ the citizenry to delegate their
authority to a few representatives, then what happens to the

minority who lose the vote? why do their preferences have to
be submerged simply because they happen to di sagree r,¡ith

everyone el-se?

If the sol-ution is to appoint a regulatory board to
supervise the state-owned enterprise, and then have the pub-

lic "Iobby" the board to inject their preferences into the

system, what will happen to those who have neither the time

nor the money nor the pubric rerations firms to state their
preferences? Again, the interests of a minority are con-

st.antly submerged by this process, even though that minority
pays the costs of the enterprise as much as anyone el-se. The

resul-t of such a process is not one of peaceful interaction,
but of a dire scramble to see who can get the attention of

the state first, before someone else gets to decide how your

money will be spent. Because of the collective nature of

such decisions, there is really no way to deal with a1l

viewpoints fairly; the only resul-t is conflict since a few

will give the orders, and rnany will pay the bills, like it
or not "

But when property is held privately, the

does not agree with others has an outlet where

ind

he

ividual who

can pursue
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his interests on his own. In the free market, those who do

want property are f ree to acqui re it by thei r or{'n means.

They do not have the right to force others to pay for their
desires. under such a sociaÌ systemr conflict is unneces-

sary because all parties have a right to Lheir own lives,
time and property, and can part company amicably if they do

not agree on common courses of action"

If one vrere to be abl-e to f ind a government poticy that
today is increasing the chances for political harmony, that
policy would be free trade" of course, the present Free

Trade Àgreement wirl only lessen to a smarr degree the

chances of conflicts amongst Canadians, for it does not

totarly eliminate the werfare state itserf. For the purposes

of this example, we wirl look at the basic principres behind

free trade, and then at a few issues covered by the present

Àgreement.

In principle, a policy of free trade recognizes that all
individuars in a given society have differing goars, inter-
ests, and preferences, and that the state has no moral right
to prevent any individual from pursuing his happiness in a

rationar manner" If such pursuits require trade with citi-
zens of other nations, then the state has no morar right Lo

interfere if this activity is not carried out at the expense

of others" If "others" claim that trade with the U.S.À.

should be restricted on the basis that they "desire" a cap-

tive market for their products, then such craims are invalid
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policy on desires andper se

whims.

Anti-free traders often act as if a move to free trade is
some attempt to force them to trade with the united states"
rndividuals living in a society of free trade are stj.lr free
not to trade r+ith the U" S. iÍ they do not want to. The rele-
vant point here is that simply because you personatry do not

want to trade with the u.s. does not mean that everyone erse

agrees. Furthermore, those who wish to restrict trade with
the United States are obligated to answer this question: If
I trade with the united States, what wilI I have done wrong?

Will I have been dishonest, or a thief? Surely, I may have

frustrated the desires of certain peopJ-e to be given a cap-

tive market for their products, but is frustration of

desires grounds for putting someone in jail? Wny then, do

such persons insist on erecting contrived, artificial barri-
ers to trade amongst canadians and Àmericans and then make

or threaten Lo make criminals out of those who break such

barriers? what is morally wrong

your feIlow men?

r+ith wanting to trade with

With regards to the present Canada-U"S" Free Trade Agree-

ment, while it does not go nearly far enough in allowing
individuals the freedom they deserve, certain items of the

pact a1lor+ far more freedom to individuars than before.

Presently, we will look at a few of the more significant
items, but one must keep in mind that a brief review is all
that is possible here.
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The provisions of the pact covering energy are particu-
larIy interesting with regards to freedom for individuals"
In short, the pact liberalizes the rul-es governing Canadian

energy exports to the U.S. Groundless paranoia about Canada

running out of energy aside (only governments create short-
ages, not the free market), if any person wants to hoard

energy in case of a shortage, then the free market has a

mechanism whereby he can satisfy such desires v¡ithout con-

flict with others: he can buy up oil and gas leases with his
own money, and then absorb the impact of those lost sales at
his own expense.

In the area of investment, t.he present Agreement promises

stiIl more freedom for individuals, by signi ficantly liber-
alizing the rules for foreign investment. Às for critics of

such an item, it would be interesting to hear them state on

which grounds they believe that privately-held Canadian

property is somehow under the control of the state or the

collective, and that therefore the staLe has the right to

control who owns it. In any case, the free market allows

such nationalists a quite reasonable avenue for ensuring

that Canadian industry stays Canadian: they can buy such

industries, at their own expense. Once again, there is noth-

ing immoral or improper about frustrating the "desires" of

Canadian nationalists to see all property owned by Canadi-

ans. In fact, every individual property holder has a moral

right to dispose of his property to whoever he wants, wheth-
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er the buyer be Canadian or American" The fact that this
particular pact does not al-Iow Canadians identical freedom

to invest in Àmerica is beside the point; simpJ-y because one

nation wishes to treat its citizens like cattl-e does not

mean v¡e should do the same "

Granted, this is only a brief look at the issue of free

trade. Still, it is worth noting that any move to free

trade at all is very conducive to the cause of economic lib-
erty. Moves to free trade are significant in that they al1ow

individuals more freedom to pursue their interests in such a

manner that these pursuits do not have to conflict with

those of others" In this manner, free trade may help to lim-
it conflicts in politics.

In the sphere of deregulation of the economy, some of

Rand's insights into the broadcasting industry offer possi-

ble approaches to bringing about a Iaissez-faire state. In

this case, Rand argues that there is no need for the kind of

extensive regulation of broadcasting that one presently

sees. She argues analogously that both a concert pianist

and a TV station are broadcasters; the one minor difference

being that one broadcasts over a much larger area. Rand

notes that since a concert pianist does not need to be

licensed, vrhy should a TV or radio station have to be?

Rand's solution to

not as a controller
is problem is to have the state act

the content of the airwaves, but

rh

of
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rather as an agent which def ines only the parLi.cular channel

or radio band over r,¡hich one i s all-owed to broadcast . The

state should be: "a traffic policeman who protects the

rights of broadcasters from technical interference ." 2 l 2

The problem with having the state determine the content

of broadcasts is that the regulators have to, theoretically,

accomodate all views of all citizens who are, by this stan-

dard, supposed to ovrn the airwaves. But what really occurs

is that those with the time and money to lobby the regula-

tors will get their views accomodated, while ordinary citi-

zens, lacking such resources, have to effectively submerge

their views.

In turning broadcasting over to the free market, Rand

argues that TV and radio frequencies be sold to the highest

bidder. However, one could al-so argue that such frequencies

be handed out on a first-come, first-served basis, and that

present TV and radio stations be allowed to retain their

freguencies, since they have already heavily invested in

them" The one condition that might be placed on broadcasters

is that Lhey at Least broadcast somethinq to ensure that

they are using their property,

Overall, what is broadcast should be a matter for broad-

casters and their patrons to decide. If you do not enjoy a

particular show, the free market allows you to register your

disapproval by turning it off, Under the present restricted

212 c:TUI p. 126"
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market, there is often so little choice in radio and TV that
this option cannot be exercised as readily"

One can note that such statements appty quite well to
canada, where we have guidelines for canadian content in
broadcastingr supposedly to enhance canadian cuÌture in

addition to the usuar reguJ-ations" However, the free market

offers a quite adequate avenue for the support of canadian

curture without government controls: support such curturarry
rel-evant shows with your own time and money. simply because

one may happen to enjoy such shows does not mean that every-

one else does. Thus, others should be allowed this same

freedom of choice too"

Thus, while this is not an exhaustive listing of examples

of confrict caused by government intervention in the econo-

Dyr one can see how government policies, past and present,

in the name of paternalism, nationalism, or the welfare

state, have 1ed to enormous and unnecessary conflict in

society" But. with a free-market approach to government poli-
cyr this kind of conflict can be eliminated. As a result,
men can achieve a pclitical environment under which all are

free to agree or disagree, associate or disassociate, and

under which all can pursue their interests in a harmonious

and rational manner in an absence of confrict. Needless to

sêy: there could sti1l be conflict caused by irrational peo-

ple. BUL they would be a distinct minority, and a minority
barred from using government to force their dictates on oth-
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common occurences.

political harmony
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RAND'S VIEW OF HISTORY

We now turn to Ayn Rand's view of history, since her per-

spectives on this matter highl-ight the fundamental-s of. her

philosophy in many h¡ays. Rand sees history not as the ines-

capabl-e progression of predetermined events, but rather as a

progression of ideas. It is ideas which make history into

what it is, and it is only ideas that can change history"
Thus, she holds that man can affect his destiny. Further-

more, since Rand holds philosophical ideas to be at the root

of man's condition, she regards these as being the major

determinant of historical progress. When man held the prop-

er philosophical ideas, he progressed; when he held the

wrong ones, his condition declined. Nonetheless, Rand cannot

be considered, in light of the amount she wrote on the sub-

ject, a thorough commentator on the history of philosophy.

Her contribution to the subject vras surprisingly and unfor-

tunately scant.

Às Rand sees iL, history has been dominated by two basic

competing philosophies, which she traces back to ancient

Greece. The philosophy of Plato, on one hand, postulated a

view of existence with two realities; one an imperfect,

illusory world that man perceived, and another higher,

151
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superior realm of abstractions, accessible only by mystic

revelation, wherein lay the key to real meaning" Àristotle's
phi losophy , oh the other hand , cla imed that there i s onJ-y

one reality, and that man's task is to perceive it, not to
create it. Rand Iauded Aristotle's metaphysics and epistem-

ology and because of his work in these fields she considered

him to be phi losophy' s greatest f igure. 2 1 3

However, it is worth noting that Rand's and Àristotle's
philosophies were very different in their ethics and poli-
tics. Aristotle attempted a naturalistic ethics, but

retained significant amounts of Platonic ideas" Nonetheless,

Rand and Aristotle did see ethics as a hierarchy of values,

all of which aimed at one supreme goal: for Àristotle eudai-

monia; for Rand the life of man qua man. Both held that eth-
ics should be designed for life on this earth, instead of

for another realm. They both also held pride as a major

virt.ue"2la

As mentioned previously in this thesis, Àristotle's use

of the Go1den Mean as a tool in ethics was something that
Rand saw as totally inadeguate, since it was simply not

applicable to all choices in ethics"

213

214

FTNI , pp. 22-23 
"

John Morra1l, Aristotle,
1977), p. 59"

(London: George A1len & Unwin
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Furthermore, Aristotfe's politics were much l-ess appeal-

ing to Rand than his metaphysics, epistemology, or even his

ethics" They '$/ere mostJ-y a modified Platonic system. Aris-
totle \.¡as undoubtedly less of a colÌectivist than Plato, but

the difference was more a matter of degree than of princi-
ple.

However, Aristotle did agree with Rand that what a good

political state is should be determined by an observation of

this world, and not by reference to revelations.2ls

The purpose of politics, for Aristotle, was to ensure

virtuous behaviour on the part of the citizenry, even if
force vras required to make people behave in a particular
manner " He wrote: " " " "virtue must be the care of the

state.rr2 1 6 Àristotle thus held the common good to be an

object of the law: "Legislators make the citizens good by

forming good habits in them...tt217 For Rand, the purpose of

the state h'as to protect individual rights, while Àristot-
Ie's notion was much more comprehensive, in that the state

is not: "mere society. . .established for the prevention of

mutual c r ime and f or the sake of exchange .tt 21 I

2 1 s Morrall
21 6 McKeon,

217 McKeon,

21 a McKeon,

, pp. 48-49 
"

p. '1 188"

p" 953.

p" 1188.
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poliLics very much derided the elitism of

Plato's" The ideal ruler, for Àristotle, did not have to be

a philosopher iling, but rather: "...the man of phronesis,

the possessor of prudence tested by experience, the philoso-

pher of the practical sciences. rt 21e His pref erred state vras

thus a golden mean between the extremes of oligarchy and

democracy" This "polity" coul-d be divided up into three

classes: the pure philosophers of wisdom; enlightened prac-

tical- men, possessing practical ethical insight (1ike1y

well-off rural Iandowners); and the unenlightened masses,

such as shopkeepers and businessmen, who have so little
insight that they woul-d mostly have to be forced to live
virtuously. In Aristotle's view, which Rand would certainl-y

disagree v¡ith, the unenJ-ightened masses were generally unfiL

for ruling, because plenty of leisure was necessary for good

political insights; they v¡ere simply too busy toiling Lo

think about such complex matters"22o

For Aristotle, the lesser members of society could not be

trusted to be good rulers, for they were too servile, and

the elite was simply too domineering. Thus, the middle class

would normally be the best rulers. As he said, Lhe middle

class was: "Ieast likely to shrink from ruler or to be

over-ambitious at it."221 To avoid rule by the few and rule

by the many, Àristotle thus substituted rule by the not-so-

21 s Morrall
22o Ibid.,
221 McKeon,

, P. 62"

pp. 66-7i.

p" 1220 "
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many.

Thus, while he did adrnonish Plato for completely submerg-

ing the individual in his ideal state, Àristotle did not

give the individual too much freedom" He had no systematic

conception of. individual rights, viewing politics instead as

primarily the question of whose group should rule"

Rand would see Aristotle's major mistake as his view that

there vras something inherently wrong with the ordinary man

per sÊr that made him unfit to ru1e" Rand, oD the other

hand, sees the problem with democracy as lying with the

intellectuals. The common man is not bad by definition, but

then neither is he a leader in intellectual matters" Here he

is largely a folloler. Thus, if bad ideas are disseminated

by intellectuals, the common man will inevitably adopt them

and put them into political practice. For this reason, Rand

held that there should be strong constitutional protection

against any abuses of individual rights, should any such bad

ideas predominate" BuL ultimately, only the intellectuals

can truJ-y protect f reedom " As v¡e have seen many t imes

before, Rand was not one to regard politics as an art of

compromise, but rather as the art of promulgating one's

basic principles clearly and consistently"

While Aristotle's philosophy did have a great beginning

in its advocacy of living with reality and by reason and

logic, and with its emphasis on the individual- as opposed to
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the coll-ective, his politics did not consistently follow

through v¡ith this committment to the individual. Aristotle

might have pointed out that he v¡as only being pragmatic in

this approach to politics, but Rand would have been quick to
point out that simply because political life is very complex

and often bewiJ-dering in its agglomeration of differing val-

ues does not mean that one ought merely to take a mean

amongst whatever people happen to vaLue and advocate it.

Even non-Randists might concur with this, since politics is

as much the art of changing people's values as it is the art
of sorting them out, as any Marxist knows!

Rand views history ever since the time of ancient Greece

as being, for the most part, the result of a competition for

influence between two philosophies; the times when men

advanced being the times when Àristotle's metaphysical ideas

gained prorninence, and the times when men declined being

rvhen Platonic mysticism dominated. Aristotelian ideas gave

the men of reason a chance to build their societies; out-

right mysticism gave Attila and the Witch Doctor a chance to

tear them down. with the fall of Rome, Rand contends, Àris-

totle faded into obscurity, while a resurgence of religion

and unreason plunged Europe into the superstition, violence

and anarchy of the Dark Àges" Under the conditions created

by such mysticism, Attila and people Iike him thrived. this

came to an end v¡hen Thomas Àquinas and related thinkers

rediscovered Àristotle and hence reason, thus heralding the

dawn of the Renaissance"
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Rand regarded Thomas Aquinas as a major figure in the

revival- of Aristotelian thought, although for one who

thought so much of Aquinas, it is strange to see her devote

only one sentence to him in her views on history. Nonethe-

less, while Rand and Àquinas do share a respect for reason

and 1ogic, their political views differ greatly indeed.

Essentially, while Thomas Aquinas was a great advocate of

reason, he did not question the dominance of the church in

men's lives, and held that one should be obedient to church

and state. Those who disobeyed would be dealt with harshly.

As he stated: "The virtue of every subject consists in his

being well subjected to his ruler.tt222

In metaphysics and epistemology, Aquinas held, in opposi-

tion to his times, that even god interacted with the world

in an orderly and understandable way" The world v¡as for

Aquinas an orderly realm and thus a subject for logical

inquiry, and not some "wicked" place. Knowledge of. this

world, furthermore, could be arrived at by reason. Thus,

while Aquinas did maintain his committment to god and faith,

he did give reason a major role in human affairs, which was

something quite extraordinary given the prevailing philoso-

phies of the time.223

Pegis, p" 759"

Thomas Gilby,
(chicago: The
114"

222

223 The PoIitical
University of

Thouoht of Thomas Aguinas,
Chicago Press, 1958), p"
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Aquinas' ethics are divided into two distinct areas: the

natural virtues, and the theological virtues. The former was

the province of reason, and aimed at self-real-ization, while

the l-atter was the province of f aith, and were obtainable by

god's grace only. Sti11, Àquinas was a pioneer here in that

for the first time in the Christian era, reason was given a

preponderant place in ethics.

In his politics, Àeuinas also held some very pro-freedom,

pro-reason viewpoints, although he v¡as hardly consistent in
this regard. He was an advocate of the rule of law, and held

that while force had a place in human affairs, it should be

justified by reasons, and not excuses" Laws must correspond

to facts of reality and be derived from reason" He wrote:

"Lav¡ is in the reason alone."224 He also held that laws

should conform to four major criteria: laws should be intel-
ligible, and not arbitrary; they should serve the common

good; they should be as limited as possible so as to pre-

serve conditions of freedom; and Lhey musL be understood and

accepted by the popuJ-ace to be of any use.225

Like Aristotle, Aquinas held that the common good could

be a subject of the laws, and similarly, Aquinas held the

common good to be a life of virtue and happiness" He wrote:

À private person cannot lead one to viriue effica-
ciously; for he can only advise, and if his advice
is not taken, it has no coercive power, such as
the law should have, in order to prove an effica-

224 Pegis, p"

225 Morral1,

743.

pp" 114-130"
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cious inducement to virtue. 2 2 6

Again, Rand v¡oul-d argue here that while the virtuous lif e

may well be the best life to ]ive, it is by no means possi-

ble or necessary that the law should be a tool to force all
to be virtuous" Conversely, the law is best left to allowing

those who wish to be virtuous the freedom to do so. In the

same way as one cannot force people to be free, one could

not Iikely force people to be happy. Those who despise the

life of virtue will, âs Rand would maintain, live a misera-

ble enough life without having to be punished by the Iaw.

Às to the structure of government, Aquinas basically

adopted an Àristotelian approach" The ruLer should serve his

subjects, and rule in their interests " PoIitical interests

should be well-dispersed amongst the populace, and not con-

centrated in any elite. Nonetheless, he was not an advocate

of unlimited democracy, for he held that the rulers should

be: " o o .â balance of majesty, nobility, and popular íty."zzz
The rulers in Aquinasr state should thus be neither be an

oligarchy nor a democracy; they should be self-supporting,
responsible men, somewhat like Aristotle's country gentle-

men.

Nonetheless, whoever ruled was clearly superior Lo his

subjects" He vras part of a hierarchy descended from 9od, and

so long as he ruled for the common good, his authority was

Pegis, p. 746"

Morrall, p. 295.

226

227
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not to be questioned. As Gilby writes: "God's majesty was to

be obeyed in all matters"rr228 Äquinas'approach to politics

was greatJ-y influenced by Àristotle's preoccupation with the

Golden Mean. It was also influenced by his Christian back-

ground and his deference to authority. Despite this, Rand

granted him a great deal of praise for one cardinal accom-

plishment: his devotion to the power of reason and man's

mind. Without Aquinas and the pro-reason thinkers of his

time, the Dark Ages might not have ended"

One can see here why Rand views professional philosophers

as fundamentally responsible for history; when they embraced

reason, progress followed; when they embraced mysticism,

such ideas led to disaster. Rand views philosophers as the

originators of the ideas that make history; she believes

that philosophy has an enormous responsibility here upon

which it has often defaulteð.22s

Following the Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution gave

practical and material expression to the ideas of reason.

Thus the professional businessman v¡as born, âs the producer

of material goods" In Rand's view, even though many do not

see the matter this wayr the businessman was a natural part-

ner to the producer of ideas, even if such a relationship
was more implicit than explicit throughout history" Thus, if
the philosopher and the businessman do work together, they

228 Ibid", p"

22s FTNI, pp.

142

23-24 
"
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can ensure progress in history" rn one country, more than

any other, this impJ-icit agreement worked to create tremen-

dous political and economic freedom: the united states of

Àmerica. Àmerica is a country which stands, in Rand's view,

as the closest mankind has ever gotten to a practical
expression of reason in a government. For once a country was

led by men who were both producers and thinkers; men who

believed in the necessity of production and knew what kinds

of institutions could foster it. Às a result, the Àmerican

Founding Fathers produced a nation which was both interrec-
tualry and economically free, barring exceptions rike the

existence of some contrors on the economy, and arso the fact
that the American system laboured under the enormous contra-
diction of sravery, a contradiction which sulried America's

otherwise valuable achievements. 2 3 o

However, Rand notes thaL the resurgence of reason was

relatively shortlived" rt enjoyed enough prominence to give

birth to political and economic freedom, but philosophy

aLmost immediately disowned its nev¡ child. Aristotelian
ideas of reason and the validity of the senses were soon

under attack again, even while capitalism $/as in its infan-
cy. under such an attack, it is indeed surprising that eco-

nomic freedom got as far as it did. The institutions of the

thinkers and producers gave wãy, s1owly, to unreason, self-
sacrifice, and eventually collectivism. within 300 years,
phirosophers and businessmen were at utter cross-purposes.

23o rbid"r pp" 25-28.
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Descartes had begun this attack on reason long before the

industrial revolution, so that by the time such an event

occurred, the philosophical- base that capitalism rested upon

had been so thoroughLy undercut that it went into decline

almost immediately. Descartes primarily upheld the primacy

of consciousness, and in doing so attacked the Aristotelian
primacy of existence " Philosophy began to doubt that it
could ever grapple with the issue of how one v¡as to convert

percepts into conceptual knowLedge, so it began to split
into the rationalist and empiricist camps, both of which,

Rand holds, accept Platonic ideas, but in sIightJ.y different
forms" Rand contends that this situation led to the eventual

annihilation of reason in philosophy" In her view, it was

Immanuel Kant who completed the job, by splitting the world

into the phenomenal and noumenal realms. One, the phenome-

nal, was a mere delusion, a creation of man's conceptual

faculty, that vras not to be trusted in any case. The noume-

na1 was the higher, perfect reality, but knowable only by

intuition or revelation. Rand holds that it was Kant who

brought Plato's ideas back into play in a major way" But

Rand holds that Kant did much more than this; he brought

into general acceptance the morality of altruism, a morality

of selflessness and self-sacrifice. By this, Kant gave col-
lectivism the firm ethical base that was necessary to ensure

its success.231

23 1 rbid" r pp " 28-32 "
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At this time, the idea oi state worship became popular

among philosophersf the idea that Lhe state is man's highest

goal and that he ought to be at one with it. Àlthough Rand

did not mention Rousseau's contribution in this regard, it
is worth noting that he held that:

I f each c i t izen i s nothing and can do nothing
wi thout the rest , and the resources lof ] the whol-e
are equal to or superior to the aggregate of the
resources of all the individual-s, it may be said
that legislation is at the highest possible point
of perfect ion. 2 3 2

Às a result of the dominance of the ideas of Kant, (and

others) and the lack of any serious chal-lenge to them, Rand

contends that it only had to be a matter of time before

thinkers like Hegel and Marx could devise ways of implement-

ing such ideas politically. FoJ-lowing on the ideas of previ-
ous anti-reason and anti-self philosophers, Marx gave birth
to anti-capitalism, viewing history as a chaotic procession

of conflict, of man's wealth as the product of mindless

physical labour, and of physical force as an appropriate

means of gaining that wealth" In a short time, Lenin gave

colLectivism political expression, just as western capital-
ism was at its zenith and going into decline" Similar to
pre-Renaissance thinkers and producers, the modern business-

man began to come under increasing atlack, an attack which

has intensified greatly in this century. Like his predeces-

sors, the modern producer has been subjected to an astound-

ing amount of abuse and hardship; abuse that might eventual-

232 Rousseau, p. 36"
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ly have the result of el-iminating productive personal-ities,

the very people on whom the survival of civilization
depends. These events troubled Rand greatly, and were her

reason for writing her books. But given what had gone on in
phitosophy over the previous hundred or so years, she was

not surprised at such a turn of events.233

Rand l-aments that the challenge to reason and capitalism
l¡as never effectively met. Had it been, she reasons that
history woul-d have been radically different. Unfortunatefy,

she notes, capitalism's defenders retreated into pragmatism,

believing that what is good is what works. Politically,
pragmatism gave way to subjectivism and truth by majority

rule. The democratic institutions that had been founded on

reason and a philosophy of strict limits on political power

had now run wild" Many on the political right decl-ared as a

result that perhaps democracy hras at fauIt, and that men

needed strong rulers, when all along it v¡as not the institu-
tion that was flawed, but the philosophy that guided it"
Rand maíntains that íf the defenders of capitalism had not

turned away from a defense of rational selfishness, they

would have not had to witness the rise of Soviet Russia's

communism and the welfare state and limitless spending that

is destroying their economies built on reason. If they had

accepted Àristotelian rnetaphysics and worked with it, to

build a more wholly rational system of thought, they would

not have had to default to Platonist ideas

233 FTNI, pp. 32-34

Rand sees her
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being the thinker who r+ould build on

Aristotl-e's ideas, (at least within the parameters of her

understanding of this philosopher) and give ethical and

political expression to his metaphysics, thereby putting an

end to the Platonist ideals of self-sacrifice and collectiv-

ism" While Rand did make some cogent points throughout her

theory of history, it is clear that her scholarship was fre-

quentJ.y defective.23a She would have done far better had she

substantially expanded her reading base and, one might add,

footnoted some of her material more extensively. Nonethe-

less, however one might disagree with some of the specifics

of Rand's interpretation of history, one must admit that

most of her philosophical views have not thereby been inval--

idated, including her ultimaLe goal of a laissez-faire

state.

234 For instance, her strictures against "Platonic mysti-
cism" are better aimed at Neo-PIatonism and Augustinían
Christianity than at Plato himself. In fact, Rand's
treatment of human societal issues bears a strong
resemblance to Plato's rationalizing and standardizing
methodology. She would undoubtedly reject the cautious
approach recommended by Aristotle in his Ethics (gX. 1,
Ch. 3) while her ideal of "man qua man" has great metho-
dological affinities to PIato's uncompromising paradigm
of the perf ect individual- "



Chapter VI I I

RAND AND HER CRITICS

It woul-d be worthwhile now to look at some of Àyn Rand's

critics, so that one can gauge the kind of response she has

received in intellectual and political circles. In looking

at such criticisms, one notes that the great bulk of it
comes not from the political left, but rather from the

right" Moreover, Rand's mosL vociferous and polemical crit-
ics often come from the religious right" It appears, as one

will see, that this imbalance is probably due to the fact
that conservatives are not so angry with Rand for defending

capitalism, but for defending it on grounds of rational
selfishness and rejecting any argument from faith. Thus,

Rand has appealed to potential- defenders of capitalism who

do not want to have to be associated with conservatives. As

this seems to take potential recruits away from the conser-

vative movement, the political right may feel slighted by

her act ions. The lack of much criticism of her by the

political left is not likely the result of the fact that

they agree with her, but rather that they have plenty of

their ov¡n theorists to deal with.

The Àmerican religious conservative movement has been

particularly harsh with Rand and her ideas ever since, it

166
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appears, Atlas Shruqqed was published in 1957. with safes of

the book leaping upwards, and perhaps a good many conserva-

tives having a look at Rand's ideas, the staff of the Àmeri-

can conservative journal, National- Review, decided that it
was time to repudiate her. Às the magazine is perhaps the

most popular publication amongst American conservatives, it
can be assumed that their opinion of Rand constitutes a good

idea of how conservative intellectuals view her" In 1957,

noted conservative Whittaker Chambers vras asked to review

Atlas Shruqqed, and review it he did. He wrote: "I find it a

remarkably si11y book."2ss

More to the point, the major objection that Chambers had

with regards to Rand's ideas was that he interpreted them as

being conducive to the establishment of a technocracy that

would run society, a technocracy made up of John Galts and

Howard Roarks who would presumably teIl us all how to 1ive,

Às Chambers says:

Miss Rand, as the enemy of any socializing force,
calls in a Big Brother of her own contriving to do
battle wir,h the other. In the name of f ree enter-
pr i se, therefore, she plumps for a technocrat ic
elite.236

As mentioned before, Rand does mention that in a rational
society, virtue ought to be rewarded, such that the most

able receive the most rewards. However, it seems rather odd

that one could conceive this to be a call for a technocracy,

235 whittaker Chambers,
National Review, Dec.

236 rbid", p" 595,

"Big Sister I s
28, 1957, p. 594.

Watching You",
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since Rand did not say that such favours would be dispensed

by governments. Rather, the market. woul-d di spense them, giv-

ing more benefits to those who produced more goods" Fur-

thermore, such power as would be derived from this distribu-
t ion would not be the power to run soc iet ies ; i t woul-d only

be economic porver, which Rand clearly separates f rom politi-

cal power. As she says:

Economic power is exercised by means of a posi-
tive, by offering man a reward, an incentive, a
payment, a value; political power is exercised by
means of a neqative, by the threat of punishment,
injury, imprisonment , destruction. 2 37

As Rand sees it, no businessman can ever be a dictator
even if he does well in the marketplace; he cannot force

people to buy his products; he cannot compel them to shop in

his stores" His customers associate with him on the basis

of whether they like his product or not; they sanction him

if they buy it" If they do not like his product, they can

shop eJ-sewhere, albeit the choices may not always be equal.

Economic power is thus the power of persuasion, which is far

different from the power that any technocracy could exer-

cise, namely that of physical coercion"

But Chamber's article also points out another chief crit-
icism that religious conservatism has for Rand: that she, by

postulating a moral code without a supernatural deity for
guidance, advocates hedonism and vulgar materialism" As

Chambers writes:

237 c:TUr, p. 48.
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For if Man's 'heroism' no longer derives from
God. ".then Man becomes merely the most consuming
of animals, with glut as the condition of his hap-
piness and its replenishment his foremost activi-
Ly."t

Again though, Chambers appears to be misconstruing a

great deal of what Rand is saying. Rand did not advocate

wanton pleasure as man's standard of value, but rather that

an abstract moral ideal be his standard" Essentially, this

is what Christi.anity advocates as well" It appears then that

the real- criticism that Chambers makes of Rand is that she

simply did not base her ethics on god and he could not bring

himself to understand how someone could do this.

Nonetheless, modern conservatives continue to attack
Rand. Not long after her death, one conservative called
her: "...so to speak, the A1ger Hiss of the right23s Àt the

same time, prominent conservative WiIIiam F. Bucktey Jr.
remarked of Rand: "May she rest in peace, and may she

experience the demystification of her mind possessed o"24o

StiIl other critics consist of those who basically agree

with Rand's works, but find problems in certain areas. Sid

Greenberg, for instance, finds a problem with living up to
the abstract ideal that Rand sets up as her standard of val-
ue: the life of a rational- human being. He finds it diffi-

238 Chambers, p. 595"

2 3 s Terry Teachout , "Farewell Dagny Taggart", National
Review, Vol 34, May 14, 1982, p" 566"

24o Wm" F. Buckley, Jtr., "On The Right",
VoI. 34, Àpril 2r 1982, p" 381"

National Revi ew ,
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cult to know just what this constitutes, for Rand's noveLs

to him seem to portray very distant characters. Instead, he

proposes that happiness be the standard, which woul-d be,

according to him, very easy to follov¡ as a guide. However,

to avoid the charge of hedonism, Greenberg is pressed to

claim that he only means a part icul-ar type of happiness, a

' rat ional' happiness. However , thi s i s once aga in another

abstract ideaIt241

Nonetheless, Greenberg raises an interesting point about

the style in which Rand presented her ideas: philosophy enc-

ased in fiction. This style was probabJ-y the chief reason

vrhy Rand enjoyed the success she did; she put important fun-

damental philosophical ideas into a format that made them

more real to many people, to show them how those ideals

would be carried out given certain contexts. Had Rand not

written any fiction, her popularity would have likely been

drastically less than it is now. In that sense, her fiction
novels were an indispensable part of her task of spreading

her ideas. However, when one reads her novels, and looks at

the r.¡ay in which her characters deal with their situations,
one must constantly remember that what, for instance, works

for John Galt in a particular setting may not work in your

instance and context" If one approached Rand's novels mis-

takenly, one could treat them as one would treat the Bible;

as a set of concretes from which one can draw parallels to

241 Sid Greenberg,
Sid Greenberg,

Alienatfeq a¡ìè Ayn Randrffi1, w t?O.
(San Franc isco:
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situations one encounters in one's own life, and act as the

characters in the Bible or Àtlas Shruqqed do" However, one's

own life, context and situation may be entirely different

from the life, context and situation of Rand's characters.

Unless the instances are nearly identical, what is fine for

Howard Roark to do in a particular instance may be a disas-

trous course of action for you to take. Rather, Rand's nov-

e1s have to be seen as possible courses of action, given

possible contexts. What one has to do then is work with

Rand's fundamental principles in order to find out what an

appropriate course of action might be, and not draw poor

paralle1s between onesel-f and the concrete situations that

her heroes are involved in.

Nathaniel Branden, of course, has not been an associate

of Rand's for many years. In fact, Rand repudiated him in

1968. However, he offers that Rand's ideas on emotions in

particular and psychology in general may have been inade-

quate" Rand has said that in a conflict between one's emo-

tions and conscious convictions, one should choose the con-

scious conviction as a guide to action" However, Branden

counsels that this may only be the case in situations where

one has to make a fast decision" Moreover, these instances

are generally very few. Thus, Branden advises that in cases

where one has the time, one ought to bring one's emotions

out for examination and a

convictions, i f there is a

comparison with one's conscious

discrepancy, before making any



decision. One coul-d f ind out that one'

cases are more accurate indicators of

conscious convictions" Of course, one th

might be tempted to agree.2a2

24 2 Nathaniel
losophy of
oqv, Vol "

243 lbid", p.

244 I^¡i11iam F"

Branden, "The Benefits and
Ayn Rand", The Journal of

24, No. 4, FaII 1984, pp.

61 "

O'Nei11, WiLh Charitv
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s emotions in some

actions than one's

inks that here Rand

Hazards of the Phi-
Humanistic Psvchol-

50-54.

Ayn Rand al-so held to the belief , as one saw in the dis-

cussion on her view of history, that philosophical- convic-

tions explain much of human behaviour. However, Nathaniel

Branden points out that:

Þlany factors contribute to who we become as human
beings: our genes, our maturation, our unique
biological potentials and limitations, our life
experiences and the concl-usions we draw from them,
the knowledge and information available to usr
and, of course , our premi ses or phi losophical
belief s. ...243

Rand was not, in any professional sense, a psychologist, and

it is probable that in her status as a philosopher she over-

l-ooked some of these factors as possible explanations for
human behaviour, important though they are in explaining why

humans act the way they do. This is actually more of an

addition to her thought than a subtraction from it, and as

time passes there will like1y be more additions to that
thought" Nonetheless, her critics are hard-pressed to deny

that she has impacted greatly on our culture. Às one critic
addsi ".o"for better or worse--Miss Rand has refused to shut

up and go away.tt244

None, (New York:
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Before ending this discussion, one might be interested to
know what kinds of responses Àyn Rand would have had for

such critics" Such criticisns, it seems, are best answered

by referring back to her works, for Àyn Rand did not answer

her critics directly. Às far as she was concerned, the

answers were in her novel-s and books. She v¡as, in her opin-

ion, not going to bring attention to the ideas of her criti-
cs by answering their charges.

Philosophical Library, 1971), p. 3"



Chapter IX

CONCLUSION

Ayn Rand's work, for the most part, is often original and

precise in its formul-ation. In her philosophy, she goes to

some }engths to demonstrate how man's universe is non-con-

tradictory and rational-, and how man's own nature is much

the same. She draws the conc]usion that rational individu-

al-s can fit together rationally, and get along with each

other, with an absence of conflict" She holds that rational

political institutions can evolve out of this situation,
institutions which recognize man's nature and al-tow him the

freedom he needs to live"

In today's political scene, to say that a rationaf man is
very rare is to state the obvious, but to state that such an

ideaf is unattainable seems odd" Às Nathaniel Branden

states, Rand:

creates characters who aren't in the Middle Àges,
who aren't running around in outer space, but who
are of our time and of this earth--who work,
struggle, pursue difficult career goaIs, fa11 in
love, participate in emotional rel-ationships, and
for whom life is an incredible adventure because
they have made it so.2as

245 Nathaniel Branden, "The
losophy of Ayn Rand", p"
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Thus, if one is willing to remember that rational men do

not evade reality and never follow their desires bIindly,

the contention that there are no conflicts of interests

between them becomes real; if one disregards that context,

then such conf licts would seem very obvious and commonpJ-ace.

In the case of honest mistakes and errors of knowledge, this

does not herald a conflict between rational men, as one has

seen" Only those who deliberately evade new knowledge and

evidence will bring conflict into their lives. Those who do

not evade such evidence readjust their thinking correspond-

ingly" They do not become irrational and hence a source of

conflict. As well, it is important to keep in mind that

Rand is not contending that in a society ruled by rational

men there will be no conflicts whatsoever" She does not hold

that all men are rationalr oF will choose to be rational"

Conflicts amongst themselves or with rationaf men would not

be eliminated" However, Rand holds that with the proper

institutionsr râtional men can ensure that such irrational

people can be dealt with and

the former.

will be no serious threat to

In the case of Rand's ethical theory especially, she has

done an enormous favour to potential defenders of laissez-
faire capitalism by giving them a moral basis to work from,

and by demonstrating how capitalism is not a systern of con-

flict. With Rand's ethics, one can attempt a much more

coherent defense of capitalism than one could if one stuck
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to def endi.ng capitalism on grounds of f aith or statistics,
something r,¡hich has been done far too often in the past with

no desirable ef f ects. However, Rand r.Ias not the only person

ever to write on the nature of reason, self-interest or cap-

italism, and must be seen not as the only defender of eco-

nomic freedom around, but rather as a valuable contributor
to the weal-th of thought on this matter already in exis-

tence. Despite this, it is clear that the free-enterprise

system is continuing to suffer more and more abuse under the

welfare state. If the defenders of capitalism are to once

again reassert themsel-ves, it is difficult to deny that Àyn

Rand's philosophy can be of assistance. While there were

many areas of thought that she did not cover adequately,

such as psychology, economics and history, one must remember

that no thinker has ever covered all the issues, and Rand is
no exception" As to the issues that she did address, one may

honestly say that she addressed them welI, for the most

part, Às pointed out, she could well have expanded on her

view of history, or in certain areas like the rights of

children, She cannot fairly, in tight of her writings, be

considered much of a commentator on other thinkers either"
Despite this, although those who hold to Rand's philosophy

are far from numerous, her ideas have potential Iike any

others" At this stage, it is only a possibility that her

ideas will come into widespread acceptance" But nonetheless,

it is useful to remember that KarI Marx's ideas probably

started out with the same kind of derision that Rand's often



get; yet forty years after
ed on his beliefs. In any

an era of economic freedom

ous cons iderat i on "
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death, a nation v¡as found-

if mankind is ever to have

Rand's ideas deserve seri-

Marx t s

case,

again,
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